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INTRODUCTION

The debate among economists over whether industry or 

agriculture should be ^-veh priority in underdeveloped 

countries seeking to increase their rate of economic growth 

has largely subsided now after being waged most spiritedly 
for a number of years after the Second World War.^ 

prevailing orthodoxy today among Western economists

The

seems

to be that a. steady increase in agrlciatural production 

is a more essential prerequisite to economic development 

than the rapid growth of an industrial sector.

>-

This does

not mean that there is no place for the development of 

ufactiuring industry in poor, predominantly rural economies.

man-

t
Rathar it is the view that policies in underdeveloped 

countries which stress import substitution behind high 

tariff walls (policies vrtiich have been particularly preva

lent in Latin American countries) have proved disappointing.

1
Ah excellent example of the viewpoint favoring emphasis 

on industry can be found in Raul Prebisch "Commercial Poli
cy in the Underdeveloped Countries," American Economic Re
view, Paper and Proceedings. May 1959, pp. 251-255. Por“

<* the opposite position see Gustav Papaneka "Development Prob
lems Relevant to Agriculture Tax‘Policy," Papers gnrt Pro- 
ceedings of the Conference on Agrlcultiiral Taxation and 
Economic Development. Harvard Law School, Cambridge, 1954, 
pp. 193-6; Bruce P. Johnston and John W. Mellor, "The Role 
of Agriculture in Economic Development," American Economic 
Review, September 1961, pp. 571-58I. 
this issue see the other readings and the bibliography in 
the SecWon on "Industrialization and Agriculture" in Gerald 
Meier, LeMlng Issues in Development Economics-selected 
materials and commentary. New Yorks Oxford University Press.

Por further views on

1
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•For economists like Bela Balassa such policies have led to a 

gross misallocation of* resources-within individual countries.^ 

It is not our^ purpose here to become bogged down in 

this debate on the bro^ issue of industrialization vs, 

development through agricult\ire. Instead the aim is to use 

a relatively new tool in international trade theory, the 

measure of effective prbtective rates, in an attempt to 

throw more light on the question of what kind of commercial 

policy may best be suited to promote economic growth in 

underdeveloped countries. More specifically we aim to use 

the concept of effective protection in a discussion of how 

Tanzania (a poor underdeveloped country in East Africa) can 

best develop its manufacturing sector. The questions we 

shall be attempting to answer include (a) should the main 

emphasis be on import substitution or export promotion! ■

(b) what criteria can we use in deciding whiclT types of 

industaes to attempt to stimulate through relevant tariff 

and tax policies; (c) what types of tariff and tax policies 

should be used to achieve (h) and (b); (d) in the light of 

(a) and (b) which existing and potential industries should 

be favored through relevant commercial policy?

About 96 per cent of Tanzania's population live in 

rural areas; most of them being peasant farmers, laborers

/

f

^Bela Balassa, "Integration and Resoxirce Allocation in 
Latin Ai^rica," in T. Davis- (ed,) dhe Next Decade of Latin 

y.ican bevelopaent, Cambridge University Press (forthcoming)

\\
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on larger farms and estates, or herdsmen. Thus agriculture 

dominates the present Tanzanian economy, and for the fore

seeable futinre, at least, Tanzania's economic growth will 

depend largely on what hapEeps in the agricultural sector.^ 

Nevertheless there is a small (and in recent years rapidly 

growing) industrial sector and it is Important that the 

growth of this sector takes place in a rational manner.

More particiaarly, what is needed is a sensible commercial 

policy which facilitates the economic use in the Industrial 

sector of two of Tanzania's scarcest resources, capital 

and skilled manpower. What should be avoided is the exper

ience of the Latin American countries where

With very few exceptions, the Latin American 
countries cannot be said to apply a protectionist 
policy, if by this is to be understood a systematic 
body of measures deliberately designed to permit 
and encourage the development of certain iridustrles 
rationally sej. 
objectives,est 
velopment policy. V/hat did and still does exist is 
protectionism, but as the largely indirect result 
of ad hoc measures, often adopted, at least initially 
or during a first stage, as emergency procedures, 
either in order to solve balance-of-payments prob
lems, or under the pressure of other exogenouai facr 
tors. Such measures, temporary to begin with, be
came permanent in most cases and more general in 
their scope, giving rise to a form of protectionism 
which has been Characterized by extemporaneousness, 
lack of autonomy (since it is primarily motivated 
by external causes), extremely high levels and in
discriminate. application, and whose basic objective

ected within an over-all framework of 
ablished uhder a given economic de-

3For some statistics on the relevant Importance of 
agrlcultyre^ and industry in the Tanzeuilan economy see 
Chapter I (pages 10-12 ) below.

.1
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‘Is Import substitution at any cost, regardless of 
VJhlch Industries it is most expedient to develop 
and how far the process should be carried.^

We begin in diapter I with a description of the Tan-" 
zanlan economy. Here we describe the structure and growth 
of the Tanzanian economy^in recent years especially in the

period since independence was obtained in 196I. The limited 
role of manufacturing Industry in the Tanzanian economy is 
shown by relevant statistics. Also of relevance to our 
subsequent discussion'is Tanzania's place in the East 
African common market and the extent to which close eco

nomic ties with neighboring Kenya and Uganda have helped 
or hindered the growth of the industrial sector of the Tan

zanian economy. And vie examine these questions in some 

detail. Finally in Chapter I we are concerned with the'' 
role of Government policy and its Impact on industrial devel

opment to date.

Chapter II is devoted to a discussion of the concept 

of effective protection; first we present some of the ante

cedents of the concept as it has been developed in recent 
years; then we explain fully what the concept measures

(given the assumptions necessary for a precise formulation) 
and how it can be used. Finally in Chapter II we discuss 

4
Santiago Hacarlo, "Protectionism and Industrialization 

in Latin America," Economic Bulletin for Latin Amerlcai; 
March, 1964, p. 6I.
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some of the possible policy Implications of the concept. 
Chapter III contains a critical review of some of the prob

lems and weaknesses associated with the concept of effective

protection as well as its possible practical 

dude that despite serious difficulties associated with the

use. Vfe con-

concept and use, it is a superior measure to the^traditional 

nominal tariff (or tax) rate,
I

application of the concept to the Tanzanian

Chapter IV deals with the

case. The meth

ods used for measuring rates of effective protection for 

different industries in Tanzania are explained, 

obtained are then Interpreted with particdar emphasis on 

the relationship between effective and nominal rates of

The resdts

pro
tection.

In Chapter V we discuss various criteria which might be 

'Used as possible guidelines to the kind of tariff structure

most suitable for Tanzania at this stage of her economic 

development. We place a good deal of emphasis in Chapter V 

on the "efficiency now" criterion, which is essentially the

application of static neoclassical analysis to the present 

Tanzanian context. In our view the economist's traditional

concern with scarcity and efficiency in the sliort rim is 

much more relevant to a poor country like Tanzania than to 

a rich one like the United States. Thus we stress the cri

teria- which are based on the best utilization now of Tan

zania's ^arce resources; we give particular attention to 

the "efficient" use of Tanzania's two scarcest resources.
■
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capital skilled manpower. We recognize the limitations 

of this basically static approach, limitations^ which 

especially relevant if we are concerned with the generation

seem

Of successfiil economic development over a long period of 

time. And we discuss in detail what the'tariff structure 

might best be if we emphasized more dynamic criteria such

as linkage effects and other more physiological factors 

emphasized as crucial to the development process by Hirsch- 

However we believe that Tdiile these cri

teria should always be borne in mind, Tanzania cannot afford 

to indulge undiily in policies based on dynamic effects vdiich

man and others.

may materialize in the future but must concentrate on 

achieving the best allocation of 

Tanzania.

resources for contemporary 

Throughout our analysis in Chapter V we are con

cerned with ex^ining the present structure of tariffs in

Tanzania in the light of these different criteria.

Chapter VI, is focused on one aspect of Tanzania's trading

relations with her East African neighbors; the possibilities

for using the new transfer tax (introduced in the Treaty for 

East Africa Co-Dj)eratioh5) as a measure to promote import 

substitution within Tanzania, i.e. as a means of promoting 

the growth of industry in Tanzania by the placing of the

equivalent of a tariff on imports from her neighbors, Kenya 

^See below. Chapter li
, pp. 42-45 ^*0^ relevant details.
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and Ugguida, As in Chapter V, we discuss the usefTilness of a 

number of criteria as guides to the best structure of trans

fer taxes for Tanzania at this time. And, as in Chapter V, 

we examine the present structure of transfer taxes (imposed

by the Tanzanian Government at the end of 1967) in the light 

of these criteria.

■■i-
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Chapter I

I

By any accepted measure of economic development 

zania Is a poor country.
Tan-

“Per capita income in 1966 was 
estimated to be between 70 and ?5 dollars.^ Per capita
electricity generated in I967 was about 25Ktdi.^ 

parable per capita figures for electricity in the
The corn-

same

year in the United States, India, and Argentina were 6500, 
75, and 540.^

In 1965 there were only about 500 African 

University graduates in a total African- population of more 
than 10 million.^

1

iililiHS; ^
2

' 4- 1^0 Republic of Tanzania, Background to the Bud-
^.9Z~oo., Dar.es Salaam, The Government Printer, page- 12 

. fl-SUre is probably too ,hlgh an estimate because the po.p- 
T^atlon estimates on which it is based are arrived at by pro- 
jectlng the I957 Census figures using an estimated population 
growth rate of 2 percent per year, 
the 1967 Census indicate that 2 
timate,

Preliminary returns from 
percent is far too low an es- 

It^appears that the 1967 population of Tanzania is 
closer to 12 million than the 10.7 estimate arrived at by the 
above procedure.

3
Background ^ t^ Budget. 1967-68. page 35.

4
_ United Nations, Monthly Biilletin of Statistics. VoT.yjfTXT. 

No, 3. March 1969, New York, Statistical Office of the United 
Nations, I969.

^ Idrian^. Resnick, "Manpower Development in Tanzania."
U-OaSPal of Modern African Studies. Vol. 5, No. 1, I967,

P• 110. *

, 8
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Not only Is Tanzania poor Intterms of the present level

of production of goods and services and the present stock of 

physical and hum^ capital, 

natural resources.
It is also not well endowed with 

Tanzania’s only major discovered mineral

resources are diamonds (vjhich in 1967 made up just over 10 
percent of the country's domestic exports^). a fairly large

deposit of coal, and an iron deposit which, unfortunately, is

located in the southwest corner of the coimtry, 

poorly served by communications to the main centres of 

nomic development and the major ports.

a remote area

eco-

A1though the popula

tion density in Tanzania is low (about 12 million people
7

living in a coimtry of 362,000 square miles ), about 30

people per square mile, much of the land is not suitable for

cultivation or grazing because rainfall is either too 

or too irregular.

Tanganyika in I959 put it.

sparse

As the World Bank Mission which visited

It is a fair generalization that Tanganyika has 
no problem of population pressure analogous to 
that of many Asian countries. Less than 10 per
cent of the land is cultivated, though a consid
erably larger portion is grazed. However the 
figures of population density and land use must 
be seen in relation to the low productive poten
tial of much of the land. In some parts of Tan- 
gai^lka there is already land hunger...so that

6
gackgrouM the Budget. 1967-68. page 61. Domestic 

exports is the term used to refer to exports from Tanzania 
to cpmtries outside of East Africa, l.e., it does not include 
exports tg^anzanla’s two neighboring countries, Kenya and 
Uganda, whlcK-form a Common Market with Tanzania. See below 
pageril, footnote 15,

East African Common Services Organization. Economic and 
Statistical Review^ No. 2, March I962, Nairobi, 'iaie~East 
African Statistical Department.
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measures to prevent deterioration of land In use 
and to increase production per acre are becoming 
Increasingly urgent.8

As already mentioned. the Tanzanian economy is dominated 

by agriculture. Although the manufacturing sector has grown 

at a rapid rate in recent years (from i960 to 1966 the 

annual growth in the net output of the manufacturing sector, 
in current prices, was 16.4 percent;^ at constant prices the

average

average growth has been estimated to be 11.9 percent per 
annum^®), net output in manufacturing made up only 5 percent 

of total GDP and about 7 percent of monetary GDP in 1966. 

The comparable figure^ for i960 were 2.9 and 4.5 percent 

On the other hand total net output of therespectively.

8
SM Soonomio Development of Tanganyika, (a report of 

Economic,Survey,Mission to Tanganyika, organized by the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development at the Re
quest of the Governments of Tanganyika and the Dhited Kingdom.) 
Baltimore, The John Hopkins Press, I96I, page 12. See also 
chapter 4 for a full discussion of the question of land use 
and .tenure.

^See Table 1;2.
- \

^^Background to the Budget. 1967-68. page 11.

^^Gross Domestic Product (GDP) rather than Gross National 
Product (GNP) is the measure preferred in the official Tan
zanian statistics because of the relative importance of factor 
Incomes paid abroad. With the recent nationalization of 
industry such Incomes may no longer be an important part of 
GNP,

an

12
At constant prices these shares are even lower. 

Background ^ the Budget. 1967-68. Table 3, page 11.
See

-T'

\
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agricultiiral secfcdir (l.e the sum of agricultural net output 

tfi the subsistence and monetary sectors) vjhlch constituted 

6l percent of GDP in I960, had fallen to 53 percent in I966.

• 9

Of total monetary GDP, agriculture's share was 40.7 percent 
in i960 and 35 percent in 1966.^^ 

persons (i.e
Of a total of 336,500

about 3 percent of the total population) In 

wage employment In 1966, 29,890 (about 9 percent)

• P

were em-

ployed in the maniifacturing sector. Employment In the man

ufacturing sector grew by about 10 percent per year between 

1963 and 1966.
14

This is significant in a period indiem em

ployment in the monetary sector as a whole was falling be

cause of a sharp drop in the nvimber of those employed for 

wages in the agriculttiral sector.

Another important characteristic of the Tanzanian 

is its openness.
economy

In recent years total imports and exports^^ 

have been equal to from 40-45 percent of monetary GDP (see 

Table l.l)-.

Tanzania's exports are largely made up of primary products 

while the bulk of her imports are manufactured goods.

As ib the case with most underdeveloped countries

In

13
See Table 1,1,

14
. Statistics on employment from Background to the Rudo-et. 

1967-68. Table 54, page 80. - - - - - - - - - - - —

^Total Imports are the sum of "net imports" (the term 
for imports into Tanzania from outside East Africa) and 
"Interterritorial imports" (the term for Imports from Kenya 
and Uganda); while total exports are the sum of "do&estic 
exports" (the term for exports to countries outside East 
Africa) and'^lnt.erterritorlal exports.

\
}
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Table 1,1

Major Economic Aggregates for Tanzania I949-1966 

19^9 195^ i960 1961 1962 1963

2833 3701 3870 4l89 4547 4837 4880

1582 2453 2524 2697 3011 3424

jallllon shillings
1964 1965 1966

GDP

Mone^ry GDP

Agrlciiltural v!;.)!- 
Output

Manufacttirlng
Output

Total Exports' 403

Total Imports 61?

Interterrltorlal 
Exports

Interterrltorlal 
Imports

5455
3527 3959

2256 2282 2485 2787 2805 2651 2919

75 109 139 15^- 156 194 222 

1143 1018 1073 1330 1509 1374 

940 1006 10.30 1056 1194 1335

271

776 1675
756 1613

r 18 46 4521 48 68 107 118 93

65 184 212 234 247 314 334117 328

Sources:
Bud..g:et and Statistical Abtract published 

by the Tanzanian Government; The Bconomlo Developin'ent of Tanganyika 
report of a V/orld Banlc Mission, Baltimore, The JohnsHop]cins;''"press,‘'1961.

M
CO

V
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1966 nearly 84 percent of Tanzania*s domestic exports^^

Into Section 0, "foodstuffs", and 2, "Inedible crude'=‘materlals", 

of the Standard Industrial Trade Classification (S.I.T.C.)

T^zanla's major exports In 1966 were cotton (vfhlch 

made up about 22 percent by value of total exports), coffee 

(about 19 percent), sisal (about 15 percent),and diamonds

By contrast manufactured goods^® 

up less than 1 percent of domestic exports In i960 vdilch 

share had grown to only a little over 1 percent in 1966.^^ 

Looking at net Imports we find that In both i960 and 1966 

Imports classified under SITC section 6, 7 and 8 made up

Within the total of

fell

System,

(about 11 percent). made

about 75 percent of total net Imports.

16
The pattern of Tanzania’s trade with Kenya and Uganda 

does not differ much from her trade pattern with the rest of 
the world i.e. Tanzania Imports largely manufactured goods 
from her neighbors, especially from Kenya, and exports largely 
foodstuffs to them. For a detailed description .of the pattern 
of interterritorial trade in East Africa see P. Ndegwa,- The 
Common Market and Development in East Africa. Nairobi, East 
Africa Publishing House, 1965, Chapter V.

17
Until the drastic fall In price on the world market In

late 1964, sisal was Tanzania’s chief export.
18

Exports of manufactured goods were calculated by taking 
exports in SITC Section 6 and 8 (i.e. manufactured goods 
classified chiefly by material and miscellaneous manufactured 
articles) minus exports of diamonds.

19
0?he figures in this paragraph are based on statistics 

in Tables 4, 6 and 7 nf I. Resnlck's Chapter bn "Foreign 
Trade and Payments in Tanzania" which is to appear in a book 
on Ihe E.cpnomy of Tanzania to be published for the Department 
of Economics, University College, Dar-es Salaam.



Imports of manufacturers there was some shift in the relative 

Importance of consumption and Investment goods. In i960 im

ports of consumption goods (SITG Section 6 and 8 together)

By 1966 theconstituted 45 percent of total net Imports, 

share had fallen slightly to 42 percent. Net imports of

Investment goods (as measured by Imports in SITG Section 7)

grew from 29 percent of total net Imports in i960, to 33 per

cent in 1966. This would seem to be evidence of some Import 

substitution taking place in Tanzania though’^lt must be

pointed out that net l-mports of consumer goods still rose by 

60 percent between i960 and I966.

The statistics at the beginning of the previous paragraph

are an indication of how important foreign trade is in the 

Tanzanian economy. A large part of money incomes is earned 

directly from the sale of primary products to rest of the 

world and in exchange Tanzania receives an Important share of

'the goods bought by consumers and Investors within her bor-

Government fiscal policies which affect the exporting 

and importing sectors of the economy (or sectors which are 

competing with or dependent on Imports and exports) are 

therefore of crucial concern to the economic growth of Tan

zania,

ders.

Before going on to discuss the recent performance of 

the Tanzanian economy and the role of Government policy 

towards the^^economy in general, and towards industrialization 

in particular, it is necessary to look briefly at (a) the

{
,v^
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political baokgrpimd to Ta.nzanla's recent economic performance 

and (b) Tanzanians Important economic relationship with its 

East African neighbors, Kenya and Uganda.

After more than forty years (I919-I96I) as a Trust ter

ritory administered by the United Kingdom (first under the

League of Nations and after 19^5 Tinder the United Nations), 

Tanganyika became Independent on December 9, I96I. The pa'th

to Independence in Tanganyika vras much smoother than in most

other African coTontries. Dominated by one party, the Tan

ganyika African National Union (TANU), the nationalist move

ment achieved its"major objective of political independence 

for Tanganyika before the same goal was reached in neigh

boring Uganda (I962) and Kenya (^963), 

of a brief period after an Army" mutiny In Janiiary 1964^0 

(which followed'tl)e successful revolution against the Siiltan 

in Zanzibar), Tanzania, since independence, has been blessed , 

with relative political stability especially as compared 

with most other newly Independent African countries. Another 

striking characteristic of the Tanzanian political scene has 

been the commanding role played throTighout by the President, 

Julius Nyerere, Nyerere was the first President of TANU when

With the exception

it was formed in 195^ and he has dominated the political 

in Tanzania ever since.

scene

The policies of the Tanzanian Govern

ment since independence unmlstakeably show the influence of

^®Pof"^^rlef 
Tanganyika, London. 
ppT‘^o-Wo

accovint see Judith Listowel, The Making of 
Chatfea: and Wlndus, 1965, Appendix III,

I
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Nyerere's own personal thinking,

While Tanzania's recent political development has been 

generally characterized by freedom from major political 

heavals and by Nyerere's dominating influence, the Govern-

up-

ment's policies on a number of major issues have shifted 

significantly since independence. At the time' of Independence 

Nyerere was favorably regarded in the Western world as a

sensible moderate leader of a country pursuing a non-doc

trinaire approach to economic development. Foreign aid and

private foreign Investment were openly encouraged and wel

comed by the Tanzanian Government, Today the Tanzanaian 

Government is pursuing v;hat is in many ways the most social

ist type policies of any government in newly independent 

Africa south of the Sahara, In February I967, follovring the
proclamation of the famous Arusha Declaration^^ vrhich

Tanzania's new policies of socialism and self reliance 

spelled out), all the commercial banks and
I

industries were wholly or partly nationalized.

were

i^st of the major 

Trade with

China and the Communist countries of Eastern Europe has in

creased Significantly in recent years. Today Tanzania has

21
President Nyerere's most important speeches have now 

been reprinted in a book,Nyerere, Jiaius Kambarage, Freedom and 
unity^ Uhuru na umoja; a selection from writings and speeches, 
1962-11 by Julius K.Nyerere.London,Nairobi:Oxford Univ.Press.196?

See below, ppe5S-6L, for some evidence of the attitude 
of the Tanzanian Government to foreign o™ed Industry in the 
early years of independence.

23 -r
The^^iusha Declaration and ^ANU's Policy on Socialism 

SM^gelf-Rellahce. Dar es Salaam, The Publicity Section, TANU,

2k
See e.g. Background Budget igSvSe pages 60-63

for the changing coiaposltion of. Tanzania's foreign tradef
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closer diplomatic ties vrlth China than any other African 

country south of the Sahara. In December I965 President 

Nyerere- broke off diplomatic relations with the United King

dom over the letter’s handling of the white Rhodesian Gov

ernment’s unilateral declaration of Independence.

(in 1964)" Nyerere had requested the V/est Gennans to ’l^rithdraw 

all forms of technical and economic assistance from Tanzania 

because of West Germany’s Insistence that Tanzania follow

Earlier

the Hallstein Doctrine and not give any form of recognition 

to East Germany which already had a consulate in Zanzibar.

Some Western observers have attributed the shift to the 

left in Tanzania’s recent policies to the influences on 

Nyerere of the more avowedly Socialist leaders of the 1964 

Zanzibar revolution, a number of vrhom are or have been in 

Tanzania’s Cabinet,
26

But probably a greater factor in recent 

pblicy decisions in Tanzania has been the development of

Nyerere’s own personal thinking; 

international front can often best be explaine;d in terms of 

Nyerere’s logical pursuance of a policy of positive non-

On the domestic front the shift tc a more social

ist type economic strategy reflects Nyerere’s growing dls-

In July 1968 formal diplomatic relations between the 
two countries were resumed,

26
'^°See particularly the misguided editorial In The 

Times, London, of February;L3, 1967, entitled "Green Guards 
in Tanzania". •

Policy decisions on the

alignment.

5

"T
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enchantment with a capitalist or elitist type^^ approach to

economic development as well as an attempt to, move towards

his own Ideal of a more egalitarian non "exploitive" type 

society.

TMs Is no place to embark on a detailed analysis of

the'causes of the development of Tanzanian Government policy 

on major Issues. It is hoped that the Importance of the 

Interaction between political choices made by the Tanzanian 

Government and the development of the Tanzanian economy will

become apparent in this chapter.

/

V

27
. The President's disenchantment is probably strengthened 

by the fact that the capitalist class in Tanzania is largely 
made up of non-rTanzanians, l.e. Europeans and Aslans, 
of whom are-^t^citizens of the country.

many
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II

Although the Bast African territories of Kenya, Uganda

and Tanganyika were ruled separately by the British during 
the "colonial period"^® (the first two as Crown colonies and 

the last as a trust territory), there has been a long his

tory of close economic cooperation between them. From 1920
until 1966 they had a common currency, the East African

®^1111^S» which was closely linked to the pound sterling. In 

1923, Tanganyika, although still retaining a separate customs 

department, joined an already existing arrangement between 

Kenya and Uganda whereby the free transfer within East Africa 

of all domestically produced goods was agreed upon.^^

1927 the agreement was extended to include the free, movement 

Interterri-torially of goods Iraijorted from outside East Africa.

In

In practice since the early days of economic cooperation the 

three coiontries have had a common external tarlfr>on virtually 

all imports entering East Africa from the rest of the world. 

Allihough there has, until very recently, been no formal commit

ment to maintaining a common external tariff, it has been

28
At various times in the recent history of East Africa 

there has been serious debate about the possibilities of a 
political federation between the three countries, most notably 
in the early 1920*s and again at the stage of political in
dependence In the early 1960*s.

29
NdegAsfff^, 22. cit page 85.• P

30
In the most recent attempt at formalizing economic co

operation between the three East African covintries there is 
arclause specifying a common tariff; see. Treaty for East 
African Co-bp^atlon Government Printer, Nairobi, I967, Arti- 
cle 5, page ,4. See also below, pp.42-i)-5, for a discussion of 
some of the major provisions of the new Treaty.
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the custom for the Finance ministers of the three territories 

to consult each other before making changes in tariffs 

specific items.
on

This became virtually Inevitable once the 

countries had agreed on the free movement interterritorlally 

of goods imported from outside East Africa. Thus "the cus

toms union among Uganda, Kenya and Tanganyika
,,31

developed• • *

into a de facto common market • • •

The other major area of economic cooperation between 

the East African countries has been in the common admini

stration of certain important services. Here again there 

has been a history of close cooperation. From 192? until

19^8 under an advisory body, the Conference of Governors of

British East Africa, customs tariff, railway rates, the posts

and telegraph systems and* scientific research activities 
32

were coordinated. After the Second V/orld War the common 

administration was given a permanent constitutional basis

vdth the setting up of the East African High Commission
/

which administered about thirty services and departments. 

During the early years of the High Commission (which lasted 

from 1948 until I96I) , cooperation between the three East 

African countries was extended. The rallv/ay systems were 

amalgamated in 1948 and a common ra:il tariff was introduced;

31
Nde^a, og. cit page 85._  _ _ The East African countries

also have Joint administration of excise and Income tax.
• f

32
For information on the history and workings of common
„ - - - structure and ■

1 Organ! za-
services l^East Africa see Jane Banfleld, jl.xc .ju. 
Administra€loh--of the East African Comon Services Organiza
tion," a chapter in Federation in East Africa. C. Leys &P, 
Robson (eds.), Nairobi, Oxfgrd University Press, I965, especi
ally pages 30-34.
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the East African Airways- Corporation was established with so 

sole responsibility for developing Internal air services; 

the Posts and telecommunication administration was made an 

Independent commercial undertaking;and statistical and 

research activities were significantly expanded by the High 

Commission secretariat in Nairobi.

With the prospect of political independence for all 

three countries the High Commission was replaced in December 

1961 by a new body, The East African' Common Services Organ

ization (EACSO). Instead of being ultimately responsible to 

the British Government, as was the case with the High Commis

sion, the executive of EACSO is responsible to the three 

East African Governments. In terms of its major functions 

EACSO does not differ much from the High Commission. A dis

tinction is usually made between the self-contained seivices 

administered by EACSO (i.e. those services which pay their 

own v?ay like the railways. East African Airv/ays and the Post 

and Telegraph system) and the non selfcontained services 

(such as the Income Tax and Customs and Excise Department, 

and the Statistical and Research Departments).

One other area idiere there has been an attempt at cooper

ation between the three East African countries has been vjlth 

respect to industrial licensing. In 1952 an East African

^^Ibid.. page 32.
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34
was set up with powers toIndustrial Licensing Council 

determine a list of "scheduled" Industries, 

up new establishments in these industries are supposed to be 

granted by the Council only after the consideration of any 

objection by a local producer, the object being to protect

Licenses to set

manufacturers within the East African common market, 

present there are ten schedxiled industiries,^^ the list having 

remained unchanged in the past ten years.

At

In practice the 

granting of licenses has become virtually automatic.

It "is generally agreed that Kenya has derived greater 

benefits than Uganda and Tanzania from the close economic ' 

links between the three countries. Whetftbr Tanzania woiild 

be better off today (in t^rms of her achievements of and 

potentialities for economic growth), if she had not been part 

of the common market is an Interesting, but of course unan- 

swerable question. A more relevant question which has been . 

of^ paramount concern in Tanzania in recent years is whether 

it is in Tanzania’s Interests to continue these traditionally 

close links with her neighbors, A number of economists have 

tried to measure the benefits and costs of the common market 

and the common services to each of the three countries.

34.
Made up of the three prlnclpeiB. civil servants of each 

of the countries Ministries of Commerce and Industry. See 
Investment Opportunities in Tanganyika prepared for the Gov
ernment of the United Republic of Tanzania by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, page 59.

^^Cott^'yarn, cotton piece goods other than knitwear, 
cotton blankets, woolen piece goods other than knitwear, 
woolen blankets, fabric spun from soft fibres other than fibres 
derived from cotton and flax, steel drums, glassware, sheet 
or window glass and metal window frames, metal doors, and 
door frames.
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The advantage to Tanzania from the common services have 

been significant. Tanzania has always suffered from a tre

mendous shortage of trained administrative personnel. Thus 

the sharing with Kenya and Uganda of a common tax collection 

administration, a common posts and telegraph service and the 

many other services (performed first by the East African 

High Commission and then by EAGSO) has helped economize on 

the use of one of Tanzania's scarcest resources?^ 

the operation of some of the self-contained senrices has 

seemed fio work to Tanzania's advantage. Professor Hazlewood 

has concluded that the intra-Tanzanian sectors of East 

African Railways and East African Airways are being subsidized 

by the Kenyan and Ugandan sectors, which serve more densely 

popxilated and often more developed areas. 39

On the other hand the workings of the common market have 

been much less clearly favorable to Tanzania. The two main 

advantages usually cited in support of larger free trade 

areas being formed between underdeveloped countries are (1) 

the increased Investment (both domestic and foreign) which 

results from the existence of a larger market, presumably pro

tected by tariffs on goods imported into the free trade area

Moreover

36
Though it should be pointed out that Kenya has bene- 

fitted in a different sense (in terms of greater employment 
and income) from the placing of EACSO and all the self-con
tained seanrices headqua.rters in Nairobi.

37
Arthur Hazlewood, "Economic Integration in*East Africa," 

a paper prb'serited to an International Seminar on Economic 
Cooperation In Africa, sponsored by the University College, 
Nairobi and The Congress for Ciiltural Freedom in Nairobi,
13-18 December 1965, page 2k.

".
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from countries outside the area; mainly because of economics 

of scale, imrestmehts which would not have been profitable 

to undertaire if the market was the smaller one existing in 

one country alone; (2) the increased trade and specialization 

that results within the larger common market.

In the case of the East African Common market both of

these favorable consequences seem to have resulted. With 

the added advantage of a stable common currency the East 

African market as a whole has probably been more attractive 

to prospective investors than would any of the three coun- 

tries alone; even though the advantages of a duty-free area 

have been somewhat offset by the poor communications and 

long distances over much of East Africa especially in Tan

zania, The advantages of 8^ larger common market have been 

most evident in more recent years, when with gi’owlng incomes 

and better communications, East Africa has seen the^estab- 

lishment of a number of new industries, manufacturing mainly 

constuner goods. Certainly trade betvreen the three countries 

has Increased very rapidly, especially in the post Second
38

World War period. One indicator of the growing importance 

of trade within the Easif African Common Market is the in

creasing share of the three countries total imports that is 

coming from their partners in the common mai'ket. The ratio

of Interterritorial to total Imports for the three countries

38
For a_,jdafailed description and discussion of the 

growth of Interc'huntry trade see Ndegwa, op. cit 
IV.

Chapter,• f
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combined grew from 17.9 percent In 1956 to 22.2 percent In 
1963^^ and to 25.1 percent in 1965^*^. Tanzania's exports 

to her neighbors grew at an average annual rate of 20.7
41 L

pervent between i960 and I965 vrhile her imports from 

Kenya and Uganda in the same period grew at an average rate 
of 12.7 percent per year.^^

Hoxfever these statistics are misleading indicators 

of the impact of the Common Market on the Tanzanian economy. 

Most of the Industrial development that took place in East 

Africa in the preindependenoe period was centered in Kenya, 

particularly around Nairobi. And since independence, al

though Uganda and Tanzania have attracted a nximber of new 
manufacturing industries,^^ Kenya remains far ahead in terms 

of industrial^development. For strong historical and geo-
t

graphical reasons Nairobi has long been the financial and

commercial centre of East Africa. It is not surprising

39
Ibid., page 42.

40
East African Customs and Excise, Annual Trade Report 

of Tanganyika'. Uganda and Kenya for the year ended 31 Decem
ber 19o5. Commissioner of Customs and Excise, Mombasa

^^1965 has been used as the terminal year instead of 
1966 in .-order to emphasize the fast rate of growth; for in 
1966 trade between Tiinzania and her neighbors was less than 
in 1965 partly because of restrictions imposed by Tanzania; 
see below, page 39.

42
These growth rates are derived from the figures in

Table 1.1.
43

See below, pages 50-52. for some details of recent 
lndustrlal"'^owth in Tanzania.

A
!
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coxmtry exports which fell into SITC Sections 5-9 rose from 

32.7 to 48.5 percent. This contrasts with shares of 11.8 

and 9.3 percent In 1959 and 19^3 for manufactures share of

domestic exports (i.e. exports from East Africa to the rest 
49

Given Kenya's more advanced state of In

dustrial development It is not surprising that she enjoys 

the lion's share of interterritorial trade In East Africa.

In each year between 1959 and 1963 Kenya accounted for 

than 60 percent of total interterritorial exports while 

Tanzania'q, share fluctuated from a low of 8.9 percent to a 

high of only 12.8 percent in the same period, 

hand in each of the years betvreen I959 and 1963 Kenya accounted 

for less than 31 percent and Tanzania for more than 39 per

cent of total interterritorial Imports.

of the world).

more

On the other

^ere are two seemingly distinct ways in which the 

Sommon Market can be said to be working to Tanzania's disad

vantage.
/

diversion".

The first is in terms of the concept knovm as "trade 

By trade diversion in a common market is meant 

the situation where a good which was formerly imported from 

a non-member country of the common market is now produced 

under protection in one of the member countries.

Africa this type of import substitution has tsCcen place mainly 

in Kenya, and Tanzania finds herself purchasing manufactured

In East

49
page 46, Table IV.3.

^°Ihid- ,.T>age 53.
51 '

This was introduced by Jacob Viner in The Customs Union 
Issue. New York 1950, Chapter IV.

Ibid • ff

\
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goods from Kenya which, shq presumably would have purchased

1 from outside East Africa if there had been no protection and 

no consequent production In Kenya. If we assume that these 

goods Tanzania buys from Kenya are as expensive as the

equivalent imports from outside East Africa wotad be after 

the levying of customs duties, then as a result of the

trade diversion, the Tanzanian Government suffers a loss of 

customs revenue (and foreign exchange reserves) equal to 

the duty foregone on these goods. Because the consumer in

Tanzania pays the same price for his purchase there is no 

-gain in welfare to him. To the extent that the price of a 

Kenyan good is less than the c.l.f. price of imports from

outside East Africa plus the import duty, there is a gain 

in welfare (really a lower loss in welfare when compared with 

the "free trade" situation) to the Tanzanian consumer which 

offsets the loss in revenue to the Government, 

of Ijhe benefits 'iT and costs of the East African Common Mar

ket in the early 1960's concluded that

One student

Tanganyika bears the largest share of the costs 
of import-substitution, both because the value

52
One East African economist believes that this is a 

realistic assumption, Dharam Ghal, "Territorial Distribution 
of the Benefits and Costs of the East African Common Market," 
in Leys and Robson (eds.) op. clt.. page 80. However, for a 
different view see Alan Roe "Terms of Trade and Transfer Tax 
Effects in the East African Common Markets 
Economic Research Bureau Paper 68 4-.
Bureau, The UQlversity College,
Chapter VI, pp7^55-256 below.

An Empirical Study," 
The Economic Research 

Dar es Salaam; see also

V
\_
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of her imports from the other territories is 
about 50 percent greater than those of either 
Kenya and Uganda and also because the average 
protection on her interterritorial Imports, 
or taxation on foreign competing imports, is 
greatest,53

The fact that the average protection on Tanzania’s inter- 

territorial imports is greater than that of the Interterritor

ial imports of her neighbors is further evidence (given the 

prevailing tariff structui-e in East Africa) that Tanzania 

exports mainly primary products to her neighbors while im-
Ci},

porting^i-argely manufactured products from them,-^

A second way of looking at the workings of the Common 

Market as being to Tanzania's disadvantage is in terms of 

investment and employment opportunities lost as a result of 

being part of the Common Market. It is possible that if 

Tanganyika had not joined the Common Market in the 1920'3 

more investment would have taken place in Tanganjfika than

has actually occurred since then. Moreover the multiplier
/

effects and external economies in Kenya probably lead to 

capital, and less Importantly to labor, being attracted to 

Kenya from Tanzania.

the possible adverse effects of a closer economic union be-

Hlrschman has dealt at length with

tween sovereign units on the less developed of the partners

Thesein the union terming them "polarization" effects, 

are akin to Hyrdal’s "backvrash" effects experienced by under-

53 Ibid',--.

54 Table IV.8 page 57 for detailedSee Ndegwa,, op. clt. , 
evidence of this.

55 The Strategy of Economic Development. 
Yale University Press, New Haven, 1958. Chapter X, especially 

. pages 187-190

Hirschman, A.O • f

\
^.
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developed couiitries as 

oped countries.

It Is worth pointing out that this

a result of trading with more devel-.

second way of looking 

a lessat the disadvantages which may be experienced by 

developed partner in an economic union is not really a sep-

cost Incurred as aarate cost, which is different from the

result of trade diversion, 

zania in terms of the customs
If we measure the cost to Tan- 
revenue foregone-^^ we cannot

at ,the same time count the cost of investment opportunities 

foregone as a result of the common market, 

investment and import substitution 

Tanzania behind Tanzania's 

from the rest of the world would.decline

For, if this

were to take place in

own tariff walls then Imports

and the Import 
duties would again not be received by the Government. Thus

(J .

Tanzania's real income loss is measured either iii terms of

the reduction in revenue from Import duties or in terms of
the cost of investment and employment foregone, 

should be pointed out that Tanzania is 

tween these two "measures" of cost.

However it

not indifferent be-

Compensarion for revenue
loss would not make up for the national Income lost from

foregone investme'nt since the latter is, very likely 

beneficial "multiplier" and "external
to have

economics" effects.

56
Gunnar Hyrdal, Economic Theory and Under-Develoned Re

gions, London, Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd,,“1957, pp. 27-2^

57
The method used by Ghal, 02. cit.

{
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Of course the common market can work In the opposite direc

tion, i,e, to Tanzania's favor, in the sense of more invest

ment in import substitution taking place and Tanzania there

by being able to increase her exports to her neighbors.

Quite clearly Tanzania has lost more than she has gained from 

the Common Market over the years in this respect. Th^tugit"^^

in general there must have been some beneficial "spillover"

^ on Tanzania restating from Kenya’sor "spread" effects

expansion.

Over -the years a number of commentators have held the 

View that Tanzania has not benefited much, if at all, from 

the workings of the East African Common Market. As early 

as 1932 a British expert. Sir Sydney Armitage-Smith, advising 

his government on Tanganyika’s financial position, took a 

gloomy view of Tanganyika’s membership in the Common Market, 

While recognizing the a priori appeal of closer economic ties 

in East Africa

The idea of a large East African Territory, with
out customs barriers and open to the free ex
change of goods, is a priori attractive 59• « •

58
The former, "spillover" effects is the term Hlrsch- 

man uses for the opposite of "polarization" effects; the 
latter, "spread" effects is Myral’s term for the opposite 
of "backwash".

59
Report by Sir Sydney Armitage-Smith on a Financial 

Mission to Tanganyi^, 26 September 1932, Presented by the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies to Parliament by Command 
of His MaJes'^_^ctober 1932, London HI>ISO 1932, CMnd 4182.

i
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his examination of the details of Intra East African trade 

led him to comment that

there Is no escape from the conclusion that.,. 
the protection afforded to the other territories 
has injured both the consumer and the revenue of 
Tanganyika and that their injury has been accen
tuated by the suspended duties.... The loss which 
the revenue of Tanganyika has suffered and is 
suffering through the exclusion of foreign and 
revenue-producing foodstuffs etc ., is not offset 
by the advantage to its producers of exporting 
rice and ghee^to the neighboring territories 
free of duty.°0

And he went on to recommend

...that Tanganyika should take steps forthwith 
to levy customs import duty at the same rates 
on foodstuffs Imported from Kenya and Uganda as 
those chargeable on foodstuffs imported from 
foreign ports, and_pease to deplete her 
and impoverish her citizens by protecting the 
product of her neighbors.6l

revenue

It is interesting that in recent years the views of'^'the Tan

zanian Government hove been so strikingly similar to those 

of Armitage-Smith, although now the problem is not the im

balance in the trade of foodstuffs but the Imbalance im 

the trade of manufactiared products.

We do not have the time here to examine fully the his

torical antecedents of the founding of the East African Com

mon Market, It does seem fairly clear however that the views 

of the white settlers in Kenya in the 1920's had much to do

60
Ibid.. ^ges 22, 25.

6l
Ibid.
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with the British Government accepting the idea of a Common 

Market for the whole of East Africa with protective tariffs 

on a number of products. Armitage-Smlth's comment that 

"there can be no doubt that the Agreement 7°formlng the Com

mon Marke^vras conceived and carried into effect on the

assumption and in the hope of mutual advantages and ■unfettered
^2 '' — ''

is less accurate than Jacob Viner's reference to

the East African common market as;

trade,"

a striking Instance where a territory 
^^Tanganylka/ was brought into a customs 
'^Tlnlon by external authority in order to 
provide an expanded field for the tariff

of another

• • • •

protectlOT of the industries 
country / Kenya?."o3

Acting on the advice of the Bowring Committee, which it had 

appointed, the Kenya Government in 1924 introduced protec

tive tariffs, averaging 30-50 percent, for sugar,^timber, 

wheat and wheat flour, butter ghee, cheese, ham and bacon. 

These tariffs became relevant to Tanganyika too since she 
had first joined with Kenya and Uganda in 1923,^^

Towards

62
Ibid page 19.• 9

63
Vlner, op. cit quoted in Peter Newman "The Economics 

of Integration in East Africa," in Leys and Robson (eds.) op.
• 9

64
Ndegwa, ofi. cit. page

65
See page 19 above.

\
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the end of the 19-20‘s a tariff committee in Uganda complained 

of the poor quality and high prices of Kenya goods being 

“duced behind the protective tariff barriers.

pro-

But they never

theless recommended the continuation of the common market and 

the existing tariff structure,

already clear that Uganda with its close geographical and

perhaps because it was

communication ties with Kenya benefited on balance from the

As we saw earler^^workings of the Common Market. Armitage-

Smith, viewing the market from Tanganyika's viewpoint, took

a less sanguine position.

The workings of the common market did not become a

controversial issue again until the second half of the 1950's.’ 

Then a number of factors led to renewed concern in Uganda 

and Tanganyika that they were not benefiting from the Common 

Market as much as Kenya, Firstly the slump in export prices 

after the end of the Korean War led to the p'bst war boom
68in ^ast Africa being short-lived. Secondly, as already 

mentioned, Kenya was enjoying an increasing share of inter-

territorial trade as a result of her more rapid growth in 

manufacturing Industries. . Thirdly there was now more aware

ness in each coimtry of the need to spaed up the rate of

66
Ndegwa, 02. cit 

^^See page 32.

page 95.

68
Uganda in particular suffered from the fall in export

prices.
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grovrth and arguments that the 

on development, especially of the Industrial 

Tanzania and Uganda, were coming to the fore, 

the approach of political independence the individual 

ritories were more concerned with the possible inhibition " 

on independent fiscal policy whichiesulted from being part 

of a closely integrated common market.

common market might be a drag- 

sector, in

Fourth, with

ter-

The first attempt to satisfy the grievances of Uganda 

and Tanzania resulted from the recommendations of a Commis

sion, (generally known as the Raisman Commission after its 

chairman) set up by the Colonial Secretary to examine the 

workings of the Common Market and the Common Services, 

Recognizing that the existing arrangements worked more to 

Kenya's advantage than to Tanzania's and Uganda's, the Rais

man Commission proposed a scheme for the redistribution of 

revenue from Kenya to Uganda and Tanzania.
- W

Under this scheme 

each, country contributed ii-0 percent of net yearly proceeds 

from income tax charged on the profits of manufacturing and

finance companies and 6 percent of each country's net yearly 

collection of customs duties and excise taxes. 50 percent

of this revenue was to be distributed to the self contained 

services of E.A.C.S.O. and the other 50 percent in equal

69
_ East Africa, Report of the Economic and Fiscal Commis- 

London. Her Majesty's Stationery Office, toid 1279,
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parts to the three countries. Since Kenya earned more from 

company income tax and from custom duties and excise taxes, 

Tanzania and Uganda would contribute much less than Kenya

to the costs of the non self-contained services. Ndegwa 

has estimated that in the fiscal year I962-63 the Raisman 

scheme saved Tanzania 6.2 million shillings compared with 

the old system of assessing contributions to the cost of 

the non self-contained services of E.A.C.S.O. On the basis 

of most estimates of Tanzanians tariff revenue for income 

loss, the Raisman formula did not go anywhere near compen

sating Tanzania for her loss of customs revenue as a result 

of trade diversion in the Common Market. Furthermore the 

Distributable Pool did nothing to attack the root of the 

problem, the imbalance in industrial development in East

Africa.

In the early 196o»s there was much talk of the possibil

ity of a political federation between the three East African 

countries. President Nyerere had even offered to delay 

Tanganyika’s independence untiLKenya and Uganda received 

theirs in order to facilitate the formation of such a fed

eration. But the nationalist leaders in the latter two 

countries, especially Uganda where there was incipient in

ternal dissension, were reluctant to commit themselves. In 

a political federation ifith more centrally directed planning 

of economic developnient for the whole of East Africa, Tan-

V. .
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ganyika wo^^ld expect a larger share of any new Investment in 

industry than she would expect to receive under the existing

When in April 1964, talks on 

federation broke down, Tanzania (the union between Tanganyika 

and Zanzibar was formed in the same month), by threatening 

to withdraw from the common market and to have its own cur

rency, put pressure on her neighbors to modify the free trade 

nature of the common market so that the imbalance in East

common market arrangement.

Africa industrial development and interterritorial trade 
could be corrected,^® It was at this time too that Tangan

yika's first Five Year Plan was being drawn up in which in

dustrial development was to receive important emphasis.

Largely as a result of Tanzania's pressure the economic 

ministers of the three countries formed an Emergency Committee 

"to inquire into the measiires necessary to bring about a 

trade balance between the three East African countri-bs,

Uganda refused to link any discussion on a possible political 

federation vrith the talks on trade imbalance. As a result 

of the meetings of \this committee' the Kampala Agreement

was arrived at by the Ministers at the end of April. Under
’ ^

the Kampala Agreement five methods for correcting the Imbalance

70
See The Tanganyika Standard. Dar es Salaam, April 8 

and 9, for Nyerere's reported position at this time.
71
^ee below , pp^^53 for more details of industrial 

development in the plan period, 1964-1969.
72
Kamnala-Agreement as issued by the Information Service 

of the United Repdblio of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Dar es 
Salaam, 1964, page 1,

I
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In trade were put forward;

(a) Inunedlate action with certain interterrltorially 
connected firms to Increase production In a 
deficit country and thereby reduce Imports from 
a surplus country.
Agreement as to the immediate allocation of 
certain major industries.
The application of a system of quotas and sus
pended quotas whereby exports from surplus 
countries would be progressively reduced, and 
local production increased in the deficit 
tries according to the building up of the 
ductive capacity of the deficit country.
Increased sales from a country in deficit to a 
country In surplus.
Early agreement within the East African Common 
Market on a system of Inducements and allocation 
of industry in order to secure the equitable 
distribution of industrial development as between 
the countries.73

(b)

(c)

coun-
pro-

(d)

(e)

In addition the Kampala Agreement provided for the for

mation of a Committee of Industrial Experts to analyse methods 

of locating industries in those countries.

Under the first method, (a) above, for correcting trade 

balances, four industries (tobacco, shoes, cement and beer), 

which were already operating in all three countries 

quested to expand their production in order to supply as much

were re-

as possible of the demand of each country for those products 

out of domestic production. It was estimated that if Tan

zania ceased to Import these products from Kenya and Uganda

the interterritorial deficit of 178 million shillings would 

be reduced by 42 mlll'lon shillings. Under the second method 

(b) Tanzania was to be given exclusive rights (under the

73
Ibid page 3.• f
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Industrial Licensing Acts) for the manufacture of aluminum 

foil, circles and plain sheets; wireless radios and parts; 

and motor vehicle tires and tubes.

But the Kampala Agreement was never properly Implemented, 

The Kenyan legislature, aware of the effects the agreement

might have on Kenya’s flourishing export trade to her East 

African partners, dragged its feet over ratification, 

over political relations between Kenya and Tanzania 

becoming somewhat strained at this time.

More-

were

The Kenyan Govern

ment viewed with suspicion Tanzania's increasing ties with 

China and the Communist countries of East Europe — during 

1964 and I965 Tanzania had negotiated bilateral trade agree

ments with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of 

Germany, Poland, U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia, China and North Korea.^^

In May I965 when Tanzania announced her intention of with-

and "estabdrawing from the common currency arrangement 

lishing her own Independent currency, the death-knell of the

^or one of the conditions 

which the Kenya delegation Insisted on in accepting the

Kampala Agreement was the continued existence of,a common 
77; currency.

Kampala Agreement was sounded.

7

’■'•ibid pages 6 and 7.

Hadley Smith, Industrial Bevelopment in Tanzania. Bar 
es Salaam, Institute of Public Administration, University 
College, 1966, piage 4?.

76
Ibid, .^^e 83.

Kampala Agreement, op. cit., page 8 .

• »
75

77
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Meanwhile Tanzania, following what she believed to be 

the spirit of the Kampala Agreement, had imposed quantitative 

restrictions on a wide range of Imports from Kenya and Uganda. 

By the beginning of 1966 Tanzania had listed 9I classifica

tions of imported goods from Kenya and Uganda which require 

application for Specific Import Licenses. According to the

terms of the Kampala Agreement the Imposition of quotas 

to be formuallzed by a later exchange of letters but this

was

has not been done. Smith found that Tanzania Issues licenses

....only for monthly periods In accordance with 
demand and production to prevent excessively 
high local prices and encourage local industries. 
Licenses for paints, distemper, enamels, lacquers, 
and varnishes below specific prices are not granted. 
The import of galvanized iron sheets, aluminum 
circles, coils, sheets and, plates and aluminum 
domestic vrares and household articles is pro
hibited. Shirts costing less than Shs 250 per 
dozen f.o.b. may not b4 imported. In practice, 
outright prohibition Is used rather than quotas.°

Tanzania's Imposition of quotas began to affect Interter- 

rltorial trade in 1965 and even more sharply In I966. 

zania's imports from Kenya and Uganda had grown rapidly be

tween 1959 and 1964 (at an average annual rate of 13.9 percent). 

Interterritorial Imports Increased by only 6.4 percent in

and in 1966 they fell below the record 1965 level. But 

Tanzania's exports to her partners which had begun to rise at

/

Tan-

1965^^

78
page 83 /~my emphasl^.Smith, op. cit 

^^See 5abje 1.1.
• 9
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a rapid rate after 1962 (even though they remained small in 

absolute terms), also fell in 1966 from the record high of 

118 million shillings in I965.

A look at .the more detailed statistics of the trends in

80

the exports ci' and imports of Individual items being traded 

by Tanzania with Kenya and Uganda reveals some interesting 

changes. In i960 Tanzania's exports to her partners of 

manufactured goods (l.e. goods falling \mder Section 6 of 

the S.I.T.C, classification) constituted only 7 percent of

By 1966 this share had risen 

The main Increase occurred between 1963 

and 1965 when Tanzania began exporting cotton fabrics, 

kets, corrugated plates, aluminum colls, and footwear, to her

total Interterritorial exports, 
to 36 percent.®^

blan-

neighbors following the establishment of manufacturing plants 

in these industries. However by 1966 the growth in inter

territorial exports of these commodities had been reversed.

For cotton fabrics, corrugated plates and footwear the high

reached in 1964; .for blankets and aluminum coils in 1965.®^was

Gn the import side, the decline in the Interterritorial

Imports of certain manufactured goods began in I964 anid 

markedly .^accelerated in I965.
was

The imports of cigarettes from 

Kenya fell from 22.5 million shillings in I963 to I6.5 million

80
At the same time Tanzania's imports from outside East 

Africa rose by 13.8 percent in I965.
81

Resnick, o£. cit
82

Ibid

Appendix Table 10c.• »

Tabid 11a.*9
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In 1964, 7.3 million shillings in 1965 

1966.
and 3.3.million in

Imports of corrugated plates and sheets fell from a 

high of 7,5 million in 1963 to 2.9 million in 1964 and to

only 0.1 million shillings in 1966. Imports of clothing 

from Kenya fell off dramatically in 1966 to 3.6 million 

shillings from more than 20 million shillings in 1965.®^

The extent to which the falling off of Interterrltorlal 

trade in recent years has been due to the restrictions 

posed following the Kampala Agreement rather than to 

cess of import substitution within East Africa which

Im-

a pro-

woiild

have occurred anyway as firms in industries like cigarettes, 

beer, clothing, etc. expanded into Uganda and Tanzania would

In any event no one in East Africa 

was really happy at the prospect of further deterioration

require further study.

in economic and political relations betvreen the East African 

countries. Although Tanzania had herself introduced the 

restrictions on trade and initiated the breaking up of the

common currency system, she valued too much the obvious 

benefits that she derived from the common services. Moreover

so as to enable Tan

zania and Uganda to share more fully in future industrial 

growth in East Africa the clear advantage of close economic 

cooperation could be maintained.

if the common market could be modified

Accordingly in September I965 the three heads of State 

appointed a ^^^isslon to examine how economic cooperation in

83
Ibid., Table 11b.
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East Africa coiild be strengthened. The Commission, headed

by 'Kjeld Philip, an economist working for the United Nations
on

and former Minister for Finance in Denmark, 

wide terms of reference. Essentially it was concerned with 

the future regtilation of the Common Market and the future 

operation bf the common services. The fruits of the Philip 

Commission were a far reaching "Treaty for East African 

Cooperation," agreed to by the heads of State in June I967,

In the

Treaty relattons between the three countries were formalized

was given very

and which came into effect from December 1 I967.

through the establishment of an East African Community with

the East, African Common Market and common customs tariff as
86

an integral part of the Community.

For our purposes, the most interesting aspect of the 

new Treaty is the provision for the introduction of a trans- 

fer tax on certain goods entering interterritorial trade, 

Unl|.ke the Kampala Agreement the Treaty permits no quanti

tative restrictions, i.e, no quotas, on goods produced in
^ 87

on State and exported to a partner State. Instead a

84
Smith, op. cit., page 94.

85
Treaty for East African Cooperation, printed on behalf 

of the East African Common Services Organization;; by the 
Government Printer, Nairobi, Kenya, I967,

Ibid.. Articles 1 and 5.

87Exceptlon to this ban on quotas is provided for in case 
of general baJLance of payments problem, see Treaty for East 
African Coop'er^-t-ion. op. cit. . Article 12, pages 8, 9. ~

86
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transfer tax is envisaged as one device for preventing fur

ther imbalance in industrial development and trade in 

factures within East Africa.
manu-

This transfer tax is really a 

tariff on interterritorial trade and may be imposed 

factured goods by a country "which is in deficit in its to

on manu-

tal trade in manufactured goods" with the other two 

tries.

coun-

In addition transfer tax^ can only be Imposed 

manufactured goods of a Partner country where the value of

on

these manufactured goods does not exceed the deficit in trade

between the country Imposing the tax and the country pro

ducing the goods. Eurthermore, transfer taxes may only be 

Imposed if at the time of imposition "goods of a similar

description are being manufactured in that State or are

reasonably expected to be manufactured in the State within 

three months of the imposition of the Tax". Finally the

Industry within the tax imposing country must have the

.... capacity to produce in the ensuing year - (a) 
a quantity of goods equivalent to not less than 
15 percent of the domestic consumption within that 
Partner Sate of goods of that particular kind in the 
period of twel7e months immediately preceding the 
imposition of the tax; or (b) the goods of that 
particular kind having an ex-factory value of not 
less than 2,000,000 shillings.

The maximum rate at which the transfer tax can be im

posed is 50 percent of the duty on the same goods entering 

the tax imposing Partner from outside East Africa. Should

the impositicsn^f. a transfer tax result in "a significant
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deviation" of trade (lie, where the country Imposing the tax

now tends to Import from outside East Africa goods it used 

to Import from one of its partners in East Africa), 

country Imposing the transfer tax, with cooperation from its 

partners, is required to "take measures to counteract such 

deviation and

the

to make such measures effective." Finally 

there is provision for the revoking and freezing of ti’ansfer 

taxes in certain circumstances.

• • • •

A country can request the 

Common Market Council to agree to a revocation of the trans

fer tax on a particular commodity if the tax-imposing country 

begins to export (to the other Partner States and to the

rest of the world) 30 percent or more of its domestic pro

duct of that commodity.

rtf.

More generally where one State 

•ports to its Partners 80 percent or more of what it Imports

ex-

from them in the same year, "that Partner State shall not 

thereafter be entitled to impose any new transfer tax or 

bring^any suspended transfer.tax into operation; but this 

paragraph shall not .affsot any subsisting transfer tax." 

though no new taxes ifill be permitted after I985 and each

Al-

tax may only be applied for a maximum of eight years, the 

entire system will be reviewed in I972 in order to deter

mine whether or not it is bringing about the industrial ba

lance it is trying to promote. 88 We shall examine in detail

88
The above description of the more important aspects of 

the transfer ta^is a summary of the Article on the tax in 
The Treaty, opir^'t.. Article 20, pages 12-18.

\
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in Chajjfeer VI the Implications for Tanzania of this 

transfer tax. 

in Tanzania?

new

VJill it assist the promotion of industries 

Can we use the concept of effective protection 

to help in choosing those products on which a transfer tax

could most usefully be imposed? 

be used in choosing which products are suitable for the 

transfer tax?

\ifhat other criteria can

These are some of the questions we shall look

at in Chapter VI.

Another interesting feature of the new Treaty is the 

establishment of the East African Development Bank which will 

act as a source of financial and technical assistance for 

industrial development in East Africa. At first though (l.e. 

at least for the first ten years), it is envisaged as pMying 

a significant role in correcting the industrial imbalance

among the three countries. To this end, Tanzania and Uganda 

will each receive 38 3/4 percent of its resources and Kenya

22 1/2 percent during the first ten years of the Bank's op

eration. 89

With regard to the future operation of the 

vices the Treaty provides for substantial decentralization 

of the headquai^jers of different branches of E.A.C.S.O.^^ 

This should meet the long standing objections of Tanzania 

and Uganda, who saw Kenya benefiting through greater

common ser-

em-

89
See the Treaty, o^. cit., Annex VI for the Charter of 

the East African Development Bank.

Chapter XXII.^°Ibld
• 9

■ /
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plpyment and income, from the existence of almost all of 

E.A.C.S.O.»s administrative operation in Nairobi. It is of

course too early to say anything about how the new Treaty is 

working since it has not been really implemented as yet.

But it is somewhat encouraging for the future of East Africa 

economic oooperation that two’neighboring African states, 

Somalia and Zambia, have expressed an interest in joining 

the East African community.

■ f

91
For a discussion of the possibility of a greater eco

nomic tlevbetvreen the countries of Eastern and Central Africa 
see Ndgewa op. clt., pages 120-135, 141-14? and Smith, op. 
clt.. pages 90-93. .

\
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III

In terms of the growth rates for important aggregates 

shown in Table 1.2 the performance of the Tanzanian economy-

in recent years appears to have been reasonably satisfactory.^^

Monetary GDP has grown at an average rate of more than 7 

percent since 1954. However this average rate masks the 

significant fluctuations that have occurred in the annual

growth rate. With agriculture and particularly the export 

of agricultural products playing such a large role in the

Tanzanian economy, exogenous factors (such as the weather 

and the prices of primary products on the world market) 

can significantly affect the rate of growth of GDP in any

Thus in I96I a severe drought together with 

a fall in export prices led to the value of Tanzania' 

ports being reduced to more than 10 percent below their i960 

level. When in 1965 the price of sisal on the world market 

fell by more than 30 percent Tanzania's exports of sisal 

fell by 151 million shillings and her total domestic exports 

fell by 143 million shillings or by a'bout 10 percent,

particular year.

s ex

even

92
These statistics on grovfth rates must be treated with 

some caution since they depend on the terminal years chosen. 
Given the tendency for fluctuation in the output of agri
culture in Tanzania, the choice of terminal years is 
pecially crucial here, since agriculture is such an impor
tant part of GDP in Tanzania. Smith used I965, a year in 
which GDP grew very slowly, as his last year. For growth 
rates in the period ,.1960-65 (I'diich tend to be lov/er than 
for 1960-66, though not by much for many meastires) see Smith, 
op. Pit, page 6^some of vSilch are reproduced in Table 1.2.

es-
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Table 1.2

Average Annualgrowth Hates for Major Tanzanian Aggregates 
for Selected Periods from 1949-1966

Per cent
1949_54 1954-60

4.6
1960-66 1960-65

Total GDP 
Monetary GDP 
Agricultural 
Output

Manufacturing 
Output 

Exports 
Imports 
Interterritorial j 
Exports
Interterritorial 
Imports

6.7 5.2
7.6 8.3 7.0 .

V

4.4 3.0

6.4 16.4 12.5
14.0 6.6 6.6 2.8
4.1 9.43.7 5.8

25.4®

11.5^

3.1 12.4 20.7

11.9 10.1 12.7

a
These rates of growth are for the period 1954-1958 be

cause figures for interterritorial trade after I958 
are not comparable with those for earlier years, because 
beginning in I959 the value of interterritorial exports 
and imports did not include excise taxes or any customs 
duties paid.

Sources: See Table 1,1.

I

)

\
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thotigh the qu2iitlty Index for domestic exports fell by less 

than 2 percent.

As mentioned earlier exports make up a large part of 

monetary GDP in Tanzania. Consequently there is a corre

lation between changes in exports and changes in monetary 

GDP. But the fluctuations in monetary GDP are less great 

than those in exports. One reason for this has been the 

steady growth in the nonagricultural sectors of the Tanzanian 

economy. But in addition the growth in agricultural produc

tion in general has been striking. The marketed output of 

the agricultural sector (measured in value terms) grew at 

an annual average rate of 6.1 percent between i960 and I966. 

In the case of seven major cash crops,the average rate of 
growth in this period was greater than 10 percent per year,^^ 

Tanzania was cited in a U.S. Department of Agriculture study 

on progress in agriciature as one of the few underdeveloped 

coimtrj.es in which agric\alturial production had consistently 

outstripped popiij.ation growth in the post-war years. 

disappointing development in the agricultural sector in the 

last few years has been the sharp fall-off in the numbers 

employed. In each year since 1961 the numbers of wage ear

ners in the agricultural sector has declined. Vfliereas more

One

93
Cotton, coffee, cashew nuts, sugar, tobacco, pyrethum 

wheat and groundnuts (for tea it was 9.8 percent a year).
94
Backgroim^to the Budget, I967-68, 0£, cit 

95
Changes in Agriculture in 26 Developing Nations 1948 

to 1963. Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No, 27, Economic 
Research Service-U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, V/ashington, 1965.

page 18.,• f
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than 200,000 were employed in agriciilture in 1962, the num

ber had fallen to a little over 126,000 in 1966. 

though employment had increased in all other sectors, 

cepting mining and quarrying, and construction, the total 

number employed for wages and salaries in Tanzania in 1966 

was more than 17 percent below the i960 level. 

leading to a decline in numbers employed in agriculture 

the increase in minimum wages which resulted from minimum 
wage legislation,^^

Thus even

ex-

One factor

was

and which led to Increased mechanization 

and more efficient use of labor in estate agriculture, es

pecially on sisal estates."' Another factor may have been 

the relative decline in estate agrlciilture (mostly owned by 

nonAfrioans, many of whom were not citizens) after indepen

dence .

The growth rate in manufacturing in Tanzania has been 

extremely high since i960 (the annual average from i960 to

Of course the level of manufacturing1966 w^s 16.4 percent)', 

production in i960 was so low that a high growth rate must 

““'be viewed with some caution. Nevertheless the list of new 

Industries that have been.initiated in Tanzania since i960 

is impressive. According to a report of Investment oppor-

^^The United Republic of Tanzania, Statistical Abstract 
1965 Dar es Salaam, Government Printer, I967. Table 5.1, 
page 140; Backgroiond to the Budget, I967-68, o^. cit.

97
-See Smith, og. cit pages 15-16.• I
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tunities commissioned by the Tanzanian Government,^®

From independence to April I966 nearly 40 major 
new industrial or commercial projects either 
started operations or reached an advanced plan
ning stage, involving nearly 20 industries new 
to Tanganyika. The most important were in the 
fields of textile manufacture, cement production, 
oil and stigar refining, sisal rope spinning and 
galvanizing and aluminum rolling.

By 1965 three of these industries, galvaninzing and 

aluminum rolling, sugar refining and textile manufacture, 

were the first, second, and fifth largest manufacturing in

dustries in Tanzania in terms of value added.In 1965 

. two sisal factories started production as did several fac

tories for making shoes, shirts and soap, 

construction began in Arusha on a radio assembly factory, 

an industry reserved to Tanzania under the ICampala Agreement, 

Overall in 19^5 the net output of the manufacturing sector 

rose by 16 percent in value terms and by 10.3 percent in 

In 1966 groirth was even faster, the net 

output of manufacturing and processing increasing by over 

22 percent. About two thirds of capital invesbment in the

100 Also in 1965

101
real terms.

98
Investment Opportunites in Tanganyika. Prepared for the 

Government of the United Republic of Tanzania by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, p. 39.

99
The United Republic of Tanzania, Survey of Industries 

1965. Dar es Salaam , Central Statistical Bureau, ISWV 
dustries such as grain milling and sisal decortication (which 
are more properly part of the agricultural sector though they 
are often included, in the manufactwing sector) have been 
excluded in thirS^anking exercise.

In-

1G0_
Background to the Budget. 1966-67. Dar es Salaam,the 

Government Printer, 19667 page 28.
lOllbld page 27.• 9
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industrial sector was financed from foreign Thirty-

eight medium and large factories were completed, most notably

sources.

the large oil refinery and a cement factory, both in the 

Dar es Salaam area. However the largest growth in the nuiji-

ber of companies registering in Tanzania took place in small 

factories set up to produce consumer goods particularly
102food products and ready-made garments, 

ment's view that
It is the Govem-

The manufacture of garments, shirts, footwear, 
biscuits, matches and paper products, has been 
stimulated by controls of imports.... from Kenya 
and Uganda pursuant to the Kampala Agreement but 
also to the 1964 East African industrial licensing 
of new textile production which has encouraged 
the Tanzanlnan Industry and textile using industries 
such as clothing.

The production of textiles will receive further impetus in 

the next few years with the opening of three more large 

integrated spinning and weaving mills, 

use local cotton commenced operations in June I966. 

is anticipated that by 1970 the total capacity of the Tan

zanian textile industry will be in 

projected domestic consumption,"^®^

one indicator of recent growth in the industrial sector 

has been the sharp increase in certain types of capital

The first mill to

"It

.excess of half the• « «

y
/

102„.
Background ttie .Budget. 1967-68. o£. cit 

l^%bid.
page 34,

104
____ _ In 1966 Tanzania's production of textiles was

approximately 15 percent of the total consumption of textiles 
in the country (as measured by the sum of domestic production 
plus total Imports of piece goods of cotton and other mater
ials).

Ibid.
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formation since I963. The annual gross investment in 
inery more than doubled between I963. and I966.

mach-

This was
accompanied by a rapid growth in the purchase 

equipment (in 1966 this
of transport

was largely because of the need for 
trucks to carry fuel to Zambia) and a 50 percent Increase in 

non-residential building in two years. As a resiat the 
ratio of Gj-oss Capital Formation (GCF) to monetary GDP (at

current market prices) exceeded 20 
106

percent in both 1965 and 
The ratio of 21.1 percent in 1966 is particularly1966.

significant since this year of rapid growth (11.8 

12.5 percent.

was a

percent) in monetary GDP; GCF growing by 

tween i960 and 1964 this ratio varied from 14.5 percent to 

19.1 percent, the latter in I961,

GDP grew'by a little over 3 percent.

Be-

a year in which monetary

In 1963 gross capital 
formation was less than 5 percent above the i960 level, 

having shown a decline in both I962 and 1963.^°'^

There is evidence that in many underdeveloped. countries

recent growth in output in manufacturing industry has 

been accompanied by much growth in the
not

numbers employed in
the manufacturing sector. - This is usually tho^og-ht to be due 

to the capital-intensive nature of modern 

used in most industries.
production techniques 

Surprisingly, as the figures in

105
Background to to^ Budget. 1967-68. op. cit. page 74,Table 48.

. » PgSe 75» Table 48. The ratio of 21 3 nercent
given for 1965 iS^able 48 is incorrect. It should be 20.8 %.

^°^Ibid..
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Table 1.3 show, this has not been the case in Tanzania since

1963. Between I961 and I963 employment in manufacturing 

did decline while output was increasing. But since I963

the increase in nijmbers employed in manufacturing has been 

of the same order as the increase in real output, i.e. about 

And in 1966 employment in manufacturing grew 

by 16.3 percent while output(in real terms) grew less quickly, 

14.6 percent, 

considerable caution.

30 percent.

These figures must however be treated with

For firstly the I966 figures in Table 

1.3 are provisional and likely to be revised, thought not ■

by much. Secondly, the estimates of real output are even

more unreliable than the estimates of monetary output 

vdiich they are based.

on

The latter are,subject to the usual 

problem associated with collecting accurate production sta

tistics in an underdeveloped country like Tanzania. And.the

former are obtained by deflating monetary output by 

of a price index vfhich is itself highly unreliable. 

Nevertheless one fact is clear in the Tanzanian

means

case.

In terms of numbers employed manufacturing has become a 

relatively much more important sector. In 1962 manufacturing 

accounted for only 5.9 percent of total employment. By 1966

this percentage had risen to 9 percent. Another interesting 

point which emerges from the figures in Table 1.3 is that

since i960 output per vrorker (in value terras) in manufacturing 

has been growing-^^ about the same pace as average vrages



Table 1.3

Indexes of Output, Employmdnt and Wages in the Manufacturing Sector
1961-1966

1961=100
Average Average V7ages 

Employment Wages Wages Output Output
Real

Year Output Current Prices
Output at i%)

1961 46100 100 100 
117 129
116 138
130 146
156 158
197 '175

100 100> 100®196 89 47111 125
1963 122 84 48112 132
i9$
1965 144
1966 165

140 89 ^3155131
160 162 4597

46195 113 172

^1960-1962 aver^ =100

Sources: Annual Background to' the Bi:tdget and Statistical Abstract printed 
by the Government Printer In Bar es Salaam.

r"
j
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SO that labor*s-share of the net output of manufacturing 

industry has remained stable in this period. However wages
have been rising more rapidly than real output per worker.

Hence one of the causes of the disparity between,the growth 

in real output ,/and the more rapid growth in monetary output .

I
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IV

V/e turn now to examine the nature, role and impact of 

the Tanzanian Goverment's economic policies in recent years,

In particular we shall concentrate on the policy towards 

industry, including a detailed look at commercial policy 

in the next section. As we have already mentioned, the 

Tanzanian Government today pirrsues overall policies which

are distinctly socialist. Ever since independence the Tan

zanian Government, like most governments of newly indepen

dent African countries, has paid lip service to African 

Socialism, Yet the actual content of the Government’s poli

cies has shifted in the years since December I96I. In'the 

earlier part of this period the Government’s economic 

policies were directed mainly at achieving a more rapid

rate of groTrth through the transformation of the country’s 

economic structure. One clear implication of such a policy 

was the need for more emphasis on industrialization, 

introducing the first five year economic plan to the Tan-

On

zanian Parliament in May, 1964, President Nyerere explained 

the rationale for such a policy.

Simply to expand agricultural output would 
be to condemn Tanganyika to a position of 
permanent economic inferiority in the world. 
We must have more balance in out economy, 
and end this absolute reliance on the prices 
of primary commodities. We must have an 
industrial base to our economy. Only when 
we have achieved this will our future be to 
some extent safegiwirded.108

The United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Tan- 
ganylka Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development. 
July 1, 19o4-June 30, 19^9, Volume 1, General Analysis,
Dar es Salaam, 1964, p.^ k .
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1
fAnd, as we shall-see, the Tanzanian Government, until slivery
I

recently, appeared to envisage an important role for private 

enterprise, including private foreign capital, in the indus

trialization process.

f
I
II

Now, after the Arusha Declaraction, 

the key features of the Tanzanian Government’s
I
e
11overall poli

cy are emphasis on the rural sector and self-reliance, the 

latter implying a much lesser role for foreign capital, 

private and government.

isfi
ii
II

both ifa
Si
if

Just before Independence, a Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry’s booklet designed to inform investors of the 

vantages of investing in Tanzania pointed out that, in • 

addition to rebates on duties on imports, "inducements for 

the Investment of capital from outside the coimtry include 

the pre-servicing of industrial sites, facility of transfer 

of capital and profits, research and information facilities 

And in the first years of independence the Government 

tinned this line of trying to attract foreign private

In September 1963, the Foreign Investment (Protection) 

Act was passed in order to protect, with the approval of the

1i
if
ifi:ad- i:lais
iff
Sf
ISSii?
Ill
Ism
IiI
Iscon-
la
1ss:!

cap-
lliital. S’
Siil
IS

Minister of Finance, proposed or existing Foreign investment
no

V

i
in Tanganyika, The Bill guarantees for foreign investors; IS

S
1. The payment in the relevant foreign currency 
and a transfer out of Tanganyika of full If

Iscompen- PIS
109 p

SCommerce and Industry in Tanganyika. Arusha, Ministry 
of Commerce and Ind^ustry, December I96I. ii

no
"A Bill for an Act to give Protection to certain 

approved Foreign Investments and for matters incidental 
thereto" published as a Special Supplement to the Tangan
yika Gazette., Volume XLIV, No, 32, dated June l4, I963,

. Government Printer, Dar es Salaam,

Ii
i
MI
«
I
1
II■O'
pi
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satlon in the event of the nationalization or 
expropriation of the relevant enterprise and 
2. The transfer out of Tanganyika in the rele
vant foreign currency of the profits (after 
taxation) of the investment, his share of the 
proceeds of sale of the relevant enterprise, 
and any approved loan.

In reviewing the progress in the industrial sector 

during the first two years after independence the Minister 

of Commerce and Industry referred to what he considered 

Tanganyika's "satisfactory start" on the development path. 

He then went on to appeal for more private Investment and 

drew the attention of readers to the new Foreign Investment 

(Protection) Act described above.

A nvunber of important investors have shown 
faith in our stability, and since the 
bers of investment opportunities tend to 
increase, rather than diminish, I hope that 
many more will follow:their example, 
of this Journal will have noted the 
the Government has taken to encourage in
vestment, notably by the introduction of 
'Foreign Investment (Protection) Act, 1963.!^^

nxam-

Readers 
measures

The publication in which these remarks of the Minister 

peared was put out by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

with potential foreign investors very much in mind, 

frequently contains advertisements which read "Tanganyika 

Welcomes Investors."

ap-

It

111
"Two Years Old ", by The Hon. C. G. Kahama, 

Minister for Commerce and Industry, Tanganyika Trade 
Journal, Volume ,J:->sNo. 6, Oct.-Dec. 19^3, pp. l^-lfT

• • •
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In his article, "Two Years Old 

stressed that
", Mr. Kahama also«• •

It is the Government’s general economic 
policy to encourage the establishment of 
secondary industries devoted mainly to 
processing the raw materials which 
grow or mine in such abundanti quantities

« • 0

we can

To further that policy it was suggested that incentives to 

investors include a proposal to extend the scope of the

investment allowance to industries engaged in processing 

local, as opposed to imported, raw materials, and an in

crease in the rate of investment allowances from 10^ to

Such a policy is in accord with one of the main conclusions

of our study of desirable industrialization strategies for 
ll4

Tanzania today.

The encouragement of private investment in the early 

1960’s did not mean that the Tanzanian 

to public ownership.
Government vras cool

But rather, as Hadley Smith has pointed' 

out, the Government's support of private enterpi-ise 

based on pragmatic rather than idealistic grounds.

was

Given

the shortage of indigeneous managers and capital, complete 

public ownership appeared impractical. Yet the fact that

^^^Ibld.

113
Tanganyika Trade Journal. Volume I, No. 5. Julv-

Septemberl9637 p7 17.
Il4

See Chapter. V, especially pp. 198-205.

• pr^40.115
Op. Pit • f

■■
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most private firms were in the hands of non-Africans gave 

added stimulus to any desire for public ownership, 

early 1965 the TANU newspaper wrote

In

The virtual monopoly now held by foreign 
firms and minority groups within Tanzania 
must be broken. It must be broken not by 
destroying what exists, but by the policies 
adopted in our expansion. Those must be such 
that we gradually extend the collectively 
oimed sector of the economy and thus ensure 
both growth itself and the capability of out 
economy to serve the national interest at 
all times.

The main method used until I967 for extending public 

ownership was ttedevelopment corporation, i.e ownership

of shares by the Government in development corporations 

which own shares along with private shareholders. By 1966 

there vrere at least eight Of these, most notably the National

• >

Development Corporation, in addition to eight marketing.-

boards with corporate status and several public utility 
corporat'ions. According to a paper given by an official 

Tanzanian representative to the Cairo Symposium on Industrial

Development in African held by> the United Nations,

The principal reason underlying the estab
lishment of the organization (development 
corporation) is not simply to help the 
mobilisation of savings...nor 
on the commiinity a rate of net social 
benefits to the commimity much higher than 
the private sector would otherwise do, but 
simply to the fact that

to confer• « •

participation• • •

116
The Natlonai-lst. March 15, I965.

■!.
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by the indigeneous population in industries 
(and also other economic activities) has 
been very insignificant...and it is thought 
that various means have to be devised whereby 
the indigeneous people or, on their behalf, 
the government can participate in various im
portant industries in Tanzania,11?

Prom 1964 until early 1967 the precise role envisaged

by the Government for private capital in the future of the 

Tanzanian economy was uncertain. In addition the overall 

political climate follovring the leftist Zanzibar revolution

seemed much less favorable to potential foreign investors. 

Yet in mid-1964 the then Minister of Commerce and Coop

eratives made a statement in v^hich he envisaged a continuing 

and important role for private enterprise.

I am determined to execute effectively Gov
ernment’s policy that cooperatives and other 

• Government supported organizations shall ob
tain a slice of the commercial cake, but I 
am equally determined that this slice will be 
a reasonable one, allowing private enterprise 

I to be an active and effective force in the 
vital and important role it is being called 
upon to play in the development of our 
country.118

in 1965 Cabinet Ministers made frequent statements point

ing to the many opportunities for new investments in Tanzania 

as well as the confidence which private investors should

And

117
Quoted in Smith, op. cit

Statement by Ministar for Commerce and Cooperatives, 
Hone J. S. Kasaml^la, printed in the Tanganyika andZanzi- 
bar Trade Journal .^o. 9, July-Septeraber I966, p. 39~.

page 38.• I

118

■ \
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t_19
have in the country. The President himself wrote in the 

introduction to a Government commissioned study on "Invest

ment Opportunities in Tanganyika", published in 1966, that

"The promotion of African Socialism is a process which

necessarily embraces private initiative and enterprise,

In the Five-Year Plan nearly 50 percent (II6 million out of

a total of 24o million pounds) of investment projected for

the plan period (1964-1969) was expected to come from the 
121

private sector.

On the other hand we have already mentioned the firm 

demands from some quarters for greater local management, and

In mid-1966 in a memorandum to the 

National Executive of TANU President Nyerere clearly out

lined his own position on the role of private enteaTprise.

ownership of industry.

We wish to build our economy on the basis 
of equality of all citizens, and have 
specifically rejected the concept of 
^creating a class system where one group 
of people ovjn the means of production 
for the purpose of getting personal 
profit and another group works for them. 
We have not excluded private enterprise, 
and we want people to start their own 
productive and commercial undertakings. 
But we have said that the emphasis in our 
economy shold be on ownership by the 
people, throiigh the peoples' own insti
tutions. What we are thus trying to do

119
See examples quoted in Smith, op. cit p. 60.• t

120
Investment Opuortunities in Tanfi:anyika. prepared 

for the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania 
by the Economist'lciitelligence Unit, p. 3.

121
This includes investment financed by parastatal 

orgainizatlons such as tte National Development Coi'por- 
ation, Tanganyika Five-Year Plan, op. cit P. 97.• 9
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is build public and private enterprise — with 
the emphasis on the former — so as to get 
the most rapid and most beneficial economic 
development.122

In Smith's view Government support of the private 

tor was nof'very enthusiastic" in the mid-196o•s. 

theless it came as a great surprise to many informed ob

servers of the Tanzanian scene when in February 196?, fol

lowing the proclamation of the Arusha Declaration, the 

Government announced its intention of nationalizing all 

merclal banks and obtaining complete or majority owndership 

of most of the largest industrial and commercial enter

prises (including leading sisal estates) in the

sec-

Never-

com-

economy.

In the Arusha Declaration read at a public meeting on Febru

ary 5 by President Nyerere, it had been stated that,

The way to build and maintain socialism 
is to assure^hat tie major means of 
production are under the control and 
ownership of the Peasants and the 
V/orkers themselves through their Gov
ernment and their cooperatives.124

Yet the nationalization of the banks on the very next day and 

the announcement over the next few days of which firms 

to be taken over was not expected so
were

soon. After he had 

listed the firms and the areas of the economy which the

122
The Standard. Dar es Salaam, June 10, 1966.

123

124
The Arusha Declaration and TANU's Policy on Socialism 

and Self-Reliance. Dar es Salaam, 1967, p. 3. - - - -

41.
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Government Intended to control,.the President went on to say

that altho.ugh "we have rejected the domination of private 

enterprise we shall continue to welcome private investment« 0 •

in all those areas not reserved for Government in the 

Arusha Declaration. It was the Governmentfs view, and 

Ministers repeated this in the months following, that the 

Arusha Declaration improved the climate for private invest-

Por now the uncertainty as to which sec-ment in Tanzania.

tors of the economy might be taken over by the State 

longer need exist, 

investors would take a similar view of the widespread 

nationalizations.

As the title of the Arusha Declaration shows, the two 

main planks of the new policy are "socialism" and "self- 

VJhat this means in terms of overall economip 

strategy for the economy is (1) much less reliance on for

eign capital, private or public, and (2) a shift from 

phasis on industry as the'primum mobile' of the economy to

no

It is ha^rd to believe that individual

reliance".

em-

much greater reliance on the agricultural sector for in

creased output. As we have already noted, President Wyerere, 

when presenting the first Five Year Plan to the Tanzanian

Parliament, stressed the need for emphasis on industry

125
President Mwalimu JiO.lus K. Nyerere, "Public Ovmer- 

shlp in Tanzania," Appendix I to The Arusha Declaration,
OE. cit P. 23.• f

\
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so that the economy could be transformed frojn Its dependence
126on the exports of primary products. This emphasis was 

clearly reflected in the investment and growth patterns en

visaged in the Tanganyika Five Year Plan for I964-1969,

More than 20 percent of the total gross capital formation 

was planned for the processing and manufacturing industries; 

in the private sector the share of investment going to those 

two categories was expected to be about 33 percent, 

output of manufacturing and processing was expected to grow 

at 14,8 percent per year between I960/62 and I970 compared

The

with an envisgiged average annual growth rate for the
127

economy

as a whole of 6.7 percent. Consequently the share of 

pStJcassing and manufacturing in total GDP was expected to

increase from roughly 4 percent in I960-62 to nearly 8
128

per-

cent in I970 and more than 13 percent in I980. As

have already seen, the output of the manufacturing sector

has grown rapidly in the 1960's, the average annual rate of 

growth between i960 and I966 beingl6.4 percent.

Budget Speech a year after the Plan period began, the Mini

ster of Finance again referred to the importance of industry.

And in his

The increasing interest which is being dis
played in industrial development has been a 
most encouraging feature of the past twelve 
months, and there are now a number of specific 
projects whose planning has reached an ad-

126
See the^A^ote on page 37 above, 

^27Tanganyika Five Year Plan, op. oit. , p. 10. 

9.
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vanced stage. It is essential that there is 
adequately serviced land available, and I have 
therefore earmarked some 885,000 pounds /equal 
to about 7 percent of the Government's capital 
budget/ for site clearing and servicing in 
industrial areas and for the disposal of 
industrial effluent.129

But in the Arusha Declaration such emphasis on indus

try is considered to have been a mistake. The following

extract illustrates well the reasons for the dramatic

shifts away from reliance on foreign assistance and indus

trialization, which shifts are at the very core of the 

socialist rhetoric of the Arusha Declaration. .

Tlie mistake vre are making is to think that de
velopment begins vrith industries. It is a 
mistake because we do not have the means to 
establish modern Industries in our country.
We do not have either the necessary finances 
or the technical know-how. It is not enough 
to say that we shall borrow the finances and 
the technicians from other countries to come 
and start the industries. The answer to this 
is the same one we gave earlier, that we? 
cannot get enough money and borrow enough 
technicians to start all the Industries 
need. And even if we could get the necessary 
assistance, dependence on it'coiad interfere 
with our policy on Socialism.

we

The policy
of inviting a chain of capitalists to come 
and establish industries in our country might 
succeed in giving us allthe industries ws 
need, but it would also succeed in preventing 
the.establishment of socialism unless we 
believe that without first building capitalism 
we cannot build Socialism.130

129:
Speech by the Honourable the Minister for Finance, 

introducing the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure 19^5/66 
to the National ^.qerably, on 10 June 1965. Dar es Salaam.
The Government Printer, I965, pp. 8-9.

130
The Arusha Declaration, o£. cit pp. 11-12.• f
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We cannot here get into a detailed discussion of the 

causes of why the Arusha Declaration came when it did. 

reason given in the manifesto Itself for the 

self-reliance

One

need for more

was that the country would not get the assis

tance from outside 'that it needed for its development.^^1 

Yet the inflow of private capital and more especially the
private gross capital formation in the first two years of
the plan period were well up to expectations. Certainly

Tanzania received much less foreign aid in I965, 1966, and 

1967 than she had expected. A large part of the drop in 

the latter two years was due to the breaking off of diplo

matic relations with Britain in December, I965 

Rhodesia which resulted in the freezing of a 7 million
over UDI in

potmd interest free loan from the British Government, part

of v/hich had already been spent in anticipation.

It appears that the_ Arusha Declaration was based much 

more on/'political• than on purely economic' grounds.. More

specifically it appears to have been largely the 

of the development of the President 

kind of economic strategy his country needs.

consequence

s otm thinking on the

He was appalled 
by the economic dependence on Britain of her ex-colonies in

Africa, revealed by their unwillingness to sever relations .

131
Ibid. PP. 8-9.

132
Smith, o£. clt

133
According to the Plan, 80 million pounds in the form 

• grants was expected over the five years. Yet
in the first two years, only a little over eight million 
pounds had been received by the Tanzanians.

• f

P.• 9
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over the Rhodesian issue. This strengthened his belief that 

Tanzania should become more self-reliant. Moreover Rene

Dumont's book, "False Start in Africa" (which called for

more concern with peasant agriculture), and his ovm disapproval 

of any signs of the growth of a local urban elite and 

bourgeouisie, were important factors in shaping the Presi- 

These various strands all point to 

economy in T«rhich foreign influence and the role of industry 

are played down, while the role of the agricultural sector, 

particularly the part played by the masses of peasants, be

comes much more important.

dent's thinking. an

A good case can be made for parts of the Arusha Declar

ation on more purely economic' grounds. G. K. Hellelner, 

a leading economist in Dar es Salaam, only a few days after

the Arusha Declaration, presented a paper in which he urged 

the Tanzanian Government to give greater incentives to the

Pointing to the shrinkage in govern

ment- to-government economic assistance throughout the vrorld, 

he argued that Tanzania's best hope for a rapid rate of

agricultural sector.
• /

economic growth lay in increasing agricultural output, 

was true even though price prospects for Tanzania's major 

exports were not bri£:ht.

This

For, the lack of foreign

13i(.
G. K. Hellelner, "Trade, Aid and Development," The 

Bast African Journal. May I967. - - -
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assistance, the shortage of a local managerial class and 

the smallness of domestic mai'kets, were all unfavorable 

to the rapid growth of import substitute industries.^35 

The main conclusion'of the present study points in the 

same direction, namely that it makes more sense for 

Tanzania to concentrate on inci-easing output in the 

agi'icultural sector and in those industries which use 

agricultural products as their major inputs.

r
<!

135
It was believed in some quarters that because of the 

proximity in time of the Arusha Declaration and Dr. Hellelner's 
paper that the latter had been influential in the Govern
ment's decision. There Is no truth in this vievj-, although 
after reading Hellelner's paper some weeks later the 
President ordered copies for’all his Ministers and Civil 
Servants.
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The commercial policy of the Tanzanian Government in 

the period since independence has not been as haphazard as 

seems to have been the case in most Latin American coimtries

or at least as Macario has portrayed the commercial policies 

of these coimtries. 136 In terms of the statements of Gov

ernment Ministers (most notably in the annual Budget ■ 

speeches of successive Ministers for Finance presented to

■€.r.

the National Assembly each June) the Tanzanian Government 

has clearly been concerned with and aware of both revenue

and protection goals in the setting of tariff and related 

tax rates. I'/hether these tax rates have always had the 

desired and expected effect, particularly in terms of pro

tection, is one of the major questions of this study.

In general the need to raise revenue has been the dom

inating objective of the Tanzanian Government. It is hardly

unexpected that, in an imderdeveloped country with primitive

accounting and administrative institutions the use of the 

tariff as a major soui’ce of government revenue has a long 

and important histo:^. Already back in 1950 a committee

set up by the Colonigl^Government to examine the rising cost 
of living in Tanzania,^^^ in rejecting arguments for a

136
See the long quote of Macario cited in the Intro

duction, page . •

137por details see the annual speeches which provide an 
excellent idea of how the Government views the progress of the 
economy. For exafliple. The United Republic of Tanzania. Sneech 
M fche Honourable the Minister for Finance introducing the 
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure 196'^-6^ to the National 
Assembly, om 10 Jime 1^5. Dar es Salaam, The Govemmeiitt 
Printer, 1965.

138
The committee was concerned essentially with the 

Indigenous population, particularly ^he white civil servants 
in Dar es Salaam. * \

non-
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reduction of tariffs, observed.

it has to be remembered that the purpose of 
customs duties is to produce revenue for meeting 
the day-to-day expenses of Government and that 
these themselves rise in sympathy with rising 
costs generally. Customs duties are relatively 
cheap to collect and if any alterations are made, 
in the customs tariff which involve any consid
erable loss of revenue to Government it would 
normally be necessary for an equivalent amount 
of revenue to be raised by some other form of 
taxation.139.

In general there are and have been for a number of 

years four types of tariff rates used by the Tanzanian

Firstly most raw materials and capital goods 

Secondly there is a general 

revenue tariff rate applicable to the imports of many

Thirdly there are higher rates vjhich are

Government,

can be imported duty free.
-3a

consumer goods.

levied on what are considered luxury goods, 

scribing the general level of customs duties at indepen

dence the Ministry of Commerce and Industry stated

Thus in de-

The tariff provides for the free Importation 
of industrial, mining and agricultural mach
inery, certain foods, packing materials and 
equipment, tractors, electrical machinery not 
for domestic use, metals, chemicals and sev
eral other items considered essential for the 
development of the country.

The basic rate for other goods is 25 
percent ad valorem but a few luxury goods and 
toilet preparations are subject to as much 
as 66-2/3 percent.l40

139
Report of the Committee on Rising Costs. Dar es 

Salaam, The GoVerfiaieiit Printer, 1951, page 25,
140

Commerce and Industry in Tanganyika, o^. cit.,
page 23.
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As we point out shortly there have been a large number of 

increases in tariff rates in recent years. Yet this basic

three tier tariff structure is still the major feature of the 

overall tariff picture in Tanzania. In addition there is

a fourth class of tariff rates for certain goods, 

tariffs on these goods are designed primarily as protective

The

tariffs and are set at varying rates, usually below the 

general revenue rate. This above scheme is somewhat neater 

For tariffs on consumer goods pro

duced in East Africa frequently serve both a protective and

than the real world..

a revenue function. For example, the tariff rates on tex

tile goods tend to be at the prevailing revenue rate, 

this tariff now serves a definite protective function for

Yet

the rapidly expanding textile industry.

Since Independence tariff rates have been inci-eased on 

a wide range of imports entering Tanzania from outside East 

In each budget since I961 the Minister for Finance 

has announced increases on a significant niunber of imports. 

In two recent years, 1965 and 1966, the Tanzanian Government 

found it necessary in April (that is, two months before the 

regular Budget) to legislate special measures Introducing 

higher tariff rates in order to raise more revenue because

Africa • /

I4l
For details see the annual speeches by the Ministers 

for Finance introducing the Estimates of Revenue and 
Expenditure, o£. cit.
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the revenues anticipated in the Budget presented the pre

ceding June were not materializing. There* have been very- 

few instances in this period of tariff reductions. The few 

that did take place were usually due to the discovery of 

an anomaly in the existing structure of tariffs. In spite 

of the frequent and widespread increases in tariff rates 

betvreen 1961 and I966 the overall structure of tariffs in 

Tanzania has not changed much from what vre were describing 

above,

The extent and significance of the increase in the 

tariff rates in this period can be looked at in tvjo ways: 

Firstly by comparing the overall picture in 1966 with that 

in 1961 as presented by the Ministry of Commerce and Indus

try in the statement quoted above; secondly, by examining 

what happened to the ratio of Government revenues from 

import duties to the va.lue of net^ imports (that is, imports 

into Tarjzania from outside East Africa). By 1966 the range 

of imports that is duby free had narrowed somewhat as com

pared to 1961; more foodstuffs are now subject to duty, 

and there are now duties on a few chemicals and metals 

being produced in East Africa. The basic revenue tariff 

is now between 30 and 40 percent compared with 25 percent 

in 196I; and the ad valorem duties on certain luxuries is

now 75 percent. For some items widely consumed in Tan

zania, such as mashes, beer, cigarettes, and petrolevim 

products, duties are now levied at rates equal to greater
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than 100 percent in ad valorem terms, 

commodities are mostly set in specific terms). 

these duties have been set so high for revenue raising pur

poses is evident from the fact that the domestic production 

of these products is subject to significant excise duties.

Table l.^f shoi?s what happened to the ratio of Govern

ment revenue from duties to the value of commercial net

In each year from i960 to 1964 

the overall (aggregate) ratio increased and by 1964 it 

double what it had been in 1954. It is seemingly paradoxical 

that this ratio did not increase further in I965 and I966. 

For, as we have seen, these were years of special budgets 

when tariff duties on some products were raised twice, 

decline in the overall ratio in these years was due to the

(The duties on these

That

144imports in recent years.

was

The

fall in this ratio for imports in S.I.T.C. Sections 0, 1, 

and 6 (See Table 1.4), Sections 0 and 1 (Food and Beveragbs 

and Tobacco) and a large part of Section 6 (Manufactured
. I

142
For detailed tariff rates see the official Customs 

and Excise Tariff Handbook publishedannually by the East 
African Cbnnnon Services Organization.

143^
In Chapter IV below we "correct" for the impact of 

excise taxes on the "true" degree of protection enjoyed by 
domestic producers in East Africa. This point is also 
touched on briefly in our theoretical discussions in Chan
ters II and III.

144
Commercial net imports excludes imports by the pub

lic sector which are exempt from duty.
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Table 1.4

Duty collected by the Tanzanian Government as a percentage of 
value of net commerci^ imports, 1954 and 1960-I966

S.I.T.C.
Section 195^ i960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

0, Food 13.0 17,2 21.5 22.5 20.7 21.4 20.7 15.0
1. Bever
ages & 216,8 241.2 233.7 249.0 243.7 258.5 223.9 192,6 
Tobacco

2. Crude
Materials 4.5 2.4 3.0 3.4 7.4 8.1 12.1 13.2

3. Mineral 
Fueld.Lu-

c&ixt s
Etc. '21.4 33.8 42.7 62.7 78.9 94.9 103.8 102.6

4. Animal 
and Vege
table Oils
& Pats 10.0 25.7 26.0 25.2 26.7 5.6 1.1 3.9

5. Chem
icals

6. Manu
factured 
Goods (Clas
sified) 13.1 25.6 26.6 29.2 31.2 31.6 27.8 33.5

7. Machinery 
& Transport
Equip. 6.1 10,0 7.7 9.5 12.3 12.8 12.0 13.i

8. Misc.
Mfd.Arti
cles 13.7 28.4 29.8 28.;6 30.3 30.8 35.0 29.9

9. Misc.'
Transac
tions &
Commodi
ties

8.4 9.3 10.0 10.5 10.39.0 7.3 9.7

17.5 37.6- 38.0 49.7 49.2 52.7 52.5 49.2

15.5 22.3 23.8 27.8 30.0 30.9 28.5 29.4Total

East Africein Customs and Excise, Anr.ual Trade 
Reports. 1954 and I960-I966.

Source:
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Goods) are made up of consumer goods. The fall in the ratio 

in Table 1,4 for these sections appears to be an indication 

of successful import substitution within East Africa in

the production of commodities like canned goods, textiles, 

clothing, beer, matches and tobacco products, 

the tariff rates on these products has gone up their relative 

importance in Tanzania's total net imports has declined.

The decline in the ratio of import duties to the value of 

net imports for S.I.T.G. Section 6 is also due to the rapid 

growth in the Imports of parts and manufactured inputs used 

in the new industries producing, import substitutes, 

former are subject to much lower duties than the latter and 

they therefore pull dovm the overall ratio for this S.I.T.G, 

Section.

Thus, while

The

. There are two additional aspects of Tanzania's commercial 

policy in recent years which are vrorth pointing out. 

has been the policy of thb Tanzanian Government for a number 

of years to grant rebates on duties on goods vrJiich are used 

as inputs in domestic production.

Industries (Refund of Gustoms Duties) Ordinance (Gap 289), 

industries which have been scheduled as "approved Industries"

It

According to the Local

can apply for refund of all or part of the duties paid 

Imported Inputs, 

dustries".

on

In 1961 there were 13 such "approved in- 

And in March I967 the Government announced
145

145
Ministry o-r~Goiisnerce and Industry, Gommerce and Indus

try in Tanganyika, op, cit.. page 21.
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the granting of full, customs duties rebates on raw materials 

Imported by local industries for use in the manufacture of 
products whi^ch are. eventually sold beyond the borders of 

East Africa, l46 The refunds granted -under Cap 289 prior 

to that date were not always equal to the full amount of

the duties paid by the local manufacturer.

In general Tanzania has made little use of quantitative 

restrictions on imports. A notable exception to this 

occurred early in 1965 when the Government introduced import 

restrictions on Japanese gqods in a bid to improve the

country‘s unfavorable trade balance with Japan,' which had 

reached a record 94 million shillings in 1964. The Minister

for Commerce and Cooperatives, Mr. Babu, annoxmced that the

only imports affected were piece goods and synthetic fibres. 

But these totalled 75 percent of Tanzania's gross imports 

from Japan in 1964. The Government argued that one major 

fpr Imposing these restrictions was that it woiadreason

be improper to allow Japan to maintain its lucrative connec

tions while efforts were being made to correct the trade 

imbalance between the East African countries. To this

end, in October 1964, the Tanzanian Government had placed 

Import restrictions on a wide range of goods imported from

146
Monthly Statistical Bulletin. April I967.

14?
Tanzania Trade Journal. Number 12, April/June 1965

page 16.

V
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148all sources including Kenya and.Uganda, A few months

later some of these restrictions were relaxed and quotas 

were set for a number of commodities. These quotas ’were 

used in practice largely on items imported from Kenya and

Uganda, but with the introduction of the new Treaty for 

East African Cooperation quantitative restrictions 

interterritorial trade were no longer permissible (le. after 
December 1, 1967,)^^°

on

I

\

148
Tanzania Trade Journal. No. 10, October/December

1964, page 21,
149

Tanzania Trade Journal. No. 11 January/March I965,
page 28.

150
See above M-2,

\
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Chapter II

I

The concept of "effective protection" rests 

position that nominal (official) tariff rates
on the pro-

on the imports 
of final products do not really measure the protection

offered to domestic producers of the import. While the

tariff rate on the final product is an accurate indicator 

of the "consumption cost" of protection to the marginal 

consumer it is an unreliable and often misleading 

of the "production cost".
measure

In order to measure the "pro— 

duction cost", or protection offered to domestic producers

by the tariff structure it is necessary to calculate effec

tive protective rates for a particular activity, 

effective protection differ from nominal tariff rates in 

two fundamental ways.

Rates of

, 5^'
Firstly, to measure the effective 

rate of protection, it is necessary to take into apcount 

tariffs (and other relevant taxes) on inputs as well as those

on the final product. For a tariff on an input (or any

tax which raises the domestic price of an input as compared 

to its world price) is a tax on domestic producers, 

taxes Increase the costs of domestic producers 

to the costs of their foreign competitors.

Such

as compared 

Moreover pro-

1
Harry G. Johnson, "Tariffs and Economic Development; 

Some Theoretical Issues," TOie Journal of Develonment 
Studies. Volume I,''^[^ber 1, October 19^5, page 16

79
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tection should he measured not in terms of the increase in 

the final price received by the domestic producer, but in 
terms of the increase in value added made possible by the 

tariff and tax structure.

The idea that tariffs on inputs shoxild be taken into 

account in any discussion comparing the level of protection 

between different activities in one country or between

similar activities in different countries has, until very
recently, been largely ignored by writers on international

In what is to date the most comprehensive 

tide on the theoretical aspects of effective 

Corden begins by writing that;^

economics. ar-

prgtection,

The theory of tariff structure...allows for 
the vertical relationships between tariff rates 
derived from the input-output relationships 
between products, an aspect until recently 
completely neglected in the literature of 
international trade theory.

In the last few years, a few economists, notary Corden 

himself, H. G. Johnson and Bela Balassa^ have explicitly

2
Structure of a Tariff System and the 

Vol. LXXIV,^No!“3 CJune 1966f^pi|i~221.~

and Development," in Trade ^ Development. Etudes et 
Traveux de I'lnstitut Universitare de Hautes Etudes 
nationales. No, 4 (Geneva: Inter-
„ , . Libraire Droz. 1965); Bela
^lassa, 'Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries; 
^almtion," The ^rnd of Political Economy. VoT. T.yxTTT 
No. 6, December 1^. •- - - - - - ^

An

I
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developed the concept of effective protection and 

its possible implications and applications.

some of

Prior to that.

isolated instances can be found in the literature 

national trade where authors have been
on inter-

aware of the relevance 

to protection of tariffs on inputs and the share of final

price which is made up of value added in the production

All such references by theorists, as opposed to 

an implicit awareness on the part of policy makers, have 

appeared since 1955,

process.

Corden observes that it is "not surprising" that one

of the earliest expositions, albeit brief, of the idea of 

measuring protection in terms of value added was put forward 

by J.E. Meade, In the chapter, on taxes and subsidies in 

his book, Trade and Welfare. published in 1955, Meade writes

about the concept of effective protection (without putting 

a name to it) both in terms of Import duties and export 

Thus, with respect to import duties;duties.

In passing it may be worth noting that in order 
to obtain a correct estimate of the ad valorem 
Incidence of a duty on any particular commodity 
it is very important to define correctly the 
commodity which is, in economic fact as opposed 
to legal fiction, the subject of the duty.
^^Ppose that it costs $10 to produce a shirt in 
B and to transport it to A, and suppose that, of 
this total cost of $10, $4 represents the cost of 
producing the necessary raw cotton for the shirt.

4Corden, o£, cit page 221, footnote 1.,• 9
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Suppose, further, that raw.cotton can be
f import duty, but that

thep is a $2 import duty on a shirt when it

might appear that 
fd valorem" incidence of the Import duty 

on shirts, is 20 percent $2(i.e. ).•^12 ^ ^2
production of shirts 

including the production of the necessary raw 
cotton Tdiich is being protected in A. Raw 
cotton can be freely imported into A to be made 
up into shirts in A, The whole of the #2 import

making up of the raw cotton 
market price in A of the making, 

up of the foreign shirt, i.e. of the shirt less 
* j value of its raw cotton content, is only S8* 
and^thus the "ad valorem" Incidence of the duty’

i?®. shirts from raw cotton,
which is what is in fact being protected, is 33 1/3 
percent In v;hat follows

— .^i)2 ' ®
when we speak of the "ad valorem" incidence of an 
import duty we shall have in mind, unless we state

valorem" incidence measured 
commodity or part of a commodity 

which it is in fact designed to protect.5

In the case of export duties on the final product wliich, 

unlike taxes on imports,

Meade uses an identical example to the

S.re taxes on the domestic producer, 

one quoted above
for measuring the incidence of an import duty, 

ad valorem export tax of 20 percent 

is truly a "tax of 33 1/3 percent

There an

on the export of shirts 

.on the export of the

manufacturing processing embodied in the shirt.

• • o

Meade

. E. Meade,TiT-aSo 2t International Policy. Volume
1955 ~pagf iff London, Oxford University Press,

6
IMd., pp. 16^2^4.63.

Il-

'v. ■■
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goes on-to briefly discuss the effect of subsidies, produc- 

tion.-j and consumption taxes on the level of the.country* 

foreign trade as well as on the level of domestic protection 
and consumption,^

s

The earliest use of the term effective protection 

appears to have been by Clarence L. Barber, In a paper on

tariffs in Canada, also published in 1955, Barber writes, 

"In attempting to assess the protection given by any par

ticular tariff rate it is important to distinguish between

the formal or published rate and what I propose to ceCll 

the tariff»s effective level. Barber then goes on to 

provide an excellent exposition of what is at the heart of

the theory of measuring the "production costs" of protection 

by means of rates of effective protection. Barber points

out that "the effective level of a tariff rate on its

finished product may vary widely depending on the proportion 

of the fiipal value of the industry’s products that, consist 

of raw materials and supplies and on the terms on which 

the materials can be purchased.Using a simple example 

Barber, like Meade, explains how to measure rates of effective

7
Ibid.. pp, 163 ff,

*

Clarence L. Barber,."Canadian Tariff Policy," The
-Qaaadl,^ Journal of Economics and Political Science.- -
Volume 21, Number^, November 1955, p. 523.

9
Ibid.

8
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protection. His analysis, containing as it does, the two

crucial factors relevant to effective production, 

value added coefficient and the cost of
viz. the

raw materials (as 

implicitly affected by tariffs and other relevant taxes) 

contains the essence of the approach which has more recently 

more precise, particularly by Cordenbeen refined and made

and Johnson.

Gordon's own earlier work on tariffs in Australia

makes use of the concept of effective protecion.
10

article.

In a 1957

reviewing the I929 report on the Australian 

Tariff by a committee of economists, Corden points out that 

the committee was aware that "removal of the tariff /on 

materials or semi-finished product^ leads to a fall in

Industrial costs. Including the costs of import-competing 

and export industries...

Corden is explicit about the relevance of tariffs

Later in the same article

on Inputs
•without developing his ideas systematically and wi-fchout using 

the term "effective protection".

The first Indirect repercussion arises when mat
erials or semi-finished goods are being protected 
A uariff upon the import of materials has an 
effect similar to that of an indirect tax on 
materials. Such an indirect tax raises the costs 
of the material-using industries,including perhaps 
import-competing (protected or non-protected) and

M. Corden, "The Calculation of the Cost of Pro- 
tection," ^ Economic Record, Vol. XXXIII, No. 64, April 
•*•“57» PP. 29-51.

11
Ibid.. page 31.
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export industries. From their point of view 
it has the same effect on a rise in money 
factor prices. It is an effect simft-lar to an 
appreciation of the exchange rate. It will 
lower the volume of exports and raise the 
volume and value of imports. Thus it is 
possible that some import competing output 
needs protection only because its materials 
are being protected.12

By 1962 Corden had become aware of Barber's articles 

and the concept of effective protection, 

ter on,

section (d) is entitled "effective protection rates". 

Having acknowledged Barber as the first to elaborate the

In Gordon's chap- 
"The Tariff," in a book on Australian Industry^^

"distinction between apparent and effective protection" 

Corden goes on to propose a formula for measuring the 

effective protective rate (g).
1 - mS = - - 11 m

a.t+1 “ b,q+l

where t = .tariff rate for the protected product (f.o.b. basis),

q = tariff rate for the material (f.o.b, basis),

a = ratio of f.o.b. price to c.i.f, price for the 
protected product,

b = ratio of f.o.b. price to c.i.f. price for the 
material,

m = share of material cost in tptal cost after tariffs 
have been imposed.

a and b are needed in the Australian case because tariffs- 

there are expressed in terms of f.o.b. price of imports-?.

12_.
Ibid page

Alex Hunter (ed.), The Economics of •Australian In- 
dustry. Parkville, Melbourne University Press, 1963.

,• f
13

I
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Wherfe tariff rates are expressed in terms of c.i.f. prices,

as in the case of most countries, a and b are not needed

and t and q are tariff rates on a c.i.f. basis. 

1962 formula for effective rates of
Gordon's

protection then simplifies

nk This formula is 
_ 1 (2.1)^^

to
1 - mg =

1 m
t + 1 ■ q + 1

exactly analogous to one of the alternative methods 

used for calculating rates of effective protection (see 

formula M-^108 below).

currently

The numerator of the first term 

represents the value added coefficient after tariffs have 

been imposed, the denominator is the value added 

if there were no tariffs, given certain assumptions which

coefficient

will be discussed in detail in section 31 of this chapter.

For Corden the central point o,f his section on effective 

protection rates was

, .^that if the duty payable on an imported material, 
or one which could have been either imported or ex
ported, is lower than the duty on the final product, 
then the effective protection on the value added in 
Australia in the particular Industry or process 
making the final product must be higher than the 
final apparent tariff rate.

• *

Once this is allowed 
for one's whole view of the degree of protection 
provided to certain Australian Industries must 
alter.15

Here Corden is dealing with an important point which is 

relevant to most, if not all, countries.

v\;: V;!-, n

Countries typically
ci.

' 14 t.,. J'.-..

Ibid.

15■'Ibid.

!

• \'
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tend, to have "escalating" (or what Johnson calls "cascade

tariff structiires i.e. tariff rates tend to rise 

with stage of production. The resiilt is that for most 

processes effective protective rates are higher than the 

nominal tariff rate on the final output of the process. In

other words nominal tariff rates frequently understate the 

production cost of protection. We shall return to a de

tailed discussion of i^at effective protective rates

measure (see p.pfel04-I12below).

Another author clearly aware of the shortcomings of

nominal tariff rates for measuring the level of protection 

was Don Humphreys, Concerned in the early 1960's with the 

relevance of tariffs to the relationship between the United 

States and the European Common Market, he writes:

But in comparing the position of various industries', 
the figures we use are misleading for the incidence 
of a tariff depends on what proportion of the total 
valiie of its output is produced within the industry, 
as compared with the cost of materials purchased 
from other industries; In order to illustrate this 
problem, we must assume that the dutiable product 
is being imported,17

This last mentioned assumption is necessary if 

else measure is to be given to effective protective rates

any pre-

16
Johnson, "Tariffs and Economic Development: 

Theoretical Issues," oe. clt., page I9.
Some

17
Don D. Humphrey, The United States and the Common 

Market, A Backgrounel Study. Revised Edition, New York: ' 
Praeger, 1964, pp. ‘'6b'^6l.

\
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for different activities in a particular- country at a par- 

Por if we assume that products on which an 

import duty is levied continue to be imported, it is 

reasonable to assume further that the price received by 

the domestic manufacturer is equal to the c,i,f. price plus 

This enable us to estimate the increase in

ticular time.

the tariff.

value added made possible by the tariff structure. If, on

the other hand, as import duty leads to complete elimination

of imports i.e, the tariff is 100 percent protective then 

the'4omestlc price may be below the c.i.f. (world) price 

plus the tariff (£n other v/ords there is "water" in the 

tariff). Humphrey uses a simple example to show that the 

lower the value added as a share of total costs of production

the higher the true incidence of the tariff, i.e. the greater 

the protection given to domestic manufacturers.^®

Secondly he stresses the point that the cost of Inputs . 

affects tl>e degree of protection and these costs can be 

affected by other factors as well as the tariffs on the inputs.

..the degree of protection needed by a specific 
industry is dictated by the changes in costs or 
prices of other domestic industries. This inter
relation can be observed in the price of raw cotton. 
The protection of cotton manufacturers has been 
reduced by the government support of raw cotton of 
prices above the world market

Similarly manufactvirers who pay filgher wages 
because of higher food costs have had their

t •

• • « «

pro
tection reduced by the disparity between government

18
■"Ibid., p. eC'"'-
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supported farm,prices and world market prices 
All producers who use dutiable imports, or would 
use imports under free trade, have less protection 
than it appears unless their tariff is adjusted 
to take account of their disadvantage with regard 
to materials supply. All producers using petroleum 
for fuel, including railroads, truckers and electric 
power Industries, have had their costs Increased 
by quota restrictions on imports and by the restric
tion of domestic production. The imposition of these 
artificial cost Increases on domestic industry 
involves a competitive disadvantage with foreign 
producers who obtain fuel and other materials at 
world-market prices.19

« o

While Humphrey is here correctly aware of both the 

fuhdamental pillars of' measures of effective protective rates, 

his exposition is not strictly correct. A producer who uses 

a dutiable import as an input may not have less protection 

(as measured by the rate of effective protection), 

will be shoTO more precisely below, as long as the tariff

For, as

rate on the final output exceeds the weighted average of 

tariffs on inputs, the rate of effective protection enjoyed 

by the prod'ucer will be greater than the nominal tariff rate 

on his product.

In an article similar to Gordon's 1957 review of the 

Australian Tariff Harry Johnson commented on an official 

. report on the Canadian automotive industry carried out for 

the Canadian Government by Dean V. Bladen.^® As in the

^^Ibld., p. 68.
20
Harry G. Johnson, "The Bladen Plan fpr Increased Pro

tection of the CanaddrairAutomotive Industry,' A Review Arti
cle ," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science. 
■V.olime 29 , Number 2 , May 19^3 , PP. "'212-238,

(
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case of the Australian inquiry the Commissioner 

the relevance of tariffs on inputs for the competitive 

position of.Canadian car manufacturers.

was aware of

In pointing to the fact that the Canadian „ 
mobile manufacturer is burdened with higher 
costs as a result of the policy of protecting 
parts'manufacturers, the Commissioner is recog
nizing an element of economic Inefficiency and 
inequity in the granting of free entry to 
pleted vehicles from Britain, To the extent 
that their costs are raised by parts protection, 
Canadian automobile manufacturers are in effect 
being taxed to support the parts manufacturers, 
and equity in competition as well as efficiency 
would indicate the imposition of 
tax on imported British vehicles.21

auto-

com-

offsettingan

Johnson in the same article concludes a discussion of

the effect of a reduction in tariffs on inputs with the 

somewhat surprising remark that "This is of course only a

particular example of the well-known nrinclnl e that reduction

of the tariff on an input increases the effective 

of the output.
protection

.,22
Johnson's view that already by 1963

a well-knoT-na concept runs counter 

to the proposition put forward at the beginning of this

"effective protection" was

section i.e. that tariffs on inputs were by and large ignored 

until very recently by writers on international trade theory. 

It would be interesting to examine the textbooks on inter

national economics published in the late 1950*s and early

-21
Ibid page 216. 

pp. 2r^l-9.22
Ibid • t

(
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1960»s to see many of them discuss the effect of tariffs 

on inputs on the level of protection, let alone mention the 

term "effective protection", in an article published towards 

the end of 1964 Johnson himself uses the term "Implicit

protection" rather than "effective protection", and tells

of "the degree of protection accorded to processed of

production" as "the rate of protection of value added, as
»23it is sometime terms • « •

<

/

23
Harry Johnson, "Tariffs and Economic Development; 

Some Theoretical Is^s," The Journal of DOTelopment Studies. 
Volume 1, number 1, October 1965. "

!
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II

In the past policy makers and industrialists have fre

quently shovm more awareness than theorists of how tariffs

on Inputs can affect the level of protection given to a 

particular production process. In 1955 Barber commented
on the surprising number of recent reductions in duties 

on raw materials imported into Canada, 

changes to "the sophisticated tariff expert /whq7 no longer

He attributed these

seeks to have the tariff on his product increased but tries 

instead to obtain duty reductions on parts and components 

that xfill increase his industry's effective protection.

As,mentioned earlier the committee of economists which in 

1929 examined the Australian tariff referred to the reduc

tion in costs resulting from the removal of tariffs on in

puts, though they did not develop the Idea further.

In Johnson's view, "The complexities resulting from.-i'-. 

^hls7...dual role of tariffs have long been recognized in

..2^

tariff legislation, and exploited in tariff bargaining, 

though not always with a clear understanding of the Issues. 

Many countries, (Tanzania being one),'^ have provisions for

24
Barber, op. cit.. p. 529.

25
Johnson, "The Theory of Tariff Structure, with Special 

Reference to World Trade and Development." op. cit,. pp. 
13-14.

26
See above, Chapter I, page 76 .
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remission of import duty paid on materials, parts and equip-

, ment which contribute to the output of a commodity, whose 

domestic production is considered important. Thus, for 

example remission or "drawbacks" of tariffs may be allowed 

where the imports are used in the production of goods sub-r 

sequently exported. However, as Johnson points out.

Where the purpose of the tariff on inputs is pro
tective, its imposition raises a problem for the 
policy-makers, since by taxing the process em
ploying the input the tariff may destroy the 
market for the product it seeks to protect. To 
avoid this, it is usually necessary to grant a 
tariff also to the product in whose production 
the'protected input is used; such a tariff is 
primarily "compensatory" rather than "protective", 
in the sense that it seeks to offset the compe
titive disadvantage imposed by the tariff on the 
input rather than to .grant a competitive advan
tage .27

In the Report of the Eoyal Commission on the Canadian Auto- 

which was reviewed by Johnson in themotive Industry

the Commission's case for aarticle referred to earlier,

Canadian tariff on imports of British automobiles is based

Foron the need to offset the tariff on parts production, 

the latter puts the Canadian car manufacturer at a compe

titive disadvantage if British automobiles are allovred in-

A good example of a "compensatory,"to Canada duty free.

27
Johnson, "The Theory of Tariff Structure," o£. cit,• »

page 14.
28
Report. Royal Commission on the Automotive Industry. 

Ottawa: The Queerf'* s^-Erinter, April I96I.

\,
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tariff necessary to offset the higher cost of an input to 

domestic producers is the duty President Kennedy Imposed on 

the Imports of cotton textiles at a time "vfhen U. S. sales 

of raw cotton in the vrorld market at prices below the 

supported domestic price encouraged foreign manufacturers 

to manufacture textiles from U. S. cotton to export to the 

U. s. market.

Countries can also increase the effective protection 

enjoyed by domestic manufacturers of inputs by incorporating 

in their tariff legislation provisions by which duties are 

applicable to goods of a type produced domestically. This 

is done by the system of "content protection" whereby, 

cording to Johnson,

ac-

...free entry of components is allowed providing 
a certain proportion (by value, and sometimes 
by weight) of the final product is produced domes
tically; the consequence is to increase the pro
tection afforded to that part of the product that 
is domestically produced by transferring to it 
the protection that would otherwise have to be 
shared with the imported part.30

Altho-ugh the major objective of the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is to lovrer barriers to inter

national trade its policy of encouraging the reduction of

29
Johnson, "The Theory of Tariff Structure," on.cit

• 9
page l4.

30
Ibid., page 15.

i
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duties on final products at the same time as it allows coun

tries to reduce the duty on parts and components frequently 

has the opposite effect. For countries choose to widen

the effective degree of protection they give to their 

tries by concentrating on the reduction of duties
indus-

on inputs.
By lowering their tariffs on inputs countries are often

thought to be lowering their protective barriers for the
height of their barriers is usually measured 

naive fashion, 

volumes.

in a "rather

i.e. by weighting tariff rates by import 

By such a method the measured degree of protection

will be reduced as the imports of materials and semi-fin

ished goods (on which there is low or zero duty) are en

couraged and the Imports of finished goods (the production

of which now enjbys higher effective protection) are dis

couraged.

On the other hand, tariff rates are usually structured 

without any consideration of the 

tive rate of protection.
consequences for the effec- 

Barber's view of Canadian tariff

experts is that while they "are imdoubtedly^aware of the 

distinction I have made between the effective and apparent

level of protection provided by a tariff rate", this distinc

tion is rarely raised in Canadian tariff discussion. He

31lbid.

32
Barber, op. cit P. 524.• 9
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cites examples of debates on tariffs in i-^hich mention is 

made of "effective protection" or its equivalent nor is 

there any attempt to measure rates of effective protection.

■ In most countries tariffs are introduced on an ad hoc

basis as a result of pressures for protection from interested 

Si’oups. Rarely has there been any kind of systematic study 

to examine the level of protection for different activities.

With the growing acceptance of the concept of effective 

protection in recent years, studies of rates of effective 

protection have been carried out for a number of countries. 

But Barber’s suggestion, made in 1955, that investigations 

on monopoly in Canada "should include as a matter of course

a calculation of the effective level of protection provided 

by a tariff „34 is still relevant to more general studies

on commercial policy.

33ibid.
3^Ibid P. 525.• $

\
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III

This section will contain a comprehensive descrlp1:lon 
of the concept of effective protection as it)has been 

inally developed.
for-

Flrst, the formula for measuring rates 

of effective protection will be explained, with the assump

tion necessary to its use spelled out. Then follows a

discussion of what such rates of effective protection

We then introduce refinements to the analysis. 

For example, what are the effects of non-traded goods or 

exchange rate adjustments on the., concept and measure of

measure

and mean.

\
effective protection rates? /mother modification we shall 

examine is the idea of measuring the effective protection 

of total value added, 

the asswnptions made at the outset.

Finally we shall relax certain of

The presentation in this section follows closely that

adopted by Corden in his article "The Structure of a Tariff.. 
System and the Effective Protective Rate"?^

Although other 

economists,'particularly Johnson and Balassa, have been 

leading proponents of the usefulness of,the concept and

have used effective protection widely in recent theoretical

and empirical analyses of trade and tariff questions, Cor

den 's work stands out as the first and thus far only really 

thorough comprehensive theoretical treatment of the concept

35
Corden, "The Structure of a Tariff System and the 

Effective Protective Rate," op. cit.
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and Its more important ramifications.. s

A^lready stressed, if we are interested in the 

tection given to an economic activity, tariffs on inputs
pro-

and input coefficients are relevant as well as tariff's on 

-cflnal products. For Corden, one major advantage of measures 

of effective rates of protection over nominal tariff rates

is that the former allow us "to discover the 

allocation effects of a tariff structure.
resource-

This is

because resources move between economic activities and 

what is crucial is not the addition in the final price of 

a commodity made possible by the tariff structure, (as 

measured by the nominal tariff rate under certain assumptions), 

but the increased cost of production or increased returns

thus

to factors of production, i.e. the increase in value added 

in the economic activity that is made possible by the 

structure as a whole.
tariff

The latter, as we shall see shortly,^, 

is given by the formula for the rate of effective protection.

If we make the folloiving rigorous basic assumptions;

(1) the physical input-output coefficients 

for all non-primary inputs

(2) the elasticities of demand for all exports^and 

supply of all imports are infinite

(3) all tradable goods remain traded even after tariffs 

and other taxes and subsidies have been imposed so that the 

internal price of each importable is given by the c.i.f.

are fixed

''
Ibid.. page 222.
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price -plus the tariff (i.e. there is no "water" in any of 

the tariffs)

(4) the government pursues appropriate fiscal and mone

tary policies so that full employment is maintained

(5) all tariffs and other trade taxes are non-discrim

inating as between countries of supply and demand.

Then it is simple to show that the rate of effective pro

tection is given by the formula - ^ ^1,1 ^^i
= (2.2)37

vfhere t. is the ad valorem tariff rate on the product of 
attivity j,

tj^ is the ad valorem tariff rate on input i 1 ■.
:.u activity,

is the input coefficient for non-primary input 
n industry j under "free trade" conditions, i.e. 

where there are no tariffs and other taxes affecting* 
traded commodities,

and V. is what the value added coefficient would be in
ff-ee trade (the "free trade" value added coefficient).

But the rate of effective protection, Ej,

is the percentage Increase in value added per 
tinit in an economic activity-which is made possible 
by the tariff structure relative to the situation 
in the absence of tariffs but with the same exchange 
rate.38

• • •

37
Ibid.. pp. 222-223. Corden, as in his earlier work, 

uses g| to denote the rate of effective protection (see 
formula 4,2, page 223 of the cited article). V/e choose 
henceforth in this study to use to denote rates of 
effective protection.

38
Ibid page 222.• »
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= ~ ^.1In other words, Ej where vj is the value 

added coefficient in industry j in the post-tariff situation, 

i.e. the "observed" or "actual" value added coefficient. It

is easy to show the equivalence of the two formulae, 

we assume that the "free trade" (c.i.f.) price of the

If

pro

duct of industry j is unity, then Vj =1-2 ^• and'-as

l-ong as assumption (3) holds, vj = 1 + t^ - 2 + tj^)

^ij "2 ^ij^

J -z *13 -2 *ij‘i - <1 -2 *u

= 1 + t
j

Thus Vj‘ - Vj = 1 + t )

and vi
j -

The first term of the numerator of the right hand side 

represents the increase in value added per unit of domestic

r=

(2.3)

output in activity j made possible by the tariff on the 

final product.
..it’

The second term of the numerator measures 

the Increased costs to activity j of its inputs resiAting 

from the tariffs on these inputs. Thus the whole numerator 

measures the net Increase in value added per imit of output 

made possible by the tariff structure.

If, following CoMen we v;ere to consider the simple 

where there is only one input in activity J, then formula

case

(2.3), which Corden calls the "key" formula39 simplifies to 
= ^.1 - ^1.1^1

(2.4). From formula (2.4). a
1 “ %d

39
Ibid.
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number of implications follow, the most Important of which 

are that
E > t . as t > t 
j < j j < i

and S E

1 - aij

^ ^,1 = aij

6' ti 1 “ ^ij
S E - ^i 403_ =
^^ij

Waere there is more than one input in the production of

activity j, t^ is replaced by a weighted average of the tariff

Prom formula (2.4) it is clear that E

> t
j < j

on Inputs, i.e. by and E as t
j <

will be negative 

A negative rate of effective protection
J

wh,ere > t j .

indicates a tax on the domestic production in an activity 
^:l"ij. For if the tariff structure> t2 j

results in the costs of inputs in activity j increasing by 

more (relative to world prices) than the price of the final 

product of activity j. An obvious case of negative effective 

protection occurs when there is no tariff on the final 

duct but there is a tariff'on one or more of the inputs.

pro~

As mentioned earlier, for most countries tariff rates are

40
Ibid.
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higher the later the stage of which the commodity enters the 

■^production process, 

rates, for most activities therefore

Because of this escalation of tariff

and rates of effective protection of the activity are higher

than the nominal tariff on the product of the activity, 

shall examine the implications of this for commercial policy 

in the next section of this chapter.

v;e can readily introduce export subsidies and taxes 

into the formula in order to measure effective protective 

rates in export industries, given our original assumptions. 

Since an export subsidy raises the price received by the 

domestic producer (and the domestic price of the product) 

relative to its world price (assuming demand for the export

We

on the world market is infinitely elastic), the subsidy is 

the equivalent of a tariff. On the other hand, an export

tax- on the final product of an activity is a negative t.
J

since it lowers the price received by the domestic producer

and also the domestic price of the product below world

But an export tax on an input Increases effective 

protection since it is a subsidy on the input under the 

assumption that the domestic producer of the input charges 

the domestic user of the input the same price he receives 

for the input vfhen it is exported i.e. the world (f.o.b.) 

price less the export tax..

prices.

This last case is of particular 

relevance in underdeveloped comitries like Tanzania where
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the processiiig of primary products is a potentially signi- 
ficant growth point in the economy and where primary pro

ducts are frequently subject to export taxes.

A production tax on final products has the same effect 

Import subsidy or export tax; it reduces effectiveas an

protection by lowering the price received by the domestic 

producer below the market price. But production (excise) 

taxes on inputs while reducing effective protection for

the activity producing the input have noeffect on effective

protection iri^ the using activity, vjhich buys the input at 

the market price which is not affected by production tax, 

since supply of the input from the rest of the world is 

perfectly elastic. By contrast, consumption taxes on final 

products do not affect effective protective rates since

they are levied on both imports and domestically produced 

Consumption taxes on Inputs, however, have the 

same, effect as tariffs on inputs since they raise the costs
I

of inputs to the using industry and therefore reduce effec

tive protection rates for users.

goods.

Thus in our formulae t. 
represent the net effect 
subsidy and any production tax on activity ,1. 
vfhile ti nets the tariff or export subsidy on 
input i with any consumo^tion or export tax on it. ^

should be redefined to
of the tariff or export

As Corden points out, it is also important to remember that:

the effective protective rate for a product is not 
influenced by tariffs on inputs into its inputs.

41^
Ibid page 224.• »

;
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One need go only one step dovmward in the input- 
output structure. For example, a tariff on raw 
cotton, while It reduces effective protection 
for spinning, has no effect on the affective rate 
for weaving. To the weavers only the cost of 
yarn matters, and that is determined by the 
given world yarn price plus tariff.42

As already stressed, given the assumptions listed on 

pages 98-9, the rate of effective protection measures the 

percentage increase in value added made possible by the 

structure of tariffs and relevant taxes, 

puts it.
Or, as Basevi

the effective rate of'protection afforded a parti
cular domestic industry by the tariff structure 
can be defined as the maximum proportion by which 

' the value added per unit of output by primary 
resources employed in the domestic industry 
exceed the value they would add if all inputs 
entered duty free.43

In other words, the effective protective rate measures

can

the extent to vfhich the remuneration of domestic primary 

factors (in particular for our purposes, labor and capital) 

.can be increased because of the structure of tariffs and 

relevant taxes. V/hat is being compared, as Basevi stresses

42
Ibid page 223.

Giorgio Basevi, "The United States Tariff Structures 
Estimates of Effective Rates of Protection of United States 
Industries and Industrial Labor," Revi ew of Economics and 
Statistics. Volume XLVIII, Number 2, May 1966, pp. 148-149.

* t

43

\
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in the above quotation, is the remuneration of domestic 

factors after tariffs and taxes have' been Imposed, compared 

with what they would earn if there were no such tariffs and 

The latter situation I shall refer to as the "free- 

trade" sitimtion.

The assumption that Input coefficients are fixed makes 

the comparison bettueen the post-tariff and the free-trade 

situation simple to carry out in practice, i.e. the for

mulae discussed above can be readily used, 

points out, this assumption, which lies at the heart of 

the Leontieff input-output system is "not usually employed 

in conventional tariff theory" because it

is generally considered to be too restrictive 
for most analytical purposes, since it assumes 
constant costs and ignores all possibilities 
of substitution betxfeen. .. inputs of commodities 
and original factors in production but it is 
usefva for bringing out the main points raised 
by the present problem.44

• While thp assumption about fixed input coefficients is 

clearly necessary for a simple application of the formulae

taxes.

As Johnson

for measuring rates of effective protection, there appears 

to be some confusion in the literature as to vfhat is meant 

by fixed input coefficients. More precisely the question 

is what are the coefficients that are assmed to be fixed?

In Chapter III the implication of this uncertainty will be

44.
Johnson, "The Theory.of Tariff Structure with Special 

Reference to iforld Trade and Development," ou. cit page 10.• f
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explored in depth, 

briefly on the difficulty.

We can either assume that the input coefficients that

Here it is sufficient to touch only

are fixed are "standardized" coefficients which are the same

for different countries. Thus Johnson writes, "That it is

Important to note that throughout the analysis the basic 

technological input-output relationships are assumed to be 

the same in domestic and in foreign production,,. 

used this interpretation in his study of effective protec-

Balassa

tion in six industrialized countries when he took as his
46standard input coefficients those of the Benelux countries. 

He defended his choice on the ground that the input-output 

structure of the Benelux countries was little affected by 

commercial policy since 'for the most part these countries

followed policies of free trade. More rigorously, such a

policy would be justified, according to Balassa,

if the countries in question have identical 
produc'tion functions vfith unitary substitution 
elasticities in all Industries, or if inter- 
country differences in efficiency ^are neutral 
in the sense that production function differ 
only by a multiplicative constant, 
these assumptions differences in the relative 
prices of Inputs would not affect the coeffi
cients. 4?

¥he alternative assumption about what input coefficients

Under

page 11,• >
46
Balassa, "Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries,"

op. cit.

47
^Ibld. , page 578.

(
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to take as fixed is less restrictive than the first, 

approach the coefficients considered fixed are the actual 

input coefficients observed in the country under study.

In other words it is assumed that, if for a particular 

industry (activity) tariffs and taxes were removed, the 

physical input coefficients would remain the same in the 

^free trade" sitimtion (for the particular industry) as 

they are in the observed post-tariff situation, 

second approach which Basevi-uses in his study on rates of 

effective protection for the U.S.A.

"relevant purpose for welfare analysis" of measuring rates 

of effective protection "is to calculate the difference 

between the return to domestic primary resources when 

protected and what they would get if tariffs were elimi- -

In this

It is this

He writes that the

nated...

In order to calculate this difference in practice the 

second ("derived") approach is much easier to apply. For,

which fixed input coefficients common to domestic and foreign 

production are to be used? It is much simpler to work with 

the coefficients observed in the coimtry being studied and

to ass-ume that physical input coefficients would not be 

changed if tariffs and relevant taxes vrere removed. With

48
page 149, footnote 6.Basevi, op. cit,• F
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the exception of Balassa’s work, studies on effective pro

tection in a given country have been based on the "derived" 

approach.
o

The "derived" approach necessitates the use of a

variant of .the formulae for rates of effective protection 

discussed above. The "free trade" value added coefficient 

for an activity has to be derived from the observed value 

added coefficient by correcting for the effect of tariffs 

and taxes on the prices of inputs and the final product on 

the basis of assiimption (3) stated on page 98 above.
/ /Prom n ^.1

= -1=i

it folloxirs that ^.1
(2.5)-V ^i.1 “ ^

^ l+t3_

where aij is the 'ibpst tariff" input coefficient for input i

1+t J

in activity j, i.e. the actual or observed input coefficient
fi

in the country under study.

(2,5) t li^ke the earlier formulae, is based on the 

assumption that the domestic price of the.product of activity 

Basevi found that it vfas more convenient to 

work with aggregative figures so that multiplying the nmer- 

ator and denominator of (2.5) by the dollar value of the 

output of activity j at domestic prices we have

j is ujiity.

Vd (2.6)- 1^d =
1+t

Sd ^id
3

i
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which is the formiaa Basev:i used.^^
Here is the dollar

value of the output of activity j, V, is the dollar value

added in the domestic production of j at domestic prices
j

and Mlj is the dollar value of the material input 1 used

in the domestic production of j at domestic prices.
As Basevi notes,5° formula (2.5) is identical to the

original formula put forward by Corden in 1955? (see page 85

above) except that Corden had to correct for the\
Australian tariffs are calculated on an f.o.b.

fact that

basis.

Ellsworth, in discussing a paper by Soligo and Stem 

on rates of effective protection for Industry in Pakistan, 

explains what Implication the use of the "derived" approach

and formula (2,5) or (2.6) has for any meaning that can be

attached to rates of effective protection

pe whole purpose of the computation /In formula 
(2.5) or (2.6)7 is not to discover what the 
factors in the..,industry would be paid in the 
absence of tariffs, but what they could be paid. 
And this the procedure pf division tells us, by 
convertj^ng domestic values with protection inta 
vrhat those values would be without protection... 
all the computation tells us is that if a par
ticular set of duties on a single finished pro
duct and its inputs is removed, the sumb available 
to renumerate the factors in the _ _.industry that 
accounts for the value added will be such and 
such an amount.

• • •

In contrast, the problem of vihat

49
IMd., page 149. 

page 150.

Soligo, Ronald, and Joseph J. Stern, "Tariff Protec
tion, Import Substitution and Investment Efficiency " Pakistan 
Dgvelopment Revl^, Vol^V, Mo, 2, Summer I965, - - - - -

50
Ibid,• f

51
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the factors would be paid under free trade con
ditions presupposes complete free-trade — that 
is the abolition of barriers to trade on all 
commodities, not just a single one.52

Ellsworth's position is thus that the rate of effective 

protection (as the percentage increase in value added in an 

activity made possible by the tariff and tax structure) is 

only applicable in a partial equilibrium sense i.e. as 

applied to one activity imder the assumption of fixed coef

ficients.

Corden, however, draws much broader conbluslons from 

a more general application of measures of effective protec

tion rates for a given country. The calculated rates of 

effective protection for each activity producing a tradable 

product are ordered on a continuous scale through 

According to Corden:

The scale summarizes the total protective-rate 
structure. Assuming normal non-zero substitu
tion elasticities in production, it tells us 
the direction in which the structure 
resources to be pulled as between activities 
producing traded goods. Domestic production 
will shift from low to high effective-protective 
rates....if four activities producing traded 
goods can be ordered along a scale A, B, C, D 
in ascending order of effective rates, 
say that the output of A must fall and of D 
must rise and that resources will be pulled 
from A to B and from A and B to G; but without 
mpre precise information about production- 
substitution elasticities, we cannot say whether 
the •• outputs of B and C will rise or fall.53

zero.

causes

vfe can

52
P. T. Ellsworth,"Import Substitution in Pakistan-Some 

Comments. "Pakistan Dev.elo'bment Review.vol. VI, no. 3,Autumn
1966, p. 405.

^Corden, "The Structure of a Tariff System,"op,cit.,p.224.
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Thus the "production effect" (resource allocation effect)

depends 'Ion the scale of effective rates end on production- 

substitution elasticities." In Chapter III we shall criti

cally analyse the validity of Gordon's broad claims for the

concept of effective protection,

Corden's general conclusion about the movement of 

sources between actiyities is based on the assumption that 

all inputs and outputs in activities A, B, C, and D are 

traded goods, l.e. "that there are no non-trade inputs 

(for example, electi-icity or services) in traded goods."

VJe now introduce non-traded goods into the analysis and 

assume further that non-traded goods are produced only in 

activities where all inputs are non-traded.

re-

The effective

rate of protection in the latter activities iflll (like the 

nominal tariff rate) be zero if the prices of non-traded 

goods are not changed by the protective structure. Then

Some resources would move from N (non-traded 
activities) into activities which obtain 
.positive effective rates and towards N from 
activities with negative effective,rates. 
Similarly, some consumption would be diverted 
toward N from products with positive nominal 
rates and in the reverse direction where 
nominal rates are negative (for example, export 
taxes).54

But there is no reason why, even xmder the restrictive

assumptions of the previous paragraph the prices of non-

54
Ibid., pp.224-225.
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traded goods should remain linchanged. For the effect of 

the protective structure on the demand for a particular

non-tradable is not likely, to exactly offset its effect 

the supply of the same non-tradable.
on

Positive nominal 

■tariff rates or export subsidies on finished traded goods 

will divert demand from the goods to substitute non-traded

goods. On the other hand "...primary factors i-all move 

from the non-traded sector in general into protected traded- 

goods industries (and also into industries producing those 

non-traded inputs which are indirectly protected).If 

full employment of all domestic factors is to be 

(assumption (4) on page 99' above), either prices of non- 

traded goods will have to be changed relative to prices 

of traded goods or the exchange rate will have to be altered 

in order for the supply of and demand for non-tradables to 

remain in equilibrium.

maintained

• If we remove the assumption that (i) all inputs 

activities producing tradables are themselves tz’adables and 

that (ii) in activities producing non-tradables, all inputs 

■ are non-traded goods, there is a further effect on the 

relative demand for different types of non-tradables,

"...positive total protection of traded goods leads to 

additional demaiid for non-traded inputs; those non-traded

on

55Ibid. , -page 226.
56
'Ibid., page 225<''>-

Iff
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inputs intensive in the protected industries will rise in 

price relatively to the general price level in the non- 

traded sector.

The fact that prices of non-traded commodities will 

be affected by the protective structure leads Corden to the 

view that non-traded Inputs should be treated like primary 

domestic factors in the theory of effective protection and

Balassa and others in their empir

ical studies on rates of effective protection have treated 

non-tradable., inputs like tradable inputs i.e. the input

,.57

not like traded inputs.

coefficients for the former are additional a^j's in the 

term^aijti in formula (22) with the associated tj_

This is consistent with the idea that the effective pro

tective rate means the percentage increase in value added 

(as conventionally defined) in a particular activity made 

possible by the protective structure of relevant tariffs 

and taxes.

= 0.

However, such an approach is Incorrect, according 

to. Corden if the purpose of calcu3.ating rates of effective

protection is to "shed light on the direction of the re

source allocation effects of a protective structure."

The crucial point here is that non-traded Inputs, unlike 

traded commodities, are not in perfectly elastic supply if 

we assume full employment of all domestic resources in the 

economy under consideration. If a particular activity has

57ibid page 226.• f
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a relatively high rate of effective protection, 

will be attracted into this activity.
resources

If this activity is 

an Intensive user of a non-traded input, the demand for

that input will increase. Since the supply of this 

traded input is not perfectly elastic, the price of this 

input (e.g. electricity services) will rise

non-

relative to
the general price level .in the 

of course.
non-traded sector,

as a consequence of the overall protective 

structure, the net demand for this input in all other

(Unless,

activities falls more than the increase in demand for it 

in this particular activity.) Such a price rise is like

a tariff on the input and thus reduces the effective 

tection enjoyed by the activity using this particular 

traded input.

pro-

non-

As Corden puts it:

The essence of the distinction between traded 
and non-traded inputs stems from our assump
tions (2) and (3) (infinite foreign-trade 
elasticities; trade in tradable products 

■ after protection).
remains

. Thus a tradable input is in
infinite_ supply to an industry,' and the price of 
each individual traded good is given (aoart from 
the effects of taxes and subsidies).. If non- 
traded inputs were also in infinitely elastic 
supply, they could indeed be treated like traded 
inputs. But in the absence of unemployment and' 
excess capacity a user industry can obtain extra 
non-traded inputs only at Increased cost, and some 
part of the increment in the price of the final 
good on account of the tariff will not increase 
value added per unit but will raise the price of 
the input. The tariff protects not only those 
primary factors but also those non-traded Inputs 
(and hence their factors) which are intensive in 
the using industries. But the effects on the 

• Brimary factors and the non—traded inputs cannot
be separated out,^Unless there arp fwn' inputs—

{
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only and one Is in infinitely elastic supply so 
tnat its price does not rise when the price of 
the output rises, it is impossible to distinguish 
the effective protective rate for different inputs 
For each product one can talk only about a single 
effective rate for all those inputs combined which

Infinitely elastic supply to the industry, 
traded inputs in those non-traded goods 

which are themselves inputs in traded goods indus- 
tries, the matter becomes more complicated. Only 

value of the inpuit ifhich is value 
added by primary factors directly and indirectly 
that is, via non-traded Inputs into these non- 
traded inputs and so on should be treated.58

However, this latter approach, which Corden favors, is 

necessarily a reliable guide for determining how'thenot

tariff structure affects the flow of In Chapter 

some of the weaknesses of the theory

resources.

Ill we'shall discuss

of effective protection. In particular, we shall show (see

pages 135-142 ) that further assumptions are necessary if
Corden's general claims about the structure 

effective protection determining the flow of

of rates of

resources are

As' Corden himself points out 

we have emphasized in the above quote) 

we cannot separate out the effects on the prlraary factors

to be unambiguously valid, 

(in the sentence

from those on the non-traded inputs, 

is crucial for resource movements is what happens to 

rate of profit (i.e. the return to capital) in different 

activites, then we need to be able to separate out the

If we agree that what

the

effects

58
Ibid page 228..• f
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on the different primary factors as well as to distingnish 

the effect on primary inputs from that on non-traded inputs. 

More specifically we need to know what happens to the rate 

of return on capital if we are to reach any definite con

clusions about the effects of the tariff structure 

source allocation.

In practice it is much simpler to asstmie that all in

puts (includingj non-traded goods) are in perfectly elastic 

Then the rate of effective protection, as the per

centage increase In value added, measures the protection 

given to domestic primary factors directly employed in the 

activity concerned.

One of the consequences of any protective structure

on re

supply.

may be external imbalance i.e. surplus or deficit in a coun

try’s balance of payments. Such an external imbalance 

(which could, of course, result from other causes) could be

tackled through a change in the exchange rate,

points out, changes in the foreign exchange rate are usually

only considered in terms of their effects on the balance of 
59

But devaluation or appreciation of a country's 

currency in terms of other currencies alters the price rela

tionship between non-tradable and traded goods and this

As Balassa

payments.

59
Bela Balassa, "Integration and Resource Allocation 

in Latin America," in T. Davis (ed.) The Next Decade of 
hat in American Development. Cambridge University Press ^ 
(forthcoming).
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affects the degree of protection offered to activities 

producing or using tradable goods. For example, a 20 per

cent devaluation of a coimtry's currency is the equivalent

of a 20 percent subsidy on all tradable inputs and products, 

i.e. the equivalent of a 20 percent tariff on all imports 

and a 20 percent subsidy on all exports, 

in relation to non-traded goods an exchange rate appreciation 

is the equivalent of a imiform ad valorem import subsidy 

(negative tariff) on all importables and the equivalent of 

an:', export tax on all exportables, 

that an exchange-rate appreciation

On the other hand.

Corden goes on to assert

...provides a uniform rate of negative effective 
protection for all tradables.../ind/...must be 
regarded as an integral part of the effect of 
a protective structure. If the appreciation .were, 
for example, 20 percent, all tradables with 
effective rate of less than 20 percent will, in 
a sense have been taxed in relation to non- 
tradables. If we'subtract 20 percent from all 
effective protective rates as previously calcu
lated, we obtain a scale of net effective 
tective rates.60 ^ "

an

pro-

The correctness of Corden»s assertion here depends 

two other assumptions, -K&mely that all Inputs are non-traded 

and that we are measuring the effective protection given to 

domestic primary factors and non-traded inputs taken together 

as Corden himself indicates,

effective rates become identical to nominal rates.

on

If these two conditions hold

Hovjever,

60
Corden, "The Structure of a Tariff System and the 

Effective Protective Rate," op. Pit., page 225.

V
\

\ (
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if all inputs are not non-traded and if we are measuring 
the effective protection given to domestic primary factors

alone, then an exchange rate appreciation of 20 

not necessarily lead to effective protective rates 

activity being reduced by 20 percent.

percent will

in each

The precise change 

in the rate of effective protection for a given activity 

brought about by an appreciation (or devaluation) now

depends on (a) the relative tariff rates on the output and 
input(s) of each activity and on (b) the size of the value 

added coefficient as well as 

(or devaluation).
on the extent of the agreciation

The rate of effective protection on value added measures 

the protection offered to all primary factors taken 

It is the percentage increase in the
together, 

earnings of the primary
factors directly employed in the activity concerned if we
go against Corden's advice and treat all non-primary inputs 
as aij*s in formula (2.2) whether the Inputs are traded or

If, however, fo3.lowing Corden, 

puts like primary factors and obtain value added

not. we treat non-traded in-

by summing
all indirect contributions by primary factors through 

traded inputs,
non-

the rate of effective protection measures
6l

ipSiiiii.
tor and so included in value added in the protected industry 
In other words, ideally'^^should go do^m the input-output 
structure i.mtil one reaches a traded input, and to obtain 
value added for our formula, all direct contributions by pri
mary factors should be summed with all Indirect contributions 
by primary factors through non-traded inputs. In the summation 
process, tradable inputs(even though they may be produced domes- 
ricaiiyjshould be treated as leakages." IMd. ,p.228,ftnt 5
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the percentage increase in payments to primary factors 

throughout the economy.

Now the general concept of effective protection can be 

modified in order to measure separately the protection 

to two primary factors taken together, 

assumptions, to one primary factor 'alone.

given

or even, under certain 

Thus, If we

assume that one primary factor is in perfectly elastic sup

ply we can calculate the effective protection given to the

other tvro primary factors. For the price of the primary 

factor which is in perfectly elastic supply can be taken as

given and this factor can be treated like any (tradable) 

material input i.e. its input coefficient becomes another 

in formulae ■2,.2) .Then the rate of effective protection will

measure the increase in the returns to the other two primary 

Thus, if we assume capital is in perfectly elastic 

supply, we can calculate the effective protection given to 

land and labor.

factors.

If we assume .that there are only two pri

mary factors and that one is in perfectly elastic supply 

(or that tvro out of three of the primary factors are in

perfectly elastic supply), we can calculate the rate of 

effective protection given to one factor alone, 

labor and capital are the only two primary factors and 

assume that labor like all material Inputs is in perfectly

Thus, if

we

elastic supply (we can treat the labor input coefficient 

as another aj_j) i.g. its price is given, we can easily mod- 

ify formula( 2.2 )in order''to calculate the effective rate
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of protection given to capital in different 

stead of Vj in formula (2,2)

. the "free trade" monetary return to the

ital in activity j for each unit of j produced.

activities. In

now have kj which represents 

primary factor cap- 

assuming 

Then

measures the effective rate of protec-

we

the price of the final product of J to be unity. 

- S Hi^i
=

tion for capital in industry j, i.e. the percentage increase 

in the return to capital per unit of output as a result of 

the tariff and tax structure.

On the other hand, vre can assume that capital is in 

perfectly elastic supply and then calculate the effective rate 

of protection of labor in alternative 

of capital is given; more precisely the returns to 

per unit of output in each activity is fixed and

Here the priceuses.

capital

capital

can be treated as another (tradable) input, i.e. another a 

theL
ij

, {vrhat Basevi calls the "labor-rate 

of protection"62)' measures the percentage increase in pay-
J =

ments to labor made possible by the structure, of relevant 

tariffs and taxes, where 1 is the 'free trade' labor input 

the payment to labor per unit of output
j

coefficient, i.e.

in activity j. in the absence of tariffs and taxes. 

Corden points out.
As

62
Basevi, o£. cit page 150.• 9
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fixed physical input coefficients must be 
assumed for all those factors in infinitely 
elastic supply which asie^^b be grouped with the 
tradable materials. ./Whereat Our earlier 
tion of fixed input coefficients

• 0

assump- 
was necessary 

only for the tradable materials and not for other 
inputs or each primary factor separately.63

*

Thus, when calculating the effective protection of la

bor, we have to assume that the physical input coefficient 

for capital is fixed; and vfhen calculating the effective 

protection of capital that the input coefficient of labor 

is fixed.

Basevi was the first to develop and use this modifica

tion of the general measure of rates of effective protection. 

He calculated effective rates of protection of labor in 

different industries in the United States on the assumption 

that "capital, as well as material Inputs, is internationally 

mobile and that labor is the only immobile factor."^^ 

justifies this, quite reasonably in our view, as "being a 

good description of the United States situation..." He then
■ i '

goes on to claim that the assmption that capital is inter

nationally mobile i.e. that capital is in perfectly elastic 

supply is "especially relevant to problems of economic

Hovrever, for many underdeveloped covmtries

Basevi.

development. "

and certainly for Tanzania, it is much rather a case of capi

tal being a scarce factor. In such cases, it is more reason

able to assume that labor is in perfectly elastic supply.

63
Gorden, "The Structuc^e of a Tariff System, "op.cit 

P. 150.

P.23I.• 96k
Basevi. op. clt • »

■")
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As Corden puts Ifc, "The case when labor. or some types of
labor, are in Infinitely elastic supply may be relevant for 

some underdeveloped countries, In Tanzania there is a

minimum wage for unskilled labor determine by law. 

legal minimum wage exceeds the "free,market" price for 

skilled labor then v/e have the equivalent of a tariff on 

labor, exactly analogous to a tariff on any input which is 

in^perfectly elastic supply.

If the

un-

Conceptually, it would seem

to make sense then in the case of a country like Tanzania, 

to treat unskilled labor as an input in perfectly elastic

supply, and to then calculate the effective protection given 

to capital in different industries by the existing structure 

of tariffs and taxes. In Chapter III we shall discuss"some 

of the conceptual and practical difficulties involved in

trying to calculate rates of effective protection of capital 

for different activities in an underdeveloped economy like 

Tanzania,

In the last part of this section v/e consider briefly 

the implications for the concept of effective i'rotection 

(and its practical application) of relaxing 

assumptions adopted thus far.
soma of the

One important assumption to 

our analysis thus far has been that the physical input co

efficients for all material (non-primary) inputs are fixed

Corden, op. clt PS.231.. f
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l.e. these coefficients are not affected by the tariff struc

ture, or to put it another way, these coefficients are the 

same in the free trade as in the post tariff situation. 

Now, in one sense this is a highly unrealistic assxmptlon. 

For one of the major consequences of imposing tariffs is

changes in the relative prices of various Inputs (including 

primary inputs). If there is substitutability between inputs, 

these price changes should result in changes in the input

coefficients, including the substitution of primary for

material inputs (and vice versa), ps well as substitution 

between non-primary inputs.

But, Garden argues

the calculation of effective rates is designed 
to Indicate the direction in v/hlch resources v^lll 
be pulled by the tariff structure. It shoiad not 
incorporate the effects of these resource shifts. 
Therefore, the effective rate can no longer be the 
aotual percentage rise in returns per unit to the 
primary factors (and non-traded inputs) resulting 
from the tariffs, since that depends partly on the 
substitution effects which have actually taken 
place. . ;Rather we want to know what the rise 1-n 
the rate of return to a factor is before any re
sources move in response to this rise. Hence, the 
effective rate should be the percentage rise on the 
return to the primary factor which would result if 
there were no substitution betvreen inputs and hence, 
if there were no change in the input coefficient.
It follows that the ideal calculation should use 
the input coefficient of the free-trade situation; 
the formula which we have been using remains the 
correct one...66

- However in practice it is generally not possible to know 

the "free trade" coefficients. We either have to start with

66
Ibid. page 234..* *

i
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the observed post tariff coefficients and work backvjards
from these or 'borrow' coefficients from 

tariffs, taxes and other restrictions 

affect the pattern of resource

a country where

on trade do not unduly 

use. The first method

shall call the "derived" approach, the second the "direct" 

Some of the conceptual and practical difficulties

we

method.

encountered In either or both methods will be discussed at 

length in Chapter III. Here we are concerned only with 

the direct effect (bias) that these approachets have on our
input coefficients and hence on measures of rates of effective 

If we use the "derived" approach, 

physical,input coefficients of the protection

protection. l.e. use the

situation, there
is no a priori reason why these coefficients shoji-ld be 

to the "free trade" coefficients, 

above,

equal

For as we have stressed

one of the likely consequences of pi’otectlon is a 

change in the relative price of inputs and hence substitution

between inputs. VHiat then is the effect

of effective protection of using this "derived"

Corden has proved the "surprising" result that

calculations of effective rates which use the 
data of the protection situation vrlll always 
tend to overstate the effective rates if there 
is any substitution from primary inputs toward 
material inputs or vice versa, and, of course 
unless other errors are offsetting.67

on measures of rates

approach?

-

This conclusion does not hold if—tj = t^ (l.e, the tariff 

on the output is equal to (a) the tariff on the input where

67
IMd. , page 235.
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there Is only one Input, or (b) to a weighted average of

the tariffs on the inputs where there is more than one 
tradable input in activity J). For vrhere t, = t,

J 1

of effective protection in activity j is equal to the nominal
the rate

tariff on both the input and the output, 

depend on the value of input coefficients.

In the case of the "direct" approach, i.e. where co

efficients are borrowed from another country, it is not 

possible to predict a priori the effect on rates of effective 
protection of a bias in the "borrowed" coefficients."' The) 
direction of "error" in Ej (the effective protective rate 
in activity j) depends on whether tj is greater or smaller 
than tj^ as well as on the direction of "bias" in the input 
coefficients.

i.e. it does not

Less can be said about the implications of relaxing the 
other assumptions which lie at the heart of the concept of 
effective protective rates, 

on page 98 above) that there should be
The assumption (assumption 

no "water" in any 
tariffs i.e. that all tradable goods should continue to be
traded even after tariffs and either taxes have been imposed 
(which implies that domestic prices are equal to world prices 
plus tariffs) is not crucial in theory, 

measure that part of the tariff which is utilized 

find relevant values for the tj's and tj^'s in our formulae. 

For what vie are interested in is the changes in domestic

As long as v;e can
vie can
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prices of inputs and outputs caused by the tariff and tax 

system. In practice we need detailed price data in order 

to be able to compare the domestic prices with the "free 

trade" prices of comparable commodities. In this connection 

there is also the problem of the extent to which these differ

ences between "post tariff" and "free trade" prices reflect 

tariff and tax rates. This leads to a consideration of 

another basic assumption. Namely that the export-demand 

and import-supply elasticities are all infinite. For if

s'

they are not prices will not vary according to the level of 

tariffs and taxes as we have been assuming. Rather part of 

the tariff and tax vfill be absorbed by the suppliers of

Imports and exports. As Corden stresses, removing this 

last assmptlon

presents considerable difficulties.../for7...when 
the inelasticities ai-e less th^ infinite, the 
effective-protective-rate concept strictly inter
preted appears to break down. But perhaps if the 

, elasticities are generally close to infinite, the 
calculation' of effective rates and the derivation- 
of various conclusions from the calculations are 
justified as reasonable approximations.68

This last point is partlcxfLarly valid in the case of a 

small country like Tanzania whose imports of different com

modities make up a tiny fraction of vrorld sales and whose 

exports (largely primary products) are sold in highly com

petitive markets.

68
Ibid.. page 236.
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ly

Does this relatively new concept of effective protec

tion have any Important implications for commercial policy? 

According to Humphrey,

The principle effective protecting carries no 
implication as to whether protection is desirable 
or undesirable, except in the sense that some 
people may feel that low tariffs are more trouble 
than high tariffs.69

At face value this statement appears perfectly valid, 

ever it is necessary to bear in mind that the concept of

How-

effective protection has been developed entirely within 

the context of the orthodox V/estern theory of international 

trade. That is, the analysis is carried out in static terms 

with the explicit or Implicit objective being the maximi

zation of efficiency and welfare in the present time period. 

To put it another way, the existing production functions 

are taken as given, and it is assumed that international

specialization should be guided by the present structure of 

comparative advantage. This is not ■'the place to indulge 

in a debate on methodology; more specifically we are not

concerned here with the question of whether the bias towards 

free trade is rinherent in the assumptions and aiethods of 

orthodox Western international trade theory, 

point out that the theorists who have paved the way in the 

development of the theory and application of effective

Suffice it to

69
Humphrey, o^. cit., page 63.
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protection (Johnson, Corden and Balassa) are all vigorous 

proponents of fewer rather than more restrictions to free 

In Chapter V we shall discuss the possibility of 

using the concept of effective protection as a tool in a 

more dynamic analysis of the problem of Industrialization 

and development strategy In underdeveloped countries.

The literature on effective protection has made much

trade.

of the point that the existence of escalated (cascading) 

tariff structures In most countries leads to rates of effec

tive protection being much higher than nominal tariff rates. 

A cascading tariff structure Is one v/here nominal tariff 

rates tend to increase with the degree of processing. 

Therefore for most activities, tariffs on outputs tend to 

be higher than tariffs on Inputs and
l.e. ^J>

consequently effective rates tend to be higher than nominal 

rates. The finding of high rates of effective protection in 

many countries (largely as a result of ‘"cascading” tariff 

structures) provides powerful ammunition for those who 

that tariff and tax structures in these countries lead to a 

great distortion and waste in resource allocation,

Balassa found that for Argentina rates of effective protec

tion for most manufactured goods exceeded 100 percent; "l.e. 

the remuneration of domestic factors is more than double of 

value added in a free trade situation."^®

argue

Thus

Balassa then went

70
Balassa, Integration and Resource Allocation in Latin 

America, op. clt page 17.
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bn to point out,.

This excess may be due to inefficiencies in 
domestic operations or to excessively high 
profits per unit of output. In the first case, 
the difference represents the cost of protection, 
in the second, it gives rise to a redistribution 
of incomes in favor of the entrepreneur. Vftiile 
there are indications that firms in Argentina 
follow a policy of low turnover and high profit 
margins, it can safely be said that, in manufac
turing industries where effective tariffs exceed 
100 percent, the cost of protection accounts for 
a substantial part of the excess of the remuner
ation of domestic factors over value added in the 
free trade situation. A further source of ineffi
ciencies in resource allocation is found in the 
observed differences in effective tariffs in 
industries producing import-competlng-goods.71

Balassa claims further that "there is some evidence that 

the present system of protection benefits industries 

ducing non-traded goods (chiefly construction) in Argentina

pro-

"and that there is consequently an incentive for luxury 

production, particularly in housing. ,.72
He sijggests there

fore a reduction in tariffs together with a devaluation of

the Argentina peso (which Balassa assumes to be overvalued

anyway). Then tKere would follows

a reallocation of resources from import competing 
to export industries. As a result, a larger 
amount of importables would be obtained for the 
same amount of exportables through foreign trade 

, than through domestic transformation, moreover, 
reduction in the Implicit tax may permit in indus
tries producing differentiated commodities to 
in exporting activities.73

engage

^^Ibid

pages 18-19.• P

page 20.• f

^3lbid
page 19.• 9'
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According to Corden, the fact that effective rates of 

protection tend to be higher than nominal rates "is the 

attraction of escalated structures to protectionists: 

degree of protection provided to Industries is not so
,.7^

the

obvious. A good example of this is the high rate of

effective protection provided to processors of raw materials 

in the Common Market countries. V/hile nominal tariffs on 

the processed products of raw materials like sisal and 

various oil seeds are low, the absence of a tariff on the

raw material itself together with a low value added coeffi

cient result in high rates of effective protection on value 

added in the processing stage.

The concept of effective protection as a better measure 

of the protection afforded an activity, (particularly when 

are considering relative protection by ranking activities 

according to rates of effective protection) enables theorists

and policy makers to have a clearer picture of the protective
• /

effects of the tariff and tax structure, 

tariffs and taxes are Imposed in an ad hoc fashion and policy

we

In most countries

makers have little idea of the overall structure as it may 

affect resource allocation. The position in many of the 

Latin American countries, which is not untypical of under-

'^^Corden,
"The Structure of a Tariff System and The 

Effective Protective Rate," o£. clt
75
'■^See below. Chapter V for a more detailed discussion 

of this point.

page 229.• t

\
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developed as well as developed countries* structure, has been 

described very well by Santiago Macario; whom we quoted on

the same point in our Introduction,

With very few exceptions, the Latin American 
comtries cannot be said to apply a protectionist 
policy, if by this is to be imderstood a systematic 
body of measures deliberately designed to permit 
and encourage the development of certain industries 
rationally selected within an over-all framework of 
objectives established under a given econoiaic 
development policy. V/lmt did and still does exist 
is protectionism, but as the largely indirect re
sult of ad hoc measures, often adopted, at least 
Initially or during a first stage, as emergency 
procedures, either in order to solve balance-of- 
payments problems, or under the pressure of other 
exogenous factors. Such measures, temporary to 
begin with, became permanent in most cases and 
more general in their scope, giving rise to a 
form of protect!sm which has been characterized by 
extemporaneousness, lack of autonomy (since it 
is primarily motivated by external causes), 
extremely high levels and indiscriminate applica
tion, and whose basic objective is import sub
stitution at any cost, regardless of which in
dustries it is most expedient to develop and how 
far the process should be carried,76

In Chapter V below we shall discuss in detail alterna

tive commercial'policy possibilities wrtich fit in 

ent types of industrialization strategies, 

of commercial policy could be to attempt to equalize 

tive rates of protection in different activities, 

where special reason dictated higher or lower rates for a 

Such a policy would answer the criticism 

of Balassa that vridely divergent effective protective

with dlffer-

One possible aim

effec-

except

given activity.

rates

^ r ^fsantiago Macario, protectionism and Industrialization 
in Latin America," op. c-i'^E>-^,.
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lead to serious mlsallocatlons of resourcesi 

problem remains of what this "normal" targetj equal rate of 

effective protection should be.

Argentina argues for lower effective rates than thooo h® 

found in his study.

However th®

Balassa in the cas® of

The question of how high to oet tariff® 

and taxes belongs in a discussion of the more general prob

lem of how much protection is needed at any particular tim®

* in a country's economic development. We shall turn to thi® 

question in Chapter V when we discuss alternative develop

ment strategies open t'o.!'.Tanzania.

Within the context of the broad aim of equalizing effeO- 

tive rates of protection it would still be possible to sub

sidize infant industries (or other specially selected in

dustries) by setting tariffs and taxes so that these irtdu®- 

, tries are protected by effective rates higher than the noriii, 

Even the most ardent advocates of free-trade accept the idea 

that infant industries may need protection in the initial
I

stages. For Balassa,

The learning process in new Industries provide® 
an argument for protection on infant industry 
grounds. .^Howeve:^...in cases where the infant 
industry argument is applied, one should make 
clear the cost of this protection to the 
national economy,77

Corden makes the interesting point that the hietorical 

development of tariff systems in many countrle® indicate '

77Balassa, 'Integration and-^Resource Allocation in Latin 
America," og.. clt. , page 20.
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high Initial rates of effective 

lovrering over time of these rates.
protection followed by a

This is a different view 
from that of many historians who. looking at nominal rates 

only, have concluded that tariffs have actually increased

over time. The usual historical pattern has been for a 

country in the early stages of industrial development to 

start by Importing ready finished products free of duty and

carrying out final processing or assembly behind a tariff

wall. V/ith the low value added in this situation 

industries are afforded high rates of effective
finishing 

protection.

As development proceeds and the country moves backward into 

earlier-productive stages, tariffs tend to be extended

The result is to lower the effective rates 

given to the earlier finishing Industries at the

backwards as well.

same time
as providing high effective rates to the 

Thus at each stage infant industries have been
newer industries.

protected. An
intere.sting historical question is the extent to which such

a pattern has occurred in different countries;, and secondly 

the extent to which policy makers have been conscious of the

"true" protection, as measured by effective protective rates, 

being given to different activities. Certainly one can hardly 

quarrel with Corden’s suggestion "that historians of commer

cial policies and of industrialization should calculate

effective rates."



Chapter III

There are a number of questions concerning the concept 

of effective protection and its application to real world 

situations which seem to throw doubt on the precise meaning 

that can be attached to effective rates of protection found 

for different industries in a given country, 

of the use of rates of effective protection as measures of 

the 'production* cost of tariffs have put forward two main 

propositions vjhich we shall examine in detail. The first 

assertion is that the scaling (or ordering) of econoiiiic 

activities (industries) according to the effeptive rate 

at which the activity is protected "tells us the direction 

in which the structure Cof tariffs and relevant taxea7 

causes resources to be pifLled as betvreen activites,.. Do

mestic production will shift from low to high effective 

protection rate'activities. That is,* domestic produc

tion will shift in this manner if vje are comparing the situ

ation when the given structure of tariffs and taxes exists 

with the situation if there were no tariffs etc, and no 

change in the exchange rate, i'.e. the "free-^trade" situation, 

(given of course the original assmptions on which the

The advocates

^Corden, "The Structure of a Tariff System and the 
Effective Protective Rate," 0£, cit.. page 224.
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theory is based). The second main proposition is that 

itive rates of effective protection indicate "the
pos-

percentage

excess of the remuneration of domestic factors over value 

added in the free trade situation. This excess may be due 

to inefficiencies in domestic operations or to excessively 
high profits per mit of output."^

There would appear to be important additional assump

tions which are necessary for the unambiguous validity of 

the first proposition. In order for resources to move in 

the direction that Corden predicted, we vjould have to make

the further basic assumption that in the "free-trade" 

ation the rates of return per unit of invested capital 

were the same in different activities.

situ-

Consider a simple

case V7here the pre-tariff rates of return on invested cap

ital are not the same in tvro activities. Say in activity 

A the "free-trade" return per unit capital invested was 5

percent while in activity B it was 10 percent, 

structure of tariffs and relevant taxes' 

provide effective protection of 100 percent to activity A 

and 50 percent to activity B Corden would predict that 

more

If the

was such as to

resources would tend to be employed in activity A 

and less in activity B in the post-tariff situation than 

in the free-trade case. But is this necessarily so?

2
Balassa, "Integration and Resource Allocation in 

Latin America," op. clt.. page 18.
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At first sight the answer seems to be clearly in the

For what is relevant to the direction of resourcenegative.

flow is the scale of absolute returns per unit of capital 

invested in the post-tariff situation, and not the scale

of percentage increases in returns to, capital made possible
3

Let us asstime for the moment thatby the tariff structure.

there is only one primary factor of production, capital,

in both activities, A and B, Then it appears that as a

result of the given tariff structure the rate of return on

capital will have increased to 10 percent in activity A 

and to 15 percent in activity B. Clearly B is still to

be preferred to A and there seems to be no reason why
4resources wouJLd move from B to A. But there is yet a fur

ther assmption which is hidden in the above reasoning.

The rates of effective protection of 100 percent and 50

percent in activities A and B respectively will result in 

equivalent increases in the returns to capital invested 

only if we assiimb that there has been-no increase in the use 

of capital per unit of output in both activi,ties. This is 

not necessarily the case. Rates of effective protection 

measure the percentage increase in the remuneration of

>v.-*

3My attention was first dravm to this point by Ben 
Massell in an impublished note on the concept of effective 
protection vnrltten while he was Director of Economic 
Research at The University College, Nairobi.

Strictly spewing we would also need to know what 
caused the pre-tariff rate of return to be higher in 
activity B and whether thT's-.qause operates with the same, 
more or less force after protection.

1

')
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domestic factors. This increase.can reflect an increase in

the rate at which factors are paid or an increase in the use 

of factors employed per unit of output. Thus in our simple 

case where capital is the only factor, an effective rate

of protection of 100 percent does not necessarily mean 

that the rate of return per \uiit of capital invested has 

doubled as compared to the rate in the "free-trade" situa- 

Part of the increase in the returns to capital may 

be pasrments to extra capital employed per unit of output, 

thus reducing the increase in the rate of return per unit 

of capital Invested {profit rate) to below 100 percent.

If w.e drop the assumption that there is only one pri

mary factor used, the direction of resource floi'j as a result 

of the tariff structure would seem to be even more indeter-

tion.

minate. Let us assume that there are two primary factors, 

labor and capital. Novr a given rate of effective protec

tion can bring about a wide range of possibilities. Any 

combination of one or more of the following four effects 

might resvilt: (a) an increase in the capital per ^anit of 

output used (the capital input coefficient), (b) an increase 

in the returns per tinit of capital used (i.e. an increase 

in the profit rate), (c) an increase in the input of 

labor per unit of output (the labor input coefficient),

(d) an increase in the payments to each tinit of labor used 

(wage rate).

.-Vv;'
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The rate of return on capital Invested (the rate of 

fit) and not the profits per unit of output determines the 

direction in which investors will direct their capital, 

and hence the direction in which resources move, 

happens to the profit rate (b) above as a result of the 

tariff structure depends on the extent (if any) to which the

pro-

What

other three possibilities, (a), (c), and (d), resvilt from 

the tariff structure. One situation in which the percen

tage increase in the profit rate Would be unambiguously

equal to the effective rate of protection is if (i) there 

is no increase in the amount of capital used per unit of 

output and if (ii) the share of value added going to cap

ital (and hence the share going to labor) remains tinchanged.

Thus it appears that tliere are at least ttfo further 

assumptions necessary if Corden's conclusion about the di

rection in which resources move according to relative sizes 

of rates of effective .protection in different activities 

is to be always valid. Firstly the rates of return to 

capital in the "free-trade" situation must be equal in all 

activities. Secondly percentage increases in the rates of 

profit in any activity as a result of positive rates of 

effective protection must be equal to the rate of effective 

protection in that activity, which is unambiguously the case 

only if conditions (i) and (ii) above are satisfied.

How reasonable are tlwise additional assxmiptions? The
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assumption of equal rates of return on capital in all activ

ities in the "free-trade" situation implies that all activities 

would be equally efficient or equally inefficient if there 

were no protection at all. There is no reason why this should 

be the case. Neither of conditions (i) and (ii) stated 

above (both of which are necessary to the assumption that 

increases in profit rates be equal to rates of effective 

protection) appear to be in the spirit of the application 

of the theory of effective protection. From the manner in 

which Balassa states the' second main assertion, it is clear 

that he considers an increase in the use of primary factors 

(in particular an increase in the use of capital) as a pro

bable consequence of positive rate of effective protection 

in an activity; i.e, condition (i) is not regarded as likely.

An increase in the remimeration of domestic factors may "be 

due to inefficiencies in domestic operations or to exces-' o

sively high profits per unit of output." What is meant by

inefficiencies here is clearly an increase in the input 

per unit of output of one or more of the primary factors.

Parenthetically it should be pointed out that such ineffi

ciencies and high profits per unit of output are not mu

tually exclusive. For an increase in the use of capital 

per unit of output which leads to higher returns to capital 

per unit of output is a case of both "inefficiencies" and 

^excessively high profits per ^^nit of output." Though, 

quite clearly, pairt of th'^^ercentage increase in value
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added made possible by the tariff structure will have to go 

towards an increase in the rate of profit if the activity 

is to remain more attractive to investors than it was in

the "free trade" situation.

Corden himself anticipated any criticism about what

actually happens to profit rates as a result of the tariff 

structure. We reproduce an important admission of his 

vrhich we also quoted at length in the previous chapter.

the calculation of effective rates is 
designed to indicate the direction in which 
resources will be pulled by the tariff 
structure. It s'hotild not incorporate the 
effects of these resource shifts. There
fore, the effective rate can no longer 
be the actual percentage rise in returns 
per unit to the primary factors (and non- 
traded inputs) resialting from the tariffs, 
since that depends partly on the substitu
tion effects which have actually taken 
place.... Rather we want to know what the 
rise in the rate of return to a factor is 
before any resources move in response to 
the rise. Hence, the effective rate should 
be the percentage rise in the return to the 
primary factor which would result if there 
were no substitution betvreen inputs and 
hence, if there were change in the input
coefficient.5

• • • «

Thus we can conclude that the ranking of activities

according to effective rates of protection will not tell us

for certain, a priori, in which direction resources will

■^Corden, o£. clt p. 228.• f

;
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move as compared to the "free trade" situation, 

an increase in the rate of effective protection for 

individual activity is likely, ceteris paribus, to make that 

activity relatively more attractive to capital, 

especially the case if we can assume that such an increase 

in the rate of effective protection will result in little 

or no increase in payments to labor.

However,

an

This is

In the case of under

developed countries where the supply of unskilled labor 

tends to be highly elastic, wage rates are not likely to 

go up as a result of increased demand for labor in a

particular activity, 

from the experiences in many underdeveloped countries that

Moreover it is reasonable to assume

the input of labor per vinit of output will not rise when 

effective protection increases. In addition,^ if the pro

portionate increase in capital used per vinit of output is
..X'

less than the proportionate increase in the rate of effective 

protection, the yate of profit in the activity will be 

increased and hehce the activity will become relatively 

more attractive to investors.

For economies which are largely centrally owned and/or 

directed vrhat happens to profit rates is not directly rele- 

The central authorities can redirect resources where 

However, explicitly or implicitly they 

likely thereby to be changing rates of effective protection. 

If increased output for a^jjen activity can only occur at

vant.

they choose. are
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a loss (assming fixed prices for final products and inputs) 

the central authorities will have to subsidize the activity 

and thereby increase the rate of effective protection for 

that activity. Or they may choose to increase the price 

of the output in order to cover costs or production arifj

again they will be increasing the rate of effective pro

tection.

The methods that have been used in practice for measur

ing effective protection for different industries in a

given coimtry raise further questions as to the exact 

meaning that can be attached to observed rates of effective 

protection. The difficulties arise largely from the prob

lem of having to find suitable "free-trade" input coeffi

cients. Thus far, tvro methods have been adopted, vrhich 

usefully be termed the "direct" and "derived" methods.

can

Balassa, in his study of effective protection in six indus

trialized countries took the input coefficients largely 

from the input-output tables for Belgium and the Netherlands 

"because they had nil or low duties on most commodities.,, 

and hence the distortion in input-output relationships, due 
to the existence of duties, is relatively small"^ 

of effective protection were then calculated directly from 

these coefficients. These rates of effective protection 

then measure the percentage increase in value added made 

possible by the tariff struAi^ure, if material input coeffi

cients (in physical as well as in value terms) are the

Rates

^Balassa, 

Evaluation." op. cit.
"Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries, An
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same in the post-tariff sitmtion as they woxild be in an 

"efficient" unprotected activity, 

conceptual difficifLty involved if we compare this first 

method with the method used in most of the studies 

effective protection, such as Basevi’s of the U.S.A.,"^ 

Balassa's on Argentina,^Soligo and Stern on Pakistan,^ 

oxir own study of Tanzania.

There appears to be a

on

and

This second method involves

deriving "free-trade" coefficients from the observed co

efficients in the post-tariff situation, 

that (i) material input coefficients are the same in the 

"free-trade" as in the post-tariff situation, and (ii) that

If vfe assume

all goods'Continue to be traded in the post-tariff situ

ation, (i.e. no "vjater" in the tariffs) so that the domestic 

prices of goods are equal to the c.i.f. price of the import 

plus the tariff, the derived "free-trade" input coefficients 

are given by , 5^ '
t

®ij "^'lH“t 1 (3.1)
1-T-t^

is the "observed" (post-tariff) inpbt coefficientwhere a

for input i in activity j in the country concerned. However,

7
Basevi, op. clt.

Balassa, "Integration and Resource Allocation in 
Latin America," op. cit. ^

8

9
Ronald Soligo and Joseph J. Stern, "Tariff Protection, 

Import Substitution and Investment Efficiency." The Paki- 
stan Development Review. Vol, V, no. 2, Summer 19^.
25^270. PP.
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we do not actually need to calctilate these, since we measure 

effective protection by means of the formxila
/v' f

= J ■ " ""j = ""J I

1

^ "2^ij 10
(3.2)1

where v! is the "observed" value added coefficient in ac
tivity j,

Vj is the "derived" free-trade value added coefficient,

tj is the tariff on the final product of activity J,

and tji^ is the tariff on the input i, and the price of the 
final output of activity j is assumed to be unity.

Here the "derived" input coefficients (the a 's) areij

conceptually quite distinct from those used by Balassa in 

his study on six industrial countries. They are not

"efficient" input coefficients bpt coefficients derived from

the actual coefficients (the a^j*s) observed in the post-

Pormula (3.2) is thus an alternative to formula (2.3) 
presented in Chapter II, the former being the formula to 
use when the "direct" approach to measuring rates of effec
tive protection is used, the latter when the "derived" 
approach is used.

^^Balassa, "Tariff Protection in Industrial Countries, 
An Evaluation," op. clt.
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tariff situation in the country being studied, 

of effective protection measure if this approach is used is

What rates

the maximum proportion by which the value added 
per unit of output by primary resources employed 
in the domestic industry can exceed the value 
that they would add if all imports entered free 
of duty.12

Or as Ellsworth stresses,

The whole purpose of the computation is not to 
discover vrhat the factors in the processing 
industry would be paid in the absence of tariffs, 
but what they could be paid. And this the pro
cedure of division tells us, by converting domes
tic values with protection into what these values 
would be without protection....all the computation 
tells us is that a particular set of duties on 
a single finished product and its Inputs is removed, 
the sum available to remunerate the factors in the 
processing industry that accounts for the value 
added will be such and such an amount. In contrast, 
the problem of what the factors would be paid under 
free trade conditions presupposes complete free 
trade — that is, the abolition of barriers to trade 
in all commodities, not Just a single one, 13

As Ellsworth points out, these "derived" input coef

ficients are likely to be higher than if we used "direct" 

("efficient") coefficients from some other country as Balassa 

This is especially true in those activities where

For as a result of the subsidy provided 

to an industry by the tariff structure the domestic activity

did. pro

tection is greatest.

12Basevi, og. clt.
13

P. T. Ellsworth, "Import Substitution in Pakistan— 
Some Comments," Pakistan Development Review. Volume VI,
No. 3, Autumn, 1966, pp. 395-4'o7.
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can Indxage in wasteful use of material Inputs, 

different kind of inefficiency from that meant by Balassa 

when he asserted that positive rates of effective 

"may be due to inefficiencies in domestic operation." 

Balassa was referring to was the possible inefficient 

of primary reso^^rces, labor and capital, as a resvilt of the 

tariff structure.

This is a

protect!on

What

use

A wasteful or inefficient use of material inputs means 

that the a^j's used in the "derived" approach will be higher 

than if the "direct" method were adopted, 

of higher a^j's is lovrer, derived free-trade coefficients

One consequence

for if one. or more a^^j's are upward biased the second term 

in the denominator of the first term of the right hand side 

of equation (3.2) will then be higher. In some cases Vj

(the denominator of the first term in equation (3.2)), may

even turn out to be negative and the second term will be

larger than the first, 

the tariff on the final product t

This is more likely in cases where 

is high and therefore

is low and where the observed value added(l -
j

1
^ij^

A negative derived value added coeffi-is low to begin with, 

dent wodd imply that at world (free-trade) prices the cost 

of material inputs in domestic production is so great as to 

exceed the world price of the final product.

Ellsworth has argued that where negative or very low 

•derived* value added coefficients are obtained for a par

ticular activity, rates of’'efi^ctive protection have no



14?

meaning. A negative value added coefficient (i.e. a negative 

denominator in the first term of formula (3,2) for rates of

effective protection) will yield a negative rate of effective 

But negative rates of effective protection 

supposed to indicate a tax on domestic production for they 

reflect situations where the value added coefficient made 

possible by the tariff and tax structure is less than the

protection. are

value added coefficient in the free trade situation, 

v.'is less than v
i.e.

j and therefore, =.

Thus, according to Ellsvrorth, negative rates of effective

- 1 is less than 0.J

protection, which result' from negative derived free-trade

value added coefficients, are 
14

carded.

spurious' and should be dls- 

Basevi, like Ellsworth, considers such negative 

derived free-trade value added coefficients as "absurd"

and distinguishes

those cases in which the effective rate of 
tection.. .b^ecomes negative because the denom
inator is negative (absurd resiflt), from those 
in v/hich it becomes negative because of the 
overwhelming tax-affect of the tariffs on inputs 
(true case of negative rates of protection).15

pro-

But are such "spurious" negative derived free-trade 

value added coefficients really absurd? They are the resiilt 

of applying a certain formula and they indicate that if

14
P. 401.Ibid 

^^Basevi,

• f

op. clt p. 150.• #
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tariffs and relevant taxes were removed, the cost of non

primary inputs used in domestic production (assuming fixed 

input coefficients for these Inputs) would be greater than 

the world price for the final output. The negative Ej's 

that they yield show "one extreme of protection; the sub

sidy implicit in protection not only pays for primary fac

tors of production in the Industry but must pay for parts 

of its costs of inputs as well. ..16
We can also distinguish 

"genuine" cases of negative effective protection from those

"spurious" cases which result from negative derived value 

added coefficients because of the different range of 

possible values for E

there is genuine negative effective protection -1<E^<0,
V J

since v.>vl and therefore, <1 and -1<EJ J Vj j

In the cases where there is a negative derived value added

in each case. In the case whereJ

j
- ‘) <0.'

coefficient and therefore ^<0 and Ej<-1,
/ J

Ellsworth claims that rates of effective protection, 

obtained where the derived free trade value added coeffi

cient is very low but still positive are also absurd and

"Wasteful" use of material inputs, i.e. 

higher aij's will lead to lower value added coefficients.

should be discarded.

16
Stephen R. Lewis, Jr. "Further Notes on .the Notion 

of Implicit Protection and Its Measurement in Pakistan.," 
Unpublished.
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Then the derived free trade value added coefficient 

1 + t^

denominator of the first term in formula (3.2) for E will
J

tend towards zero and will be very high. It should be 

noted that higher a^^ 

first term of the formxila for E,.

1 -£= will tend towards zero, i.e, the
1 + t

I s also lower the numerator in the 

If tj = t^ (or tj 

weighted average of t^^'s where there are tariffs on more 

than one input then any upward bias in a^^j will lead to 

the numerator and denominator falling by the same fraction

= aj

and E will then be imchanged. It is simple to show that 
J

if tj is greater than a weighted average of the t^^'s, E^ 

will be larger the larger are the a

Another possible reason for low or negative derived 

value added coefficients is a high tariff on the final out

put resifLting in a low derived world price for the final 

output given by the first term (1 + t^) in the denominator 

of the first term of the formula for Ej, fonnula (3,2).

This will be especially the case if there is "water" in the 

tariff on the final output of an activity (i.e. if the

I
ij

domestic price of the output is equal to less than the 

"world" price of the output plus the tariff).

will be less than the "free trade: price and

For then
1

T+'

17
"The Structure of a Tariff System," op, 

p. 235 for a rigorous proof.
See Corden >

cit. .
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1 -2-^1 + t will again be doivnward biased and tend 

Here we have the strange situ

ation that as tj becomes larger and larger, a point will 

be reached where the denominator of the first term is < 0 in 

formula (3.2) and hence will change from being large and 

positive to being negative.

1 + tj^

to be very low or negative.

Basevi's view of this is that

A conspicuous consequence of this approximation 
/“the derived approacK/ is that effective rates 
of protection...are not, as they should be, a 
continuously rising function of the tariff rate 
on output. On the contrary, at a critical point, 
when the denominator becomes zero, the function 
vanishes asymptotically and switches to negative 
values. This is clearly an absurd result.18

Soligo and Stern in their study of effective rates of 
protection in Pakistan^^ use a slightly different formula 

which has some merit in dealing with the difficulties which

Ellsworth and Basevi find with negative and low derived

In calculating rates of effective 

protection, instead' of comparing the increase in value added 

to the free trade value added, they compared the increase 

to the observed value added.

value added coefficients.

Thus, for them rates of effec

tive protection were given by the equivalent of E^ =J vli
. Now E! = 1 - Zji instead ofInstead of by E^ = i v!

18
P. 150. 

19
^Soligo and Stem, o£. cit.

Basevi, o£. cit ♦ f
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v<’-jL - 1 and Ej can only be <0 if Vj > which is the "genu=r

ine" case of negative effective protection. If "derived"

Vj is very low, EJ will tend towards 1 and if v^ is negative 

E' becomes 1,
J

But even with the Soligo-Stern variation of the formula 

the problem remains of how to tank rates of effective pro

tection when derived value added is negative or very low.

If we rank according to absolute values of E' an activity
J

with a very low positive Vj which is heavily protected will 

be ranked loiter than an activity vfith a negative v^. Thus, 

for example, for activity A, v. may be 0.05 and vi = o.6
J i

while for activity B, v^ may be -0.05 and v 

= ^3 -^3
= 0.05. Then 

0.875, -while for B it will

t

3 3
for A = 1 -

^3
.05

be 1 + = 2.0. It is certainly not clear that the per-
«05

centage increase in value added made possible by the tariff

and tax structure is greater for B than it is for A. Perhaps
!

all we can conclude is, that where "spuriously" negative 

or very high rates of effective protection are found, this

is a sign of "probable" inefficiencies in the use of mater

ial inputs (Ellsworth type inefficiency). However, in 

activities where value added is in any case low (e.g. in 

assembling or "finishing" industries) rates of effective 

protection are likely to be high just because vt (and also

V ) is low to begin with. Thus where v^ is low or negative, 
J j

!
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measured rates of effective protection vrhether measured by 

Ej or by Ej must be treated with extreme caution.

Ill

When discussing the relevance of measures of effective 

protection to underdeveloped economies one criticism which 

is frequently raised centres around the assumption of fixed 

input coefficients. It is argued that one of the main

ingredients necessary to the process of economic grovrth 

is the introduction of more up-to-date techniques of 

duction in different industries.

pro-

This implies a change in 

the industry’s production function and hence in its input

coefficients. What then is the use of assuming fixed input 

coefficients if we expect these coefficients to change.

There are two main lines of defense in answer to this criti- 

The first, adopted by Corden, vie have already referred 

to (see the long quote on pg.yi40 of this chapter), 

position is that ra^es of effective protection only indi

cate the direction in which resources will tend to be pulled 

as compared with the free trade situation and that such 

rates do not and should not incorporate the effects of the

But Basevi and Balassa^® deduce wel

fare conclusions from observed rates of effective protection. 

Thus for Basevi the "relevant purpose for welfare analysis"

cism.

Corden’s

resource allocation.

20
Balassa, "Integration and Resource Allocation in Latin 

American." op. cit.. p. 6.
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of measuring rates of effective protection "is to calculate 

the difference between the returns to domestic-primary 

resources when protected and what they would get if tariffs 

were eliminated.

The second defense of the assvmption of fixed coeffi

cients rests on the view that such an assumption is in fact 

not too unrealistic. In a comparative study of capital 

output ratios in eight different countries at different

stages of development, Bhatt's provisional conclusion was 

that "contrary to theoretical expectations the capital 

intensity of the industries of an underdeveloped economy 

does not seem to be significantly lower than the capital

intensity of the corresponding industries of at least
.,22

some

of the developed economies, 

argue that labor productivity is the same in comparable 

industries in different countries.

It is,more difficvilt to

W. A. Lewis melees a 

good case for the view that labor productivity is generally 

lower in underdeveloped than in developed economies.But

21
Basevi, op. cit., p. 149, footnote 6.

Bhatt, V. V. "Capital-Output Ratios of Certain In
dustries: A Comparative Study of Certain Countries." Review 
of Economics & Statistics. 36, 1954, p. 311,

23
W. A. Lewis, Report on Industrialization in the Gold 

Coast, Government Printing Department, Accra, 1953, PP. 1-3.

22

1
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we do not really have to prove that input coefficients 

constant over national boundaries.

are

Rather we are concerned

with the constancy of these coefficients, especially for

primary inputs, for a particular industry within one country,

and this may not be such a highly unrealistic assumption.

Even if we cannot accept the realism of the assumption of

fixed coefficients we must agree with Johnson that this

assumption is useful for bringing out the main points
24

raised by the concept of effective protection, 

this assumption is indispensable to any attempts to

In fact

measure

effective protective rates in practice.

r-s;-'

24
Harry G. Johnson, "The Theory of Tariff Structure with 

Special Reference to World Trade and Development," op. clt.



Chapter IV

I

In this chapter we describe the methods used and 

obtained in our attempt to
results

measure rates of effective pro

tection for different manufacturing activities in Tanzania
for the year 1966. men this study vjas initially carried 

out in mid-1967 (for the Economic Research Bureau 

University College, Dar es Salaam^) there were no statistics
at The

?for industrial production in Tanzania which 

both sufficiently reliable and up-to-date,^
we considered

Thus it was
1
The results of the initial research .vrere first presented

research papers putout by the Economic-Research Bureau.
, E|Xecjy^-Protection in Tanzania. ERB, Paper 6? 8 A re- 

ys^sion of that paper imder the same title is to be 
published in the_June 1968 issue of T^ East African 
nogacs Review. This chapter is a further revrsion ant 
extension of those

Eco-

papers.

2
The first survey of industrial production 

lisliraents throughout Tanzania in estab-
was carried out in I958

i Industrial Production. 1938, Dar es
Salaam, East African Statistical Department, Tanganyika 
Unit, i960) and covered all establishments 
or more persons.

:an:

^ employing five
T 4-4 survey was a census of industrial

the year I961 (Census of Industrial
- Dar es Salaam, Central Statis- 

-- establishments 
A further census was 
were never published.

questionnaire 
among s’naller 

often were

iTpductlon injanganyika 1££l, .0
tics Bureau, 1964) and covered all industrial 
in Tanzania irrespective of size,
carried out in 1963 but the results _ _
pe returns which were collected only by postal 
turned out to be far too incomplete (especially 
establishments) and too unreliable (questions 
obviously misinterpreted).

155
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decided to use Kenyan statistics (as explained below) 

basis for the study.
as the

It has been suggested that we should carry out our

analysis for the whole of East Africa rather than for Tanzania 

alone. There is much merit in this point of view. For, as

we have seen, the East African economy is fairly vrell inte- 

In spite of the restrictions on Interterritorialgrated.

trade in recent years it is still, by and large, a free trade 

area with a common external tariff. Moreover, as we have 

also seen, there have been, and still are (as provided for 
in the new Treaty for East Africa^), attempts to coordinate

to a certain extent Industrialization policies in the three 

countries. Nevertheless we felt that it makes more sense

to consider protection and industrialization strategies for 

Tanzania alone. Firstly, even though external tariff rates 

for goods entering the three East African countries are,

for the most part,,identical, there are significant differ

ences in excise taxes and more especially in export taxes.

The latter are of particular relevance (as we shall see 

later in this Chapter) to estimates of rates of effective 

protection for processing industries. Secondly, and more 

■ importantly, the three East African countries are indepen-

^See above. Chapter I,- . pages , for a description of
the transfer tax and the East African Development Bank vjhich 
are the tvjo measures under the Treaty which aim to promote 
balanced industrial develppijg^t.

V
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dent sovereign states pursuing their otto overall policies 

with diverse objectives which lead to different 

measures being needed and taken, 

of important parts of the Tanzanian industrial

specific 

Thus the nationalization

sector fol

lowing the Arusha Declaration of February I967 has not only 

made Tanzania a much less likely prospect for private for

eign investment than Kenya, It has also opened up policy 

options to the Tanzanian Government which are not available

to its counterpart in Kenya, where private enterprise domi

nates the industrial sector. Hence, to the extent that our 

purpose here is to recommend specific policies to be followed

we would need to bear in mind the overall strategy being 

pursued by the Tanzanian Government as well as particular 

options open to it.

A question that arises in this connection and which ' 

do not deal with in this dissertation concerns Tanzania's 

freedom of action in changing tariff rates, 

we shall be suggesting that certain changes interiff rates 

are needed if certain policy objectives are to be realized. 

Now as the customs imion works in East Africa it is 

tional for the governments of the three countries to 

on tariff changes before they are effected, 

limits the freedom of the Tanzanian Government to 

its own independent tariff policy.

we

In Chapter V

conven-

agree

This, of course

pursue

—V,
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Towards the end of I967 the 

vey of industries in Tanzania were published.^
results of the latest sur-

This sur

vey was based on production in 1965 and was carried out 

der the direction of
un-

a United Nations expert. Ihere appears
to be no major 

should not be considered

reason why the resiats of this last survey

reasonably accurate, given the
usual difficulties of obtaining reliable statistics of in

dustrial production in luiderdeveloped 

the published results

coimtries. Hovrever

are not sufficiently detailed to 
enable us to compute a further set of estimates of rates of
effective protection for different 

in Tanzania;
manufacturing activities 

a set which wovad be directly comparable to

the restults obtained in our original study. But in the
latter part of this chapter we shall use the statistics 

published in this latest 
in Tanzania^ to aid in the

survey of industrial production
w

analysis of our original results. 
— —-Because of the lack of adequate production statistics

for Tanzania the results published in the 1963 Kenya Census
4

United Republic of Tanzania. Survey of Tndnst.T.i 00 
12^. Bar es Salaam, Central StatisticaT~Bu?iau~ Ministry— 
of Economic Affairs and Development Planning, I967. ^

^See particularly table 4.3.

')
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of Industrial Production 

mating "free trade" input and value added

were used as the basis for esti-

coefficients.

The first assumption here is that production functions as

well as the earnings of primary factors for different 

dustries are similar for the two countries, 

with Kenya and Tanzania having very similar tariff 

tures for goods entering the East African Common Market 

outside (as well as similar excise and other 

for most industries) it

in-

Furthermore

struc-

from

sales taxes

seems reasonable to assme that any 

changes in the input-output structure caused by the tariff

and tax structure would also be similar in the two 

Thus the "derived" free trade input and value added 
cients obtained from the Kenyan Industrial Census^ , 

as the relevant coefficients for most industries in 

formula for calculating rates of effective protection.

The results obtained in the Kenya Census of Industrial 

Production, while spbject to the usual weaknesses

comtries.

coeffi-

are taken

the basic

associated

with statistics of industrial production in underdeveloped 

countries, seem reasonably reliable. Response from firms 

was considered "very good" and non-response was thought not 

to have seriously affected the reliability of the 

For 25 of the 32 industries covered in this study the 

statistics on purchases, production, and sales published

results.

6
o<o ff Kenya, Kenya Census of Industrial Production

llliist?cs°Dlvl“on! M6|! “4 Development,
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in the Kenya Census 

lation of rates of effective
were the starting point for the calcu- 

protection,

seven industries (all processing industries, 

covered in the Kenya Census) alternative 

as indicated in the notes to table.4.1.

For the other

not directly

sources were used

The method used for calculating rates of effective 

protection in the 25 cases mentioned above is 

plicated version of the derived 

ter III (pagoiL4) where effective

a more corn-

approach described in Chap- 

protective rates are given 

^ which was formula(3.2) in
"2 -fii
^ 1+ti 

the previous chapter.? One

by
=-
1+t J

reason for adopting a more com

plicated version is that 

from 1963 input-output data v/hile
are deriving our coefficients

we wish to calculate rates 

In addition relevant

we

of effective protection for I966. 

tax rates for Kenya and Tanzania 

industries.

are not identical for all 

As a res^ult of these two factors the t • s and
7

4-v, assregate data instead of taking the price

clt ) i.e.page« »

Vi
(2.6)

1+t 1 + tj^

See chapter II, page 109, for an explanation of the
i

symbols.
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tj's which go to change the value added coefficient in

Tanzania in 1966, i.e, which affect the rate of effective 

protection. In other words the numerator in the formula 

above no longer represents the actual value added 

dent in Tanzania in 1966.
coeffi-

The required formula is given by

8
(4.1)

66
where t is the 1966 Tanzania tariff rate (net of excise 

auT.y)9 on the output of Industry J in ad valorem 
terms.

ti^ is the 1966 Tanzania ad valorem tariff rate 
input i10

is the "free trade" input coefficient for input 
i into industry j and is given by

mjy
is the 1963 Kenya tariff rate (in ad valorem 
terms) on the output of industry J (again 
net of excise duty)

is the 196^3 Kenya tariff rate (in ad valorem 
terms) on input i

J

on

and

11
^ij = (4.2)

63
where tj

and

8
This formula is Identical to the general foi’mula, (2 3) 

derived in Chapter II, except that here vre have specified 
the dating of the tariff rates.

9
An excise duty is a tax paid by domestic producers 

and is not levied on imports. For a discussion of the 
treatment of incirect taxes in estimating rates of effec
tive protection see Chapter II, pages 103-104,

10
For inputs we do not subtract the excise duty from 

the tariff rate since the domestic producer (i,e., the 
purchaser of the input) has to pay a price equal"to the 
c.i.f. price plus the tariff'rabe.,

^Agaln, v;ith the exception of date specification, 
is identical to a formula already used i.e. formula(3 !)• 
see Chapter III. ’

this
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Vj is the "free trade" value added coefficient 

j derived from the formula
for Industry

A

1
1-^f tf 1 + SI (4.3)

r-tW

- t' “ij
1 + tp ■i=l

T
Thus = 1 + tV (4.4)1

rTTF1 + t?ii
1

j
In practice the computations are simpler if we multiply 

the numerator and denominator by 1

1 tPJ
.66 /y

- ^ 661 •s1 + ^63 1 +T^
^itj i=lThen (4.5)

1 -a m
1 >3 1 + .u63tiJ 1=1

This formula was used to estimate the rates 

protection in the 25 industries already mentioned, 

industries value added coefficients are given by the ratio 

of value added to gross production, the relevant figures

of effective

For these

being obtained from Appendix Table I of the Kenya Census of 

Industrial Production. In some cases the industry

12
Op. Pit., page 102.

■■'5
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classification used here (see Table 4,1) does not correspond 

exactly to that used in the census. Whei’e a particular 

product in an industry is of special interest in Tanzania 

(e.g. where production of this product as an import substi

tute has been begun in recent years or where this product 

makes up an important part of the overall industry produc

tion) the industry has been reclassified under the product

Thus we have "matches" instead of "other vrood 

ducts", "biscuits" instead of "bakery", "radio and TV 

assembly" instead of "electrical machinery", "insecticides 

and pharmaceutical products" Instead of "miscellaneous 

chemicals".

Input coefficients for the major inputs in different 

industries (i.e. those inputs for v;hich the input coeffi

cient was larger than 0.01) were obtained from the ratio 

of purchases of the input by the industry (given in the 

Kenya Census of Indiistrial Production) to the gross output 

Tariff and excise rates for Kenya in 

1963 and for Tanzania in 1966 were taken from the 1963 and 

1966 Customs and Excise Tariff Handbooks. 

tariff is specific, the unit cost of the import was calcu-^.'■ 

lated by dividing the value of Imports by the volume of

name. pro

of the industry.

Where the

13 i
East African Customs and Excise, Customs and Excise 

Tariff Handbook. August I963; East African Common Services 
Organization, East African Customs and Excise. Customs and 
Excise Tariff Handbook. Sept€tebej I966.
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imports from fitures in the Annual Trade Reports of Tangan

yika, Kenya and Uganda. The tariff rate vjas then calcu

lated by dividing the specific tariff by the unit cost of 

the import. The tariff rates for different industries in 

Tanzania in 1966 are shown in column 4 of Table 4.1 mder

the heading "nominal external tariff."

In the cases of a few industries which include the 

production of a number of distinct products, tariff rates 

for the different products had to be averaged to give

Most important among these were the 

textile and clothing industries vrhere tariffs are speci

fied in detail for different types of textiles and clothing. 

The difficulty vfith using oto imports of specific products

an

industry tariff rate.

as weights, in order to obtain a weighted average of tariffs 

for the industry as a whole, is well kno\«i. Such a weighted 

average is likely to be dovjmmrd biassed since the produc

tion of commodities for which tariff'';rates are high is often 

being protected and therefore Imports of the commodities 

are reduced, while imports of the commodities on which there

are lov; or no duties, are likely to form a higher percentage 

of total imports (by value) than the percentage of domestic 

consximptlon they constitute. Therefore where we needed a

14
East African Customs and Excise, Annual Trade Report 

SL Tanganyika. Uganda and Kenya. Commissioner of Customs 
and Excise, East Africa, Mombasa.

i
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weighted average for any tp of t^

estimates of domestic consumption = value of sales from

domestic production plus imports; the figures for these

latter two terms were ta3ien from the statistics given in

the text of the Kenya Census of Industrial Production.
66, , ^66

s and tj^ 's we had no detailed figures of Tanzanian 

domestic production; the statistics now available in the 

1965 Survey of Industries are not sufficiently detailed

Thus we resorted to using

we used as vjeights

For

our t
J

for the purpose of weighting.
the value of net imports as our weights for t^^'s and t-^^'s

J S
in order to get a weighted average.

For a few processing industries producing primarily for 

export a different procedure was used for estimating rates of 

effective protection, 

netec in Table 4.1.

These industries are marked byi.Foot- 

Here the domestic producer is "effec

tively" protected through an export tax on the main input, 

i.e, the raw material being processed,

a form of protection to domestic producers if they allow

Such export taxes are

domestic producers to obtain domestically produced inputs 

at a lower price than their foreign competitors have to 

(ignoring of course transport costs).

pay

This vjou3.d be the

case given our basic assumption that the demand for the 

country’s exports is perfectly elastic. For then the pro

ducer bears the full burden of the export tax and we assume

that he accepts the world pri-'Ce,^less the export tax from
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domestic buyers (processors),^5 For Tanzania, whose exports 

of primary products (with the exception of sisal, where

Tanzania's exports account for roughly 30 percent of world 

demand) constitute such a small part of the world market 

it is reasonable to assume that demand for these 

perfectly elastic.
exports is

For these processing industries the rate

of effective protection is then given by

- H a5?j^l
i=l (4.6)

where x^-is the export tax as a percentage of the f.o.b, 
value of the input of the raw material being 
processed

is the input coefficient for the ravr material.

'i'he sources for the "free trade" input and value added 

•coefficients for the six processing industries indicated 

by are given in the footnotes to Table 4.1. Rates

of effective protection for these industries were then cal-
t

culated from formula (4.6'), and are given together with the 

effective protective rates for the other 25 industries in

In Table 4.1 and all subsequent 

tables rates of effective protection are given as percentages 

i.e. as Ej X 100.

and

column (6) of Table 4.1.

In the case of most of Tanzania's major exports there 
is a marketing board which buys up the crop, sells most 
on export markets and a small araoimt in certain cases on 
the domestic market.

i
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The estimates of "free trade" input and value added 

coefficients (the latter are given in column (2) of Table 

4,1) obtained from the derived approach must be treated 

with considerable caution, 

coefficients calculated from the Kenya Census of Industrial 

Production are liable to

Firstly, the original input

Even though the response 

from firms was considered "very good" this does not mean

error.

the statistics reported were very reliable. Secondly, if

there is "water" in any of the 1963 Kenya tariffs then the

derived coefficient for "free trade" value added will be 
subject to error because the tj^'s and t^^' 

mudae (4.3) through (4,6) i^ill be too high.

s used in for-

Because of

these difficulties an alternative figure for the observed

value added coefficient was assujned for a nujnber of indus

tries; in some cases alternative input coefficients (a 

were also assumed.

of effective protection was obtained.

's)
ij

Thus a second set of estimates of rates

The results from 

plugging these alternative figures into foivnulae (4.3) and 

(4.6) are given in coliimn (7) of Table(4.1).

Clearly the two sets of figures obtained for rates of

16

effective protection in Tanzania must be regarded as subject 

to a wide margin of error. The difficulties in obtaining 

accurate estimates of rates of effective protection reinforce

16
The alternative "free trade" value added coefficients 

obtained from plugging the alternative coefficients into 
formula (3.-4) are shovm in column''(3) of Table 4.1. The 
sources of the alternative coefficients used are*indicated 
in the footnotes to Table 4.1.
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the view (discussed in Chapter lil) that little meaning can

be attached to the precise measures of effective protection 

shown in columns (6) and (7) of Table 4,1. Nevertheless the 

ranking of the industries according to the rates of effective 

protection (as shown in Table 4.2), as well as the rough 

order of the rate for each industry provide the basis for

some useful comments on the present protective structure in 

Tanzania.
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FOOTNOTES TO TABT.f:
i

a. No alternative was used because the derived 
considered satisfactory,

b. Lower value added and higher input coefficients 
assumed based on guesses.

c. Higher value added based on impublished 1966 estimates.

d. Loxrer value added based on ixnpublished 1966 estimates.

e. Higher value added based

figure was

were

on guess.

f. Lower vat.ue added based on Uganda Government, Survey of 
Industrial Production. I963. Statistics Division, — 
1965'^^^^ Planning and Community Development, October,

g. Value added taken from H. G. Johnson, U. S.
.Towards the Less Developed Countries: a 

Survgjy ^ Mgjor Issues. V/ashington, Brooking's, I966,

Outright guesses.

From Nicholas G. Carter, ^ Input-Output tnalvsis of the
ili.SS£ian Economy. 1959-19M. a woi’king paper for the ----
School of Industrial Management, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, August, I963.

Protection on ma'jor input as measured by export tax as a 
percentage of f.o.b. price of the primary product which 
is the major input.

k. The nominal external tariff is taken as zero here because 
production is largely for export and therefore import 
duties offer no tax protection.

m. Export tax of 3^ on product of industry,

n. Import duty less excise tax.

o. Althoixgh there is an excise duty on sugar this is not 
deducted from import duty because price of sugar is 
government controlled.

p. From formula E

Economic

h.

. i.

J.

^3 ^see note on column (6),^3 =
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r. Based on value added figure in column (3).,

s. The tariff on the main input, radio spares and parts 
has been taken as 12|^, not the nominal rate of 30/^, 
because a refund of any duty exceeding 12|:^ was allowed 
by the Mnistry of Industries according to the provisions 
of Local Industries (Refund of Customs Duties) Ordinance. 
(Gap. 289).

t. Higher coefficients for the major inputs were used, 
based on the estimates of the 1966 V/orld Bank Mission 
to Tanzania.

EXPLANATORY NOTES TO TABLE 4.1

How column figures were obtained:

(1) Kenya value added coefficients for I963 irere obtained 
from the Kenya Census of Industrial Production. I963, 
Nairobi, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, 
1965. In some cases industi-y classification here does 
not correspond to that used in the 
particular product in an industry is of special interest 
in Tanzania it has been presented on its oxra, e.g. 
matches from "other wood products" industry, biscuits 
from "bakery" industry, radio assembly from "electrical 
machinery" industry, insecticides, pharmaceutical 
ducts and cosmetics from "chemical" industry.

(2) In order to derive "free trade" value added figures (as 
well as "fi-ee trade" input coefficients) the follov^ing 
formula was used:

census^ V/here a

pro-

1 a.
Free trade value added coefficient V« = l+t^^_

1
1+4-63

represents I963 Kenya tariff i
I on products of industry 3, 

t.J represents 1963 Kenya tariff on input f 
“ in industry 3, and

represents the input coefficient of i in 
industry j in Kenya in I963.

Tariffs on inputs were considered only when the input 
coefficient was greater than 0.01. 
certain processing industries not specified in the 
Kenyan census free trade jvaj.ue figures were taken from 
alternate sources as indicated in footnotes g., h., and 
i. dbover.

1+t^'
3

where
3

In the case of
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(3) Alternative free trade value figures were, used vrhere 
it appeared that the figures derived from the Kenya 
census were not vei-y reliable. The footnotes indicate 
the source (if any) of the alternative value added 
figures used - one major source used was the unpublished 
report of the World Bank Mission which visited Tanzania 
tovjards the end of 1966.

(4) Nominal external tariffs for Tanzania in 1966 were 
taken from the Customs and Excise Tariff Handbook for 
1966, published by East African Customs and Excise.
VJhen the tariff is specific, the unit cost of the import 
was calculated by dividing the value of imports by-
the volume of imports from figures in the Annual Trade 
Report of Tanganyika. Uganda and Kenya for the Year 
ended 31st December. 19o^. published by the Commissioner 
of Customs and Excise in Mombasa. The tariff rate was 
then calculated by dividing specific tariff by the unit 
c.i.f. cost of the import. VJhere there is more than 
one-tariff in an Industry, an average tariff rate was 
calculated, as described in Section III.

(5) Nominal Tax Protection is the nominal protection given 
to the domestic producer from import duties, excise 
duties and export taxation on the final product.. An 
excise tax paid by the domestic producer has the opposite 
effect of an import duty since it reduces the price 
received by the domestic producer. V/here there is both 
an import duty and an excise tax the nominal tax protec
tion is given by the import duty less the excise duty. 
Export taxes on final products lower the price received 
by the producer and therefore have negative protection, 
i.e. they are a tax on the domestic pi'oducer. Export 
taxes on inputs, hoi-rever, are a form of protection to 
domestic producers if we assujne that they allow domestic 
producers to obtain domestically produced inputs at a 
lower price than foreign competitors. This applies 
particularly to industries processing primary products 
and the nominal protection is shown here as the per
centage reduction in the price of the primary product 
(which accounts for a large share of the total inputs
in most processing industries) as a result of the ex
port tax. The use of this measure is indicated by 
footnote j.

■

(6) Effective protection which takes into account taxes on 
inputs as well as those on final products is measured 
by the follovjing formula:

,66\ - iJHi -i
H
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where E. 

where t,

is the effective rate of protection industry j

is the 1966 Tanzania tariff i-ate (net of 
excise duty) on the final product of activity j

t^^ is the 1966 Tanzanian tariff rate on input i

a| is the "free trade" input coefficient of 
'' input i in industry j derived as follows:

j

=a'
ij 1 +

1
t631 +

and v« = "free trade" value added coefficient in
industry j as obtained for column (2), from

a
1 i.i

1 + t63 1 + t63
J

In the case of industries (mainly processing of pri
mary products) where the main input is a primary product 
which is subject to export tax effective protection is 
given by:

t

v!
j

V7here x . is the figure in colmn (5) i.e. the 1966 
Tanzanian export tax as a percentage of 
the f.o.b. value of the input

a' s here are based on the assum.ptlon that
primary input makes up from 70-90 percent 
of total inputs, and that there are no 
other important inputs.

(7) Effective protection here is obtained using the
same formula as for column (6) except that alter
native figures for free trade value added and 
free trade input coefficients have been used as 
indicated in the footn-otes to the figures in 
column (3).
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II

The following points emerge from an examination of the 

results obtained from effective protection rates in the 35 

industries as shovm in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,

From Table 4.2 it is fairly clear that the ranking 

of effective protective rates obtained from the "derived"

1.

method (column 1) does not differ much from the ranking 

obtained when alternative coefficients were used for 

industries (column 2).

some

The rank correlation coefficient 

betireen these two sets of rankings is 0.92. For only six

industries (paints, bicycle tyres and tubes, dairy products, 

sugar refining, biscuits and radio assembly) does the ranking

differ by more than 5 as between column 1 and column 2.

Five of these six industries have a ranking of 1? or higher

in both sets of effective protection rates, the exception 

being biscuits vrith a ranking of 19 in column (2). 

also point 5).

(See

It thus appears that the accuracy of the
I

figures used for input-output and value-added coefficients

is not crucial in this case in determining the ranking of 

effective protection rates for different industries.

2o The rank correlation coefficient for column (1) 

with column (3) (nominal tariff rates) and for column (2) 

with column (3) are 0.70 and 0.75 respectively.^^ Thus it

17
For Pakistan, Lewis and Giilsberger cite a rank correla

tion coefficient of 0.78 between nominal tax protection and 
rates of effective protection..x^^ephen R. Lewis, Jr. and 
Stephen E. Guisberger, "Measurin^rotection in a Developing 
Country: The Case of Pakistan," The Journal of Political 
Economy (forthcoming).
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appears that taking effective rates of protection rather 

than nominal tariff rates yields a somewhat different pic

ture of the structure of protection of industry in Tanzania. 

But there are only a few industries which show a markedly 

different ranking for nominal tariff rates from the ranking 

of both measui’es of effective protection rates, 

wattle bark extract, meat products and soft drinks are much 

lower on the effective protection rate scale than on the 

nominal tai'iff rate scale.

Thus clothing,

The tariffs on imports of vrattle 

bark extract and meat products are not relevant as measures

of protection because the bulk of production in these indus

tries is for export, 

ternal tariff is zero, 

drinks are subject to high duties.

Therefore the relevant "nominal" ex-

Inputs in the production of soft

This, together with the 

negative effect on effective protective rates of the excise

duty on mineral waters, resuilts in a negative rate of effec

tive protection. The e,ffective protective rate for the 

clothing industry is consdierably higher than the nominal 

tariff rate. But the difference is not as great as in the 

case of most other industries high up on the scale because 

of the high tariff rate (73 percent) on textiles, the main 

input in the clothing industry. Tanning and leather, and 

metal products rank significantly higher in the effective

protective rate scale than they do on the nominal tariff 

rate scale. This is mainly due ^o^the low or zero tariffs 

on major inputs used in these industries. In addition, the
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export tax on hides and skins of nearly 3 percent offers 

additional effective protection to the tanning and leather 
goods industry.^®

The rank correlation coefficients between columns (1) 

and (4) and between columns (2) and (4) are 0,88 and 0.92 

respectively, i.e. higher than those between nominal tariff 

rates and effective protection rates, which is to be expected 

since the figures in coliunn (4) (called here "nominal tax 

protection") take into account other relevant taxes on final 

products as well as the nominal tariff rate on the final

products. In the case of processing industries the nominal

tax protection, for purposes of rough comparison is taken as 

the export tax on the main input, which usually makes pp a 

considerable part of the value of production.

In all but four industries effective protective rates 

are higher than or roughly equal to the nominal tariff rates. 

Of the four exceptions,' three (wattle bark extract, meat 

products and soft drinks) were discussed above (see point 2). 

In the fourth, the manufacture of sisal cordage and rope, 

production is mainly for export and therefore the relevant

3.

rate of import duty is zero. In most industries the effec

tive protective rates are considerably greater than the

18
V7e are assuming here the domestic user has to pay the 

world price less the export tax - see above, page 165 for 
the assumption underlying this assumption - also footnote 15.

I
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TABLE 4.2

RANKING OF NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE TARIFF RATES

"Derived"
Effective
Protection

Rates

"Alternative" 
■ Effective 
Pi’otection 

■ Rates

Nominal
External
Tariff

Nominal
Tax

Protection
(1) (2) (M(3)

Tobacco
Matches
Paints
Bicycle Tyres 
& Tubes 
Textiles 
Cosmetics 
Dairy Products 
Sugar Refining 
Beer
Canned Fruit & 
Vegetable 
Biscuits 
Soap
Clothing
Tanning & Leather 
Footwear 
Metal Products 
Radio Assembly 
Furniture and 
Fixtures 

Glass Products 
Groundnuts 
(crushed)

Cotton Seed Oil 
Paper & Paper 
Products 
Insecticides 
Coffee Processing 
Cashew Nut 
Processing 
Cement 
Groundnuts 
(edible)

Castor Seed Oil 
Sisal Cordage 
& Ropes
Sisal & Jute Bags 
Pharmaceutical 
Products 
Printing & 
Publishing 

Wattle Bari:
Extract 

Meat Products 
Soft Drinks

1 1 1 1
62 2 3

3 11.5 13.5 11

4 1413.5 17
. 665 7

6 3 5 5
7 13.5 13.5 11
8 4 42

49 3 2

10 13.59 11
18 18.513.511
8 18.512 10

13 15 7 7
14 1610 20.5
15 11.5 9 9
16.5 16 23 21
16,5 85 8

18 1617 20.5
20.5 1619 19

20 20 31.5 27
2421 31.5 22

2422 25 25
23 21 31.5

20,5'
30

24 22.5 25.5

25 22.5 31.5 25.5
26 26 26 28

27 27 31.5 23
28 29 31.5 31.5

242829 30
30 30 31,5 30

34.531 31 31.5

32 32 27 31.5

34,533 33 13.5
34 35 13.5 33

34 18 2235
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nominal rates. For the non-processing industries this is 

mainly because in East Africa duties on most raw materials

and other inputs are either zero or very lovr. In recent years 

ad valorem tariffs on most finished goods entering Tanzania 

from outside East Africa have been arovind 4o percent with

lovrer rates on intermediate goods and generally free rates 

on capital equipment, 

ials), 5 (Chemicals) and 7 (Machinery and Transport Equip

ment) the ratios of customs duties paid to the c.i.f, value

The same

For S.I.T.C. Sections 2 (Crude Mater-

of imports have been between 10 and 25 percent, 

ratio for S.I.T.C. Section 6 (Manufactured Goods - classified -) 

and 8 (Miscellaneous Manufactured Goods) fluctuated betvjeen 
25 to .50 percent from 1962 to 1966.^^

Thus the level of protection of capital and labor used 

in Tanzanian industry is much higher than indicated by nom

inal tariff rates, which exceed 100 percent in only two 

industries, tobacco'and beer. However, compared with most

Latin American countries nominal tariff rates in Tanzania

In Argentina, for example, of twenty-four indus-are low.
20

tries listed by Balassa nine had nominal tariff rates

However, the difference in effee-greater than 100 percent, 

tive protection rates between the two countries is not so

19"
See Chapter I, pages 72-76 , for more details on 

recent changes in tariff rates.

^^Balassa, Integration and^Resource Allocation in Latin 
America, o£. cit., Table 2.
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striking. In both coiJntries about half the listed industries 

were estimated to have protection rates greater than 100
p*I

percent.

4. Effective protective rates in Tanzania are generally 

highest for import substitute industx-ies producing 

durable consumer goods thox^gh paints (ranked 3) and bicycle 

tyres and tubes (ranked 4) are two industries high up which 

do not fall under such a classification.

non-

The protection

offered to "import substitute" industries is generally much 

greater than that given to processing Industries using 

domestically produced primary products. Notable exceptions 

are the canned fruit and vegetable industry and textile

The latter is a potentially important user of 

Tanzanian cotton, but production of textiles vxill in the 

foreseeable future be almost entirely for the domestic market, 

unlike processing industries such as sisal rope, sisal bags, 

cashew nut processing /and vrattle bark extract where produc

tion is or will be largely for export, 

case the ranking of industries by effective rates of

industry.

In the Argentinian

pro

tection, was found to be textile, clothing and shoes, foods 

and beverages, metals, rubber, chemicals, other industries.

electrical machinery and’appliances, paper and paper board, 

vehicles and non-electrical machinery. An interesting

21
Ibid..

22^
Ibid.., page 1?.
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comparison with Tanzania is provided by the tobacco industry 

in Argentina, for which the effective protective rate 

estimated to be negative.

was

By contrast, the effective protec

tion rate for textile production was foiuid to be greater 

than 1,900 percent.

The estimates for effective protective rates in the 

processing industries in Tanzania given in Table 4.1 

be too low.
may

The calculations were based on the assumption 

that the domestic producers received the primary product

import at the f.o.b. export price less the export tax. 

ever, domestic prices of these products, as set by the 

National Agricultural Products Board (N.A.P.B.) may in fact 

be lov/er than indicated by the above method of estimation.

In addition, certain domestic processors may be furthei' 

subsidized through getting the primary product at special 

prices below the domestic price set by the N.A.P.B.

Effective protective rates for import substitute indus

tries, given in Table 4.1, may also be understated, for with 

the exception of the radio assembly industry (see footnote 

(s) to table 4.1) no account has been taken of the use of the

Hovr-

provlsion which allox^s certain industries to apply for 

bates on duties paid on imports of inputs.

re-

Firms in "approved 

industries" can apply for refunds of import duty under Local

23
Ibid., Table 2.

!
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Industries (Refund of Customs Duties) Ordinance (Cap. 

in 1966 firms vjhichv-n-rere granted refunds included those 

facturing textiles, chemicals, 

ware, fishnets and -blankets 

radios.

289),

manu-

paper, metal products, enamel- 

as well as the firm assembling

On the other hand it may be argued that the effective 

protective rates given in Table 4.1 are too high for a number 

of import substitute industries, because the prices of 

domestically produced goods such as beer, cigarettes, 

fruit juices, shoes, etc,, are considerably lower than the 

prices of similar Imported goods, 

of the price difference 

Even vrhere this is not

matches.

However a significant part 

may reflect quality differences.

so and therefore our original third

■ assumption (that domestic pi-lces equal import prices plus
oh,

the tariff) does not strictly hold, effective protective

rates vrotild still be high enough to enable efficient 

to earn high profits or, inefficient firms
firms

to survive.

For sixteen of the first seventeen Industries 

4.1 effective protective rates 

both columns (6) and (7),

in Table

are 95 percent or higher in 

(The only exception is "biscuits"

for which the effective protective rate is 54 percent 

"alternative" coefficients v/hereas it is I66
using

percent using

the "original" coefficients (see footnote (t) to Table 4.1), 

In these industries therefore labor and/or capital are re-

24
See abp^ve Chapter II, page'$8-

I
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celTing considerablj’- more than they would have, under "free 

trade" conditions, assujiiing of course that the input co

efficients (as measured in value terms) for all non-primary 

inputs remain the same in the post-tariff situation as they 

were in the pre-tariff situation. In any event firms in 

these industries should either be earning substantial profits 

or else they are operating inefficiently or at well below 

full capacity.

Systematic statistics on profit rates in Tanzania are 

not available. Therefore what we have done is to estimate 

profit rates for different industries on the basis of data 

in the Tanzanian Survey of Industries for I965. Table 4.3 

shows the rankings of those industries for vrhich statistics 

were available, firstly according to profits per shilling 

of output (column 1), and secondly according to profits per
25

shilling of depreciation (col-umn 2). 

listed in order of their ranking according to estimates of 

rates of effective protection given in Table 4.1. From 

the figures in Table 4.3 there clearly appears to be no 

close correlation betvjeen rates of effective protection and 

profit rates.

Since the statistics on vrhich our profit rates are based 

are somevjhat unreliable (statistics on depreciation are 

uni’eliable even in the most developed economies) the best we

The industries are

25* -
See the footnotes to Table ^.3 for the exact sources 

of the data.on which these rankings were based.
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can do here is supplement these rankings with impressions 

and facts about individual industries.

Before looking at the figures in the I965 Survey of 

Industries, and then estimating the profit rates, 

under the impression that profit rates were high in the 

beer, tobacco products, footwear and neat processing indus
tries.^^

we were

Yet according to Table 4.3 profits were negative 

in the tobacco products industry. And the rankings of 

the other three industries are not strikingly high although 

beer is ranked fourth and footwear eighth according to the

profits/output ratio. One reason for beliving profit rates 

in these industries were high is that each of them was

dominated by one or more firms with large modern factories 

until the Government takeover in I967. Of the four indus

tries, three (beer, tobacco and footwear) enjoy high rates 

of effective protection. On the other hand, for the fourth, 

the meat processing industry, the rate of effective protection

is estimated to be negative. Yet from published data in 1966,

26
In an article which covers roughly the same ground as 

this Chapter and which v;as submitted prior to the publication 
of the 1965 Survey results we vfrote "It is vrell known that 
the major producers of beer, tobacco products, footwear and 
meat products earn high profit rates on invested funds." See 
Dudley Kessel, "Effective Protection of Industry in Tanzania " 
The East African Economic Review. Vo1uiie4 (New Series) ’
June 1968, page 11.

27
V/e might attribute this strange statistic to the 

imreliabillty of production statistics in Tanzania.

no. 1,
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TABLE 4.8

mmkihg of industries by different measures of

''51 - .

PROFIT RATES

Rate of 
Effective 
Protection

Profits
Output

ProfitsIndustry DepreciationTobacco
Matches®

1 25 25
2 13 17Paints 3

Bicycle Tyres & Tubes^ 4 
Textiles 
Cosmetics*^
Dairy Products 
Sugar Refining 
Beer
Canned Fruit & Veg^ 10 
Biscuits 
Soap
Clothing
Tanning & Leather 
Footwear 
Metal Products ■
Furniture & Fixtures 17 
Paper & Paper Product^ 18 
Insecticides®
Cement
Sisal Products 
Pharmaceutical 
Products®

1 1
3 14

5 10 36 16 5
7 23 23
8 9 20
9 4 19

14 9
11 21 18
12 19 12
13 7 4
14 22 2
15 8 16
16 5 15

6 3
11 20

19 17 6
20 20 11
21 24 24

^ 22
Printing & Publishing® 23 
Meat Productsd 
Soft Drinks

18 7
12 21

24 15 10
25 2 8

Notes: a. Based on statistics for "wood products", industry 
Based on statistics for "rubber products" industry 
Based on statistics for "miscellaneous chemicals" 
industry
Based on statistics for "food products" industry

The United Republic of Tanzania, Survey of Industries 
12^, Dar es Salaam, Central Statistical Bureau, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development 
Planning, 1967.

b.
c.

d.

Source:
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the firm of Tanganyika Packers (vrhich is in effect the meat 

processing industry of Tanzania) earned profits, before 

taxation, equal to 33 1/3 percent of net assets. 

no idea of the profitability of the one match factory in

We have

Tanzania but the frequent complaints about the quality of 

domestically produced matches seems to indicate that the high 

level of effective protection (over 200 percent by both 

estimates in Table 4.1) is cushioning inefficiency, if not 

profits as well. In Table 4.3 "matches" is ranked 17th 

and 13th according to the two measures of profit rates, 

these rankings are really not relevant because the figures

But

are for the "other wood products" industry as a whole and 

the match factory was not yet in fifLl operation in 19$5.

By contrast with the firms supposed.to be earning high

profits, discussed above, there are other firms in industries 

with high rates of effective protection, which are not doing 

well profitwise, some even incurring losses. One of the two

large sugar refineries in Tanzania received a subsidy from 

the Government,

mated to be low despite an estimated rate of effective

Profits earned by the other firm are esti-

pro-

tection of about 200 percent as a result of a high Government
29

controlled price for sugar. The factory producing alminim

28
A plausible explanation here could be the monopsonlst 

power that Tanganyika Packers obviously has in the pxrrchasing 
of cattle from farmers in Tanzania.

29
Here the firm's "rigging" of- Income figures in order 

to avoid tax is a possibility.

:

\
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products in Dar es Salaam has been running at a loss even

though the effective protection rate is estimated at 95 

percent for the metal products industry. This may well be 

a case of teething problems in the initial stages of pro

duction.

V/hile effective protection rates should be a good 

guide to the possibilities for high profits and/or ineffi

ciency in an industry, clearly a more detailed study of 

individual industries is necessary. Such factors as the

size of the market and the availability of raw materials, to 

mention just two, are important in determining potential 

pi'Ofit rates. For example, the recently opened cashew nut 

processing firm in Dar es Salaam encountered a number of 

difficulties in the early stages of operations. As pointed

out above it v;as helped by the N.A.P.B. reducing the price 

of nuts bought by the firm. Consequently, of course, the 

rate of effective protection enjoyed by the firm was thereby 

However, there remains a problem undetected by 

our somewhat mechanistic approach here.

nuts bought by the firm is not as good as expected because

increased.

The quality of the

of an inefficient system of bviying cashew nuts presently

Instead of 40 percent 

of the nuts being used by the firm being of the highest 

quality the percentage has turned out to be considerably 

lower.

operating in the south of Tanzania.
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III

We have already referred to the difficulty of obtaining

accurate estimates of rates of effective protection for Tan

zania given the imrellabllity and paucity of industrial 

statistics in East Africa. But there is a further problem 

How reasonable are the basicwe have not yet considered.

assumptions (necessary to estimating E, from formiola 4.1) in 

the Tanzanian case?

tion III of Chapter II (see page 98 ).

J
These assumptions were listed in

The first assumption, 

that the physical input-output coefficients are fixed for

sec-

all non-primary inputs is crucial to the whole effective 

protection approach and vre cannot question it here, 

second assumption (that the elasticities of demand for all

The

exports and supply of all imports are infinite) is reasonable 

enough in our study given the fact that Tanzania is such

a poor country and that her major exports (with the exception

of sisal) make up a very small part of total v;orld supply.
/

With respect to the third assimptlon (i.e. that there 

be no "V7ater" in the Tanzanian tariff so that domestic prices 

are equal to world prices plus the tariff) there is

In some cases the price of an import sub

stitute produced in East Africa is considerably lower than 

that of the equivalent Import.

more

room for doubt.

Thus, as pointed out earlier, 

our estimates of effective rates of protection for the acti

vities pi’oducing these goods would be too high, 

also mentioned earlier, part of the "price differential could

But, as was
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be due to quality differences. Fortunately, for our pur

poses, outright quotas on imports are few and far between
30

in East Africa. For the existence of quotas might lead 

to domestic prices of importables being higher than the

world price plus the tariff, thus raising "true" effective 

protection above the estimate we would obtain from plugging 

the tai'iff rate on the final product into t in formula 4.

What is needed here is a detailed study comparing the domes

tic prices of import substitutes with the world ("free trade")

price of the equivalent good. However very little along 

those lines has been done thus far in East Africa.

The fourth basic assumption is that "the government pur

sues appropriate fiscal and monetary policies so that full 

employment is maintained." The problem of unemployment in 

a duali-^tic economy like Tanzania is not really susceptible

to the appropriate "fiscal and monetary policies" normally 

envisaged for developed countries. However the question of 

undervaluation or over-valnation of a country's currency 

can be considered to fall under the heading of monetary 

policy. The currency of many countries is oveiv/alued at the 

official exchange rate and a substantial part of the tariff 

level in such countries becomes a substitute for official

Though in April I965 the Tanzanian Government did im
pose quotas on imports from Japan in an attempt to reduce 
the large and growing trade deficit vjhich Tanzania had 
with Japan. (Smith, op. cit.. p. 63).

\
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devaluation of the c^irrency. In such cases,

We should try to correct measured levels of 
protection.... Since a failure to do so greatly 
overstates the level;of protection the industry 
is receiving relative to v;hat is might receive oV 
under "free trade" or some approximation thereof.

This problem does not seem to be particularly relevant to 

our Tanzanian study. At least until the recent British de- •

valuation of the pound the Tanzanian shilling did not 

to be significantly overvalued.
appear

Although Britain is one of 

her most important trading partners, Tanzania did not follow

the British devaluation.

The fifth basic assumption is that "all tariffs and

other trade taxes are non-disci-iminating between countries 

of supply and demand." For Tanzania this is valid only ,if 

we assume that Kenyan and Uganda exports to Tanzania are

being produced in the same domestic market as equivalent 

Tanzanian products. Given the basically common external 

tariff structure this condition will obtain if (i) we assume

further that there are no trade barriers v/ithin East.Africa, 

and (ii) if the third basic assumption is broadly true for 

the prices of manufactured goods produced in Kenya and Uganda, 

i.e. the prices of these goods are equal to the world price 

of comparable imports plus the external tariff, 

seen, neither (i) nor (ii) strictly holds in the Tanzanian

As vre have

31Leviris and Guisberger, op. cit page 28.• »

I
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We shall be dealing vjith the latest 

to interterritorial trade in Chapter VI when 

transfer tax and its potential implications for 

effective protection and industrialization possibilities of 

Tanzania.

case.
type of barrier

we discuss the

rates of

In their interesting study on measuring protection in 

Pakistan, Lewis and Guisberger have attempted to adjust

their estimates of rates of effective protection v?here they

consider the basic assumption to be not strictly l.-.applica- 

ble. Thus they made us of facts on direct price comparisons 

for various goods in Pakistan and in international trade in
order to correct levels of protection inhere (i) 

redundant and overstate the level of protection implied .by
tariffs are

the tariff structure and (ii) "quantitative restrictions, 

n6t tariffs, are the effective determinants of domestic prices
of some goods so that tariffs understate the level of 

tection afforded to the Industry.
pro-

On the assumption that 

the official exchange rate was eroded they have assumed that 

it "would have to be raised by at least 50 percent in order
to come close to an appropriate exchange rate, 

taneously lovrered tariffs by a considei'able amount. 

then go on to attempt an answer to the question "At the 

appropriate exchange rate, what rate of tariff or subsidy

if one simul-

They

more

32
Ibid page 2.,• I

33lbid page 29,• t
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.,34would be required to keep domestic prices as they are now? 

Their finding was that after allowance for currency over

valuation the average rate of effective protection for 

Pakistan industries was 25 percent rather than 85 percent 

as implied by the original study of Soligo and Stern,

Perhaps the most interesting section of the Lewis-

Guisberger paper is that which deals with the "special prob

lem of non-traded inputs. „35
In chapter II we discussed

Corden's objection to the treatment of non-traded inputs sim

ply as inputs wi.th zero tariff rates. Lewis and Guisberger 

accept this as well as Corden's view that it is more logical

that non-traded inputs should be included in value 
added and the implicit rate of protection to the 
tvro combined,should be calculated: ^inc^ higher 
returns permitted by tariffs on output would be 
shared by primary factors and by producers of 
those Inputs not subject to international price 
competition, i.e. non-ti-aded goods, 36.

In the Appendix to their paper Lewis and Guisberger '
I

four different methods in order to estimate adjusted rates 

of effective protection along the lines suggested by Cordten. 

Each of these methods involves a different way of deflating 

the value of non-traded inputs ("all other services"37 in 

the Pakistan input-output matrix) while only the last two

use

combine deflated values of non-traded inputs with value v.' 

added. The rates of effective protection obtained using

3^Ibid 35page 33. Ibid PP5^^2-27 and Appendix 
pp. 113^15.

Ibid., Appendix pp. 10-12.

,• » • t

3736
Ibid.. page 23.

38
See above. Chapter II, pp.111-116.
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these adjustments are considerably lower than the unadjusted 

rates for Pakistan; the average given by these methods being 

between 4o and 60 in each 
average of 39.^^

case, as opposed to the unadjusted 

However, the rankings hardly change at all. 

This fall is only to be expected since we are no longer

assming that there are no tariffs on these non-traded inputs, 

i.e. the extent of cascading implicit in the tariff struc

ture has been reduced. To put it another way, the cost of 

these non-traded inputs has gone up as a result of the tariff

structure and therefore, the increase in value added is 

lower since the implied "free trade" value added is now

Once again because of the lack of adequate data 

V7e have not found it possible to try these adjustments in 

the Tanzanian case.

40
higher.

39
Lewis and Guisberger, op. cit., Table 3 

40
Another reason for deflating non-traded input's in the 

Pakistan case is that the input-output table is made up at 
market prices i.e. it includes trade and transport mark-ups 
which "are lumped into the deliveries to the producing 
tor from "all other services." and "since we wish to compare 
the value of domestic output vrith c.i.f. or f.o.b. values 
of comparable products, the domestic trade and transport 
margins should be removed from the inputs and from the 
value of output", (Lewis and Guisberger, cit., p. 24). 
However, Lewis and Guisberger do not explain whether’they* 
remove these margins (estimated at 2/3 of the value of the 
input of "all other services") from the value of output 
in all four methods used in the Appendix. They do in the 
first method which is described inr-bhe text.

sec-

\



Chapter V

1

Can the results for rates of effective protection ob

tained in the previous chapter be of any assistance in 

mulating rational commercial policy in Tanzania? 

erally, can the concept of effective protection be of 

in discussing the kinds of tariff and tax policies that 

should or could be employed by underdeveloped countries?

To the extent that we agree that rates of effective protec

tion provide a better measure of the protection offered 
to different activities than do nominal tariff rates,^ 

answer to both questions is yes. 

turn to is how can we use the concept of effective protection 

in deciding what tax and tariff policies sl^ould be used by 

undei’developed countries in general, and by Tanzania in par- 

The answer, in simplistic terras, is that the tariff 

and tax policies should be such as to result in relative rates 

of effective protection which are in accord vrith the relative 

levels of protection desired for different activities, 

is of course true only if we assume that the sole aim of 

tariff policy is the protection of different industries to 

In many underdeveloped countries import

f or-

More gen-

use

the

The question that vre then

ticular?

This

varying degrees.

^Por a discussion of the relative merit of nominal and 
effective rates as measures of liRb-^post of protection, see 
Chapters II and III.

192
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duties are the single most important 

revenue and hence revenue requirements
source of government

are frequently the

In what followsmost important objective of tariff policy, 

we shall, for the most part, ignore the revenue objective 

and concentrate on the aim of protection. Hovrever, we
shall from time to time examine the possibility 

structure which attempts to satisfy both objectives.^ 

Thus,

of a tariff

the rate of effective protection is only 

(a measuring rod) for the rational
a tool

implementation of certain
desired policies. What we shall be concerned with in this 

chapter are different possible policy strategies open to
linderdeveloped countries; their relative merits 

and more especially in the Tanzanian 

is most relevant here

in general

case. Moreover, what 

are the implications of these different 

policies for rational tariff and tax policy. In terms of 

on possible tariff and tax changes 

use to disucss al- 

For in

specific recommendations 

it may not appear to be directly of much 

ternative "ideal type" development sti-ategles, 

practice there is already a given tariff structure and a 

given level and distribution 

Nevertheless, the general strategies 

the kinds of changes in tariffs and taxes 

move towards the desired pattern of development.

of industrial development.

may act as guides to

needed to help

2
See especially pp. 4-5, 9-10.
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II
3

The ":^fficiency Kow" Criterion; One widely held view

amongst. VJestex-n economists today is that attempts by vinder- 

developed countries to speed up economic development through 

policies which place most emphasis, growth in the industrial 

sector have largely failed. One strand to the general posi

tion of this school of thought (which has been gaining an 

increasing number of adherents in recent years) is that the 

use of high tariffs on manufactured goods in many underdevel

oped countries (particularly those in Latin America) has 

resulted in gross misallocation of resources. Plagued by 

small domestic markets and inefficiencies in production in 

new industries, these countries* growth rates have been

seriously impaired. And the tool of effective protective

rates provides further ammunition for this argument. For

4if Balassa's study of Argentina can be taken as representa

tive of the general situation in underd,eveloped coxmtries,
/

then mainly because of escalated tariff structures, rates of

effective protection tend to be much higher than nominal
^ Thus Balassa argues that the misallocation 

of resources as compared .to an hypothetical free-trade

tariff rates.

3In the Introduction to this dissertation we briefly 
give our reasons for emphasizing this criterion so strongly 
in this section.

4
Balassa, "Integration and Resource Allocation in 

Latin America," op. clt.

"^Although Pakistan is an exampLe whei-e escalation does 
not appeal' to_ be so vadespread. See Levfis and Guisberger, 
op. cit « i

I
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situation is much greater than appears to be the case from 

an examination of nominal tariff rates alone. Moreover, for

a specific activity nominal tariff rates may be an erroneous 

indicator of the real protection which the activity receives.

There is another important implication of the effect 

of escalated■tariff structures on rates of effective 

tection.

pro-

Most developed countries have low, if any, tariffs 

on unprocessed primary products imported from underdeveloped 

But they do have tariffs on processed primary 

VJliile the nominal tariff rates on these processed 

products are relatively low, because there is no tariff on

countries.

products.

the improcessed product, the "true protection" given to the 

processors of these raw materials as measured by the rate 
of effective protection is considerably higher,^

Thus these

relatively low tariffs provide the domestic producers in 

the developed world with a significant competitive advantage

over processors in the underdeveloped country which pro-
•7

duces the primary product.' It is difficidt for processors

in underdeveloped coimtries to get started and/or expand 

their activities. Lately there has been a good deal of 

support among economists and policy makers for the loirering

6
See Balassa, "Tariff Protection in Industrial Coun

tries," on. cit,, and Basevl, op. clt,, for estimates of the 
differences between nominal and effective tariff rates for 
a number of processed products entering various industrialized 
coimtries.

To the extent that the product- becomes lighter 
result of processing and to the extent that this loss in 
weight is reflected in lower transport costs for the 7- - 
cessed product, the processors in the country where the 
primary product originates have an offsetting advantage.

as a

pro-
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or eliminating of these tariffs. An alternative approach 

is for the ujnderdeveloped countries to subsidize their 

processing industries in order to offset the tariff protec

tion enjoyed by processors in the countries with the largest 

markets for these primary products, 

this point below in connection with our discussion of 

possible changes in the present tariff and tax structure 

in Tanzania,

One logical starting point for a tariff and tax policy 

based on the "efficiency novf" criterion is a system with 

no tariffs or taxes which subsidize or discriminate against 

domestic producers vis-a-vis foreign competition.

ovm

We shall return to

But even

the most ardent "free traders" would admit the need for 

some modification of this ideal. Firstly using the infant

industry argument, temporary tariffs for certain nevrly 

beginning industries may be advisable. Moreover, as vre 

have already pointed out,, for most underdeveloped countries

import duties are the major source of government 

Since for administrative and other reasons it is difficult 

if not impossible to increase revenue significantly from 

other taxes, import duties in the short run will have to 

remain an important source of revenue.

A more practical v/ay of attempting to satisfy both the 

revenue and the "efficiency nov'r" criteria might be as follows:

revenue.

j
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Find a level of effective protection for all activities such 

that a certain amomt of revenue from import duties is

In other words, given a certain level of revenue 

that has to be raised from import duties, the objective would 

be to set tariffs and taxes so that (a) the effective rate 

of protection is equalized for all activities and (b) ^he 

given level of revenue from import duties and other relevant 

taxes is attained.

The equalizing of the effective protective rates at 

some level greater than zero in different activities is

as having no tariffs at all. 

method will still lead to resources being directed to the 

most efficient activities if we can assume that

(i) relative efficiency is reflected in profit rates;

(ii) profit rates determine allocation of resources;

(iii) profit rates in different industries are the same 

when there are no tariffs,^

The kind of tariff structure we are talking about here wohld 

then resiilt in the country specializing in those activities

assured.

8not as "efficient" But this

which reflected its present comparative advantage, 

which calls for no tariffs or low tariffs on Industrial pro

ducts has frequently been criticized on the grounds that it 

condemns the underdeveloped countries to their present 

"inferior" position as peasant producers.

A policy

However, a priori.

8
As the term is generally used in' micro- and international 

trade theory. .
9:
See Chapter III, pp.l35^for a critical discussion of ^ 

the importance of these assmptions to the theory of effec
tive protection.

1
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we cannot know what precise structure of tariffs the cri

terion suggested here would lead to. One likely result is 

that tariffs on inputs in import substitute industries woiad

be higher while tariffs on the outputs of these industries 

For the elasticiti,es of supply and demand 

for imported inputs are likely to be very low especially 

in the.short run.

would be lovjer.

This is because of the unavailability of 

substitutes either in the form of other inputs (where 

assume fixed input coefficients such substitution is impos-

we

sible) or in the form of increasing domestic production of 

these inputs. What we are saying here is that more revenue 

from import duties can thus be raised from higher tariffs

intermediate and capital goods.on And thus less revenue 

will have to be raised from import duties on .final goods, 

especially consumer goods, 

of tariffs on these consumer goods will depend on the domes-

What this implies for the level

tic elasticities of demandffor and supply of these goods.

The "efficiency now" criterion seems particifLarly rele- 

vant to the present Tanzanian context, 

have seen in Chapter I, is a classic exaiaple of a poor under-

For Tanzania, as we

developed cotintry with a small domestic market whose major 

resources are its lp.nd and people. Admittedly, prospects in 

the near future for favorable trends in the world market

prices for Tanzania's major exports are not bright, 

theless, Tanzania's best hope for s>iep.essful development

Never-
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lies in rising money incomes in the rural 

bulk of the population lives aild works.

sector where the 

Such rising incomes 

can only be achieved through increases in production, given 

the poor prospects for price increases,

The implications of this vievf for tariff and tax poli

cy relating to industrialization strategy are clear, 

unduly high protection for import substitute industries 

should be avoided.

Firstly,

For such protection leads to resources 

being attracted into these industries which will then be

characterized by high profits and/or inefficiency! 

such protection leads to high domestic prices, 

means higher prices for consumer goods, there is a consequent

Moreover,

Where this

lowering of real incomes in the rural sector and probably 

a lowering of Incentives to increase output among peasant 

producers. In the second place those industries which 

as important inputs the products of Tanzania's rural sector 

should be encouraged especia?.ly where they are or will be

The most significant of these

use

producing largely for export, 

industries in this latter category include various food 

processing industries and the sisal rope, cordage and twine 

industry.

The results obtained in our study of effective protective 

rates in Tanzania would seem to indicate that the present

10
For a well argued and documented statement of this 

view, see G. K. Helleiner, "Trade,
The East African Journal. May I967.

Ai^_^d Development,"
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tariff structure does not systematically pay attention to 

the "efficiency now" criterion. Firstly, there is a wide

range of rates of effective protection (from over 500 for 

tobacco to negative rates for four Industries) 

probably results in a good deal of inefficiency and misallo- 

cation of resources, 

ficient manufacturers (e.g

This

Does it make sense to subsidize inef- 

of matches and metal products) 

producing for a small domestic market and at the same time

• I

enable efficient enterprises in heavily protected.industries 

to make large profits?

With respect to import-substitute versus export-oriented 

industries, the present Tanzanian tariff structure is heavily 

biased in favor of the former. Of the ten industries with

the highest estimated rates of effective protection^^ only 

one, canned fruit and vegetables, can be considered a poten

tial export-oriented industry. Certainly a number of these

industries use.Tanzanian products as major inputs, most
!

notably the rapidly growing textile industry, 

of industries lower in the rankings are more obviously geared

But a number

to production for export.

It has been argued that the development of import sub

stitute industries provides a better strategy for industrial

ization in East Africa than the promotion of export industries.

^^See Table 4.1.
12

See, for example, Brian van-'Aj-kadie, "Import Substitu
tion and Export Promotion as Aids to industrialization in East 
Africa," The East African Economic Review. Vol. 1, New Series,
1964. "" *
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TABLE 5.1

NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION IN SELECTED PROCESSING 
ACTIVITIES IN THE EEC AND UK

Commodity Nominal Protection Effective Protection
EEC U.K. % EEC % U.K. %

Rope, Cordage, 
Twine 16.0 40.0

45.0

15.0 37.3

Processed Coffee 25.0 3.5 3.0

Leather 14.97.3 18.3 34.3
Leather goods, 
other than shoes 14.7 18.7

24.0

24.3 26.4

Shoes 19.9 33.0 36,2

Plywood 15.0

23.8

17,5 32,5 38.7

Meat Preparations 46.111.1 15.2

Fishery Products 22.0 12.7 35.8 21.4

Tinned Fruit and 
Fruit Juices 21.0-42.0 0.3 •20.0-100.0 0

Groundnut Oil 17.0 15.0 140.0 80.0

34.0Cottonseed Oil 10.0 10.0 34.0

160.0Soybean Oil 10.0 10.0 88.0

Coconut Oil 15.0 15.0 66.7150.0

Source: G. K. Helleiner, "Approaching the EEC," Africa 
Report. April I968, Table 3, page 4o.

I
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The establishing of domestic manufacturers of beer, cigar

ettes, low-priced shoes and textiles,' all products for which

there is a substantial domestic market, constituted the "ear

ly" and "easy" stage of import substitution. The newer im

port substitute industries include the manufacture of cement, 

alminum products, biscuits; the refining of oil; the assem

bling of vehicles and radios. The wisdom of concentrating 

on these industries may well depend on a number of factors

we have not yet discussed; e.g,, the availability of foreign 

capital and enterprise for a particular industry, the im

portance of skilled labor, the minimum size plant that is 

economic, the importance of location, etc. Some of these 

factors will be considered later in this chapter.

However, the point that needs stressing here is that 

the Tanzanian government should be giving more consideration 

to the encouragement and promotion of Industries processing 

primary products for export where the limits of the market 

are not so obviously a factor. What is relevant .here is a 

factor already discussed on pages I95-I96 above; that is, the 

high rates of effective protection given to processing in

dustries in those countries which are the chief markets for 

Tanzania's major products. Table 5.1 shows the effective 

protective rates for selected processing activities in the 

EEC and the U.K. Helleiner has estimated that the follovring 

export duties for primary products,x^e necessary if Tanzania's
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processing industries are to be able to compete with 

cessors in EEC countries:
pro

sisal
processed coffee 
grovmdnut oil 
castor oil 
cotton seed oil

21 percent 
30 percent 
19 percent 
9 percent 

15 percent

From column (5) of Table 4.1 we find that in 1966 the 

export duties in Tanzania for these five products were 1.5, 

10, 7.5f 1 and I7 percent respectively, 

the five industries the existing export duties were well be

low the level needed to put Tanzanian processors in a com-

Thus, in four of

petitive position, ceteris paribus, with their European 

counterparts. 14 The subsidy given to these industries need

not take the form of increased export taxes on raw materials 

which might result in lower prices for the,farmers. Instead

it Would probably be preferable for the subsidy to be "hidden" 

through the NAPE and other marketing boards which could sell

the primary products to ;the processing firms at much lovrer 

prices than these products fetch on the world market.

13
^Helleiner, "Trade, Aid and Development," o£. cit. 

Helleiner is making the same assumption we made earlier'i.e 
such export taxes vjill result in the price paid by the domes
tic user of the raw material being less than the price on the 
world market by an amount equal to the export tax.

14
For a discussion of some other factors which make it 

difficult for processors in an underdeveloped country like 
Tanzania to compete with their counterparts in more indus
trialized countries see V/. Arthur Lewis, Report on Industrl- 
SiXkzatlpn in the Gold Coast. Government Printing Department, 
Accra, Gold Coast, 1953, reprint^ In Gerald M. Meier (ed.) 
Leading Issues in Development Economies. New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1964, pp. 322-325.
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li/here woiild the government raise the extra revenue to 

subsidize export processing industries? One possibility 

might be the lowering of import duties and the raising of 

excise taxes on heavily consumed items like beer, cigarettes, 

textiles, sugar, etc. These measures would be consistent 

with a policy more closely geared to the "efficiency now" 

criterion since the restilt would be a reduction in the ■ 

existing high rates of effective protection given to the 

activities manufacturing these products, 

changes would resvat in increased revenue would depend (if 

we analyze it in purely static terras) (a) in the case of 

lower import duties, on the domestic elasticities of supply 

for these products, together with the elasticity of demand 

for imports, as well as for the domestically produced equiva

lent; and (b) in the case of higher excise duties increased 

revenue would depend only on the domestic elasticity of sup

ply, if we continue to assume that domestic prices are equal 

to "free trade" world prices plus the import duty, i.e. that 

the supply of Tanzania's imports is perfectly elastic.If 

we consider the situation in more dynamic terms, we ivould 

expect the raising of excise taxes to lead to a greater in

crease in revenue than the lowering of import duties, 

the process of import substitution in many industries is

Whether such tax

For

■^See Chapter II, page 126 for a discussion of the 
necessity of this assumption,to thp^^heory of effective pro
tection; and Chapter II, page 126 for'the validity of this 
assumption in the Tanzanian case.
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already well under way and'domestic production will 

even if domestic producers find themselves 

prices for their products.

expand

receiving lower
16

The use of higher excise taxes 

can be seen as a method of siphoning off excessive profits

earn as a result of the high rates 

of effective protection which their activities enjoy.

vjhich efficient firms can

In

any event these types of change in -fe-x rates would be expec

ted to lead, ceteris paribus, to a reduction in resources

being invested in import-competing industries and to 

resources being available for export-oriented industries 

as well as for agi-lculture.

more

A less radical policy vjhich could be implemented immed

iately vfould be for the government not to encourage further 

import substitution through import duty rebates for tariffs

on inputs, other fiscal concessions and ready licensing of 

new factories. Now that the government has acquired a share 

in many of the most profi,table manufacturing enterprises in 

Tanzania, the profits from these enterprises could be used 

(probably by the National Development Corporation - NDC) to 

promote a strategy of more reliance on export processing in- 

Given a change in the policy of the developed 

tries towards preferential treatment of imports of manufactured

dustries. coun-

16
On the basis of our assumption, the price received by 

the producer is equal to the "free trade" world price plus 
the import suty less the excise tax.

r
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and processed primary products from underdeveloped countries, 

Tanzania might be able to develop more export-oriented indus

tries like the important meat products exports of Tanganyika 

Packers, However as Helleiner pointed out when commenting

on the high rates of effective protection given to domestic

producers in the Common Market area and the U.K. 

cessed products listed in Table 5.1,
on the pro-

In the immediate future, the most important items 
in this category for East Africa are probably 
sisal rope, cordage, and ti-rine; leather and leather 
products; and fruit juices and tinned fruit, par
ticularly pineapples. East Africa's ability to 
increase exports of these items is not very great 
in the short run, but the effects on investment 
in processing facilities could begin to be felt 
fairly quickly. The potential for sisal processing 
activities is of particular interest. Free entry 
to a major market like the EEC could well provide 
a substantial boost to the severely depressed East 
African sisal industry, enabling it to.compete 
more effectively with the nev; synthetic substitutes, '

Paul Clark has suggested that:^^

a. Industrialization /Jn East Africa? should 
proceed in a sequential pattern, from ''early' in
dustries, which are comparatively economical with 
the present income level and complexity of the 
economy, to 'later' industries, which become 
economical only over time as the present situation 
changes.

h. Public tariff, tax or service subsidies 
which are provided to stimulate initial investment 
in 'early' industries should become unnecessary 
as these industries become established, and atten
tion Shifts to 'later' industries. r

j1?
April 1968'* page^38^^'’ Jhe EEC,"' Africa Report.

18
Paul Clark; "Some Reflections on Planning Import Sub

stitution in East Africa," a paper presented to the annual 
meeting of the African Studies Association; Bloomington, 
diana, November 19 66. In-

l
'■v._ _ _ _
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Some 'early'"industries should over time 
become sufficiently efficient to penetrate export 
mai’kets, so that export expansion can complement 
import substitution as the basis for continuing 
industrialization,

Realizing the importance of tariffs for revenue pur-

c.

poses, Clark comes up with the interesting idea that there 

should be a "basic revenue" tariff rate applied to all im

ports, including capital equipment. In addition he suggests 

the possibility of supplementary protective rates which

would be based on "estimates of the effective protection 

value added afforded by the standard nominal rates." 

tlally, such supplementary rates vjould not be levied on inter

mediate goods, "but the clear policy should be to offer 

supplementary protection in the future, as 'later' industries 

producing these goods become more economical and as 'early 

industries using them become established sufficiently to 

stand the reduction of their tariff subsidy.

The neatness of Clarke's logical schema has great appeal. 

Moreover, as it would be applied Initially, his schema 

would take into account the need to maintain or increase

on

Ini-

I

„19

revenue from tariffs and other relevant taxes as well as

paying attention to effective rather than nominal rates. The 

idea of having a revenue tariff for all intermediate goods 

would, ceteris paribus, reduce the existing rates of effec

tive protection for most, if not all, activities producing

^^Ibld.
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consumer goods. This is because present tariffs on inter

mediate goods are low or zero. There would nov; be more 

revenue raised from duties on intermediate goods since the 

price elasticities of demand and supply for most capital 

goods in Tanzania are very low, if not zero. To raise the 

same total revenue from import duties, less revenue will 

now be needed from duties on consumer goods. This does not 

necessarily imply a lowering of duties on consumer goods 

for such a lowering might res-ult in a greater than propor

tional incres-se in imports and hence an increase in revenue 

from import duties on these goods. The overall effect 

would depend on what vras happening to domestic production 

of the same commodity and hence to receipts from excise

taxes, assuming of course that there is an excise tax on 

this particular commodity. In general the decreased reliance 

which would be placed on revenue from duties on consumer

goods vinder Clark's schema would give more flexibility to the 

kinds of tariffs and other taxes that could be placed on 

consumer goods. It seems reasonably certain that policy 

makers vrauld then be able to concentrate more fully on one 

Important goal of rational tariff policy; i.e,, a ta3'iff 

structure vrhich yields a desii-ed structure of effective rates 

of protection. This would be especially true if one of 

the goals of policy in Tanzania today was less diversity in

i
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rates of effective protection, in particular lower rates of 

effective protection for many import substitute industries.

On the other hand, on two major counts, Clark's schema' 

appears to be less relevant to the present Tanzania context

than the kinds of policy changes recommended in our dis

cussion above of the "efficiency now" criterion. Firstly,

the idea of protecting "later" industries is not likely to

be "economic" in general as long as J'anzania remains a 

predominantly poor agrarian economy, though there might be

special situations, where, for example, foreign capital 

is readily available — the TIPER oil refinery.in Dar es 

Salaam being a case in point. Secondly, as already men

tioned, the types of export industries for which Tanzania

can expect to find a ready market are more likely to be 

processing industries than the "early" import substitute 

industries which Clark appears to have in mind in section 

c of his schema reproduced above.

\
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III

The Labor Intensive and Related Criteria

As vje have repeatedly stressed, in Tanzania as in many 

other countries, capital (including huiiian capital in the

form of skilled labor) is in short supply vjhile tmskilled 

labor is relatively plentiful. A sensible strategy for 

industrialization policy vrould thus seem to aim (i) at 

maximizing employment for unskilled labor and/or (ii) at

utilizing the scarce resourcses of capital and skilled labor 

where they are most productive. In theory there are various 

ways in vrhich we might use the concept of effective pro

tective rates in an attempt to formulate tariff and tax

policies V7hich would aim at satisfying either or both of 

the above criteria.

, In order to direct (or attract) capital (and skilled 

labor) to the most labor intensive industries we could aim 

at a tariff structure which resulted in the effective rate

of protection of capital (and skilled labor) for a particular 

activity being positively correlated with the degree of labor 

intensity in that activity. However, such a tariff struc

ture will not necessarily at the same time satisfy the cri

terion of maximizing the productivity of capital and skilled 

labor.

criterion, i.e

For the moment vie shall concentrate on the first

labor intensity. More specifically vie shall 

examine the extent to which the present Tanzanian tariff and

• f
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tax structure satisfies this criterion in the 

in this paragraph.
manner suggested

Then we shall look at the feasibility 

and desirability of introducing into the present tariff and

tax structure changes x^hich would make this structure adhere

more closely to the criterion of labor intensiveness.
20

As we have shotim in Chapter II there is no problem 

in theory v/ith calculating rates of effective protection for

one primary factor only, so long as we assume the other pri

mary factors are in perfectly elastic supply, 

mated rates of effective protection for labor in different 

activities in the U.S.A. on the assumption that capital 

in perfectly elastic supply and could therefore be treated 

as another input for vjhich there v;ere no tariffs, quotas or 

taxes which led to its domestic price differing from the 

But there are problems when we try to put

Basevi esti-

was

vforld price, 

the theory into practice.

The first difficu3.ty s,terns from the use of the "derived" 

methods to estimate "free trade" capital input coefficients. 

The rate of effective protection of capital in any activity 

is the percentage increase in the retui-ns to the primary 

factor capital made possible by the tariff and tax structure

\ ''■> ■

^3 “21 observed capital

k!It is measured by: ^0 X 100 =/-i - 1 X 100

where

20
See especially pages 119-122.

21
See Chapter II, page 120 for an explanation of the

notation.

"s
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input coefficient; in value terms in activity J, and k. is
%}■

the "free trade" capital input for activity j, 

therefore, to have an estimate of the "free trade" 

input.

V/e need,

capital

Since we have no direct estimate of k we have to

resort to the "derived" method described in detail in 

Using this method, K, is given by

J

Chapter III.
J

1 -t The problem here isT + t i + ti
that in practice kj may often turn out to be very small (or 

even negative).

j

This leads to very high or negative rates 

of effective protection of capital, 

preting these estimates is akin to the problems discussed in 

Chapter III in connection with very high or negative rates 

derived for the effective protection of value added

The problem of inter-

as a
whol e .• In the case of the effective protection of capital 

we ai'e even more likely to get high or negative estimates

because in estimating k we have to subtract the labor input

coefficient from the value of output as well as the other 

inputs subtracted in order to estimate "free trade" valUe 

In the Tanzanian case (i.eadded. using the statistics

of the 1963 Kenya Census of Industrial Production) k 

mated by the derived approach, turned out to be hegative

• I

esti-
0

in 8 out of 28 activities.

The second difficulty has to do with the assumption

that labor is in perfectly elastic supply and that its price 

(t.e. , the wage rate) is equivalent to iTts "free trade" price;

i .e. , that the wage rate would be the same if there vjere no
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tariffs or relevant taxes. This is clearly not realistic. 
Kenya has had a minimum wage law since 1964^^ which has

radoubtedly maintained wage rates above the supply price 

of unskilled labor. More importantly, as discussed at 

length in Chapter III, increases in value added coefficients

made possible by positive rates of effective protection 

likely to result in higher returns paid to each unit of

For these tvro reasons it seems that we should consider 

the "free trade" wages for different types of labor to be 

lower than the obser\’-ed wages and therefore the "free trade" 

labor input coefficient to be lower than the observed labor 

input coefficient, V7e decided to assume that wages in Kenya 

in 1963 were on the average 25 percent above this free

are

labor.

mar

ket level. That is, there is the equivalent of a 25 percent 

tariff on the input labor. Consequently, when we are esti

mating the free trade capital inputs coefficient for activity 

j, we have to subtract

is a higher "free trade" capital input coefficient than if 

we had not made this adjustment to wage rates.

and riot Ij, The result

Paradoxically

then, applying this kind of an adjustment to the wage rate 

lessens the first difficulty arising from low or negative 

"derived" free-trade capital inputs. However, even after

22
Republic of Kenya, Economic Suinrey 1965. Nairobi, 

Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, May I965, 
page 53.

!
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making this adjustment the "derived" free trade capital in

put coefficients for seven of the eight activities 

above were still estimated to be negative.
mentioned

For the eighth
activity, bakery products, the capital input coefficient, 

after the adjustment, was estimated to be .004, which resul

ted in an estimate of 3500 for the rate of effective protec

tion of capital for that activity!

Another difficulty follows from our assumption that it

is capital and skilled labor which are the scarce factors. 

Therefore we should be maximizing the effective protection

of capital and skilled labor, taken together, in those in

dustries which use skilled labor most intensively, 

statistics on industrial production and industrial 

ment in Kenya and Tanzania do not satisfactorily break 

labor inputs between skilled and unskilled labor.

But the

employ-

dovm

As will
be explained below we did try to distinguish between skilled

and unskilled labor on the b4sis of the distinction between

salaried and wage employees used in the Tanzanian 
23

Industries

Survey of

as well as the distinction between *’adniinistra—

tive" and "operative" used in the 1963 Kenya Census of
24

Industrial Production, This is not satisfactory however 

since many skilled workers (for example, mechanics) may work

23
The United Republic of Tanzania, Survey of Industries 

1905. 0£. cit.. Table I6.
24
Kenya Census of Industrial Protluc^i-on 1963 

Appendix Tables 8 and 9. op. cit • *
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for wages or be classified as operatives vjhile unskilled 

white collar v/orkers may be classified as salaried or admin

istrative employees.

Because of these difficulties we decided not to con

centrate on estimating effective rates of protection of 

capital (and vmskilled labor) for different activities but 

instead, to compare laboi- intensity vfith overall rates of 

effective protection, i.e,, effective protection of total 

value added. V7e did make rough estimates of the effective 

protective rates of capital (using the adjustment for wage 

rates described above) for those activities for ifhich the 

derived capital coefficients were not negative or very 

small. The ranking of these activities according to the 

effective protection of capital was on the vjhple not very 

different from the ranking accox’ding to rates of effective 

protection of total value added as shoTm in Table 4.2 in
25

Chapter IV.

The other major empirical problem associated vfith the 

labor intensive alternative concerns the choice of a measure

for labor Intensity. A number of alternatives were con-

sidei-ed; the most important among these being the ratios:

total employment, total employment and total employment where 
value of outputcapital input value added

25Such differences in ranking are largely accounted for 
by the fact that the effective rates for capital alone that 
are estimated were based only on 
Basevi's formula.(see Chapter II 
mates for effective protection of value added as a whole de
pended on I966 Tanzanian tariffs as well as the Kenyan indus
trial statistics for 1963.

196jL^enyan data using 
, page'i08) whereas our esti-

i
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total employment woiild most suitably be measured by manhours

per year where the denominator vjas measured by the annual

value of capital input, total output and value added respec-
26tively. One variation on the above three ratios would

be the use of the annual labor bill instead of total employ

ment as the numeratoi'. Since we are really concerned with

the maximizing of the "economic" employment of unskilled la

bor we could use a measure of unskilled employment rather

than total employment in the numerator. Moreover, since we

are interested in the economizing of skilled labor as well

as capital a relevant ratio here vrould be unskilled employment.
cost of capital and 

skilled labor input

We used the statistics from the surveys of industrial 

production in Kenya in I963 and in Tanzania in I966 in order 

to rank different activities by labor intensity according

to these various ratios. Because of the difficulties of

obtaining meaningful bi-eakdora of the extent and cost of

employment according to skilled vs, unskilled labor, we
^ 2

concentra.ted on figures for total employment for our numerator.

26
If we assume a linear homogeneous production-function 

then these three ratios will move together and there will be 
no differences in the ranking of industries by these ratios. 
Primarily as a statistical check we used all three ratios 
in our analysis as can be seen from Table 5.2.

27
The figures for employment in the Kenyan Census refer 

to numbers employed on 31 December I963 and are not therefore 
necessarily proportional to total manhours per year. Although 
it is not explained, the figures for employment in the Tan
zanian Survey probably also refer to'lruifbers employed on a 
specific date in 1965.

(
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This is more suitable than the value of labor input (as 

measured by total labor costs) since what we are concerned 

with here is maximizing employment.

One;-question worth considering is whether ideally we 

wish to maximize employment per unit of output, employment

per unit of capital or employment per unit of value added.

If we accept labor Intensity as the most important criterion,

i.e., if we wish to maximize employment rather than output 

or value added we should concentrate on the employment/cap- 

ital ratio since capital is the scarce factor and we vfish to 

direct it to those uses vrhere it will create most employment. 

Since we continue to assume constant physical capital and 

labor input coefficients, this means capital should be direc

ted to those activities where the (^ployment/capltal ratio 

The implication for tariff and tax policy is 

that effective rates of protection should tend to be highest 

in those activities where the employment/capital ratio is 

highest.

is highest.

In column (2) of Table 5.2 we have ranked 25 activities 

according to the size of the employment/capital ratio for 

Kenya in 1963; the activity with the highest value of the 

ratio being ranked first and the activity V7lth the lovrest 

value being ranked last. In column (3) we have carried out 

the same procedure based on the statistics from the I965 

Tanzanian Survey of Industries. The rankings in column (4), 

which are also according to the size of employment/capital

\
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Sources for Table 5.2;

Column (1): Table 4.2
Columns (2), (5)» (7): Republic of Kenya, Kenya 
Census of Industrial Production 1963. Nairobi, 
Ministi’y of Economic Planning and Development, 
Statistics Division, I965.
Column (3): The United Republic of Tanzania,
Survey of Industries I965. Dar es Salaam, Central 
Statistical Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
and Development Planning, I967, Tables,8 and 30. 
Column (4): VJassily Leontieff, "Factor Proportions 
and the Structure of American Trade: Further Theo
retical and Empirical Analysis," Revievf of Economics 
and Statistics. Vol. XXXIII, No. 5^ November 195^. 
Appendix III.

cost ratios, are based on statistics for the U.S.A. used

by Leontieff in his well known article on "Factor Proportions
..28 Here employment isand the Structure of American Trade.

measured by man years and capital cost by the "direct cap

ital coefficient." We thus have three Independent measures 

of labor/capital ratios for most activities. There is a 

good deal of similarity in the rankings of particular acti

vities by these'three different measures. Spearman's rank 

correlation coefficient for the rankings based on the Kenyan 

and Leontieff statistics, i.e, betvjeen columns 1 and 3, is

0.313. The rankings for these columns differed by nine or

more for only six of the tv/enty-five activities.

5.2 we also have rankings of the 25 activities according to 

the employment/output and employment/value added ratios for

In Table

28
V/assily Leontieff, "Factor Proportions and the Struc

ture of American Trade: Further Theoretical and Empirical 
Analysis," Review of Economics and'^^S^atisties. Vol. XXXVIII, 
No. 4,' Kovember . PP. 38^6-408.

1
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Kenya in 1963 (comins (5) and (7) respectively) and for the 

employinent/output ratio based on Leontieff statistics (colinnn 

VJe again concentrated on Kenya rather than Tanzanian 

statistics because the breakdoi-m by activity is more detailed 

for Kenya and corresponds to the activity breakdoim for rates 

of effective protection used in 'Chapter IV.

We have consolidated these various sets of rankings in

(6)).

a manner which is intended to make interpretation and applica-

The results are shown in the columns on measurestion simpler.

of labor intensity in Table 5.3 i.e. columns (2), (3) and (4).

What vre have done here is to give a single classification 

to each activity for each of the three countries according to

the relevant different rankings of labor intensity in Table

Thus, for the textile industry we have one classifica-5.2.

tion- for Kenya, one for Tanzania and one based on the Leon

tieff statistics for the U.S-rA^ Instead of using a numerical

ranking we have chosen a three way lettered system of classi-
;

fication. Thus, the labor intensity for a particular activity 

in one country was classified A if the industry tended’’to be 

in the top third of the activities as ranked by labor inten

sity; a classification of B indicates that the activity is 

in the middle third according to labor intensity, and a C

classification indicates the activity is among the least

labor Intensive activities in that country. When the differ

ent measures of labor intensity in a given country resulted

for'^«-^^a3rticular activity thisin markedly different rankings
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activity is classified .in Table 5.3 ty a corobination of 

letters e.g. BC for dairy products, metal products and cement 

Thus, according to the labor/capital ratio, 

these activities are classified as B; while according to the 

labor/output ratio these activities are classified as C.

In Table 5.3 colirnn (1) vje have also classified the 

different activities according to their estimated rates of 

effective protection as found in Chapter IV and as sho;<m 

in Table 4.1.

in the U.S.A. 4

Here a classification of A indicates a rate 

of effective protection greater than 100 percent; a B clas

sification effective protective rates of 20 to 100 percent; 

and a C classification rate of less than 20 percent, 

have chosen this less exact type classification in Table 5.3 

because ,(a) the precise rankings are based on siich shaky 

statistics and (b) in the case of one indicator based

V/e

on

more than a single numerical ranking, it seemed more appro- 

pi-late to use a broad representative classification rather 

than a precise average which could be misleading and 

up differences between individual rankings for a single ac

tivity in a given country.

The question we now turn to is how the labor intensities 

in various activities compare with the rates of effective 

protection in those activities.

cover

On examinlag Table 5.3 we 

find that the 11 most labor intensive activities (i.e. those

!
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with at least one A and two

protection which are greater than 100 percent, 

four, two (furniture and fixtures and paper products) have 

effective protective rates of 58 and 26 percent respectively. 

The remaining two are the cord, rope and twine industry, 

with an effective rate of 1 percent and the printing and 

publishing Industry v;ith an effective rate of -1 percent.

If we apply the labor intensity criterion alone, the 

rate of effective protection in these last two industries 

should clearly be increased.

have effective rates of

Of the other

V/e have already seen that if 

Tanzania is to develop a sisal processing Industry which

can compete efficiently with producers in the developed 

economics of Western Europe, it will need a higher degree 

of effective protection. The printing and publishing indus

try oh the other hand provides a good example of why v;e

should not mechanistically apply the labor intensity cri

terion without regard for pther factors. For even though 

it is labor intensive, the printing and publishing industry
S

may well not be an industry to which additional resources

in Tanzania should be directed. The market for its product

is extremely limited in a country like Tanzania where lllit^

eracy abounds. Moreover the need for skilled labor may be
30

high in the printing and publishing industry. and too much

29
These industries are indicated by a single asterisk in 

column (9) of Table 5.3,

See pages 230-31 below and column (7) of Table 5.3 for 
more details on skilled labor requirements in different industries.

30

!
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I

emphasis on such an industry would be undesirable in Tanzania 

where skilled labor is

I

I
We shall discuss below some of 

these other factors which need to be taken into account.

Of the eight least labor intensive industries listed in 
Table 5.3.^^ five (tobacco, paints, rubber products, 

soap) enjoy rates of effective protection greater than 100

scarce.

I
i
I

Ibeer and
!(

percent. According to the labor Intensity criterion these

industries should be enjoying little or no protection rather 

than such significant protection. :iBut in three of these in

dustries (tobacco, beer and soap) at least 75 percent
I
a

of the i

raw materials they use are products of Tanzania, (And the greater 

the degi'ee of labor intensity in the production of the ma j or

raw materials used in these industries the less crucial is 

the labor Intensity in these industries.) In the other two at 

least 4.0 percent of the raw materials used in the manufacture

are indlgeneous.

i
I
!

of each of the products of these industries 

Moreover, these are obvious import substitute industries 

since their products are important items in the budgets of I
3
f

poor people; items for which the income elasticity of demand 

tends to be high. Even where the aim of tariff policy may 

not be to give these industries significant protection, high
I
I

tariffs on their products will, of course, have lai-ge revenue
S

31 3
That is those industries which have at least one C 

and two Big in columns (2), (3) and (4) of Table 5.3 and 
which are indicated by a double asterisk in column (9).

■^^Prorn data in an unpublished Exercise on Import Sub- 
strbuM^, Bar es Salaam, 196?, The Ihdu'strial Studies“and 
Development Centre of the Ministry of Industries, Natural 
Resources and Power.

I
i

3

s
■1

j

’i
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bearing effects where they do not result in much import- 

substitution.

Where there is no disparity between an Industry's ranking 

according to labor intensity and that according to its rate 

of effective protection, our policy recommendations based on 

the labor intensity criterion are similar to those based on 

the "effficiency now" criterion. For according to both 

criteria the effective protection of an industry should be 

reduced if it is not labor intensive but enjoys a higher than 

average rate of effective protection. On the other hand, 

where an activity is labor intensive, but has a low rate of 

effective protection, the call in both cases is for a higher 

rate of effective protection. However, the objective of 

labor intensity requires a more drastic change in tariff rates 

for these activities than does the "efficiency now" criterion/ 

For, in the latter case, the desired rate of effective pro

tection for each activity is,some "average" or "agreed" rate. 

But according to the labor intensity criterion, activities 

which now have lower than average rates of effective protec-5 

tion, should now have higher than average rates of effective 

protection: and

are not labor intensive but have higher than average rates 

of effective protection. Where there is no significant 

disparity between ranlcing according to labor intensity and 

ranking according to the rate of effective protection (as

ce versa in the case of activities which
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in the case of the wood products and cement industhtes) the 

tai'iff rates for the indsutries in question would appear to 

be appropriate especially if change in other tariffs do not 

markedly affect these rankings.

In terms of the labor intensity criterion the present 

tariff and tax structure in Tanzania is not very satisfac- 

The rank correlation coefficient between column 1tory.

and coltimm 2 of Table 5.2 (i.e. betvjeen rates of effective 

protection and labor intensity based on the employment/ 

capital ratio from the Kenyan data) is .04?. 

the twenty-five activities the absolute size of the differ

ence in rankings between dshose two columns is larger than 

ten.

For nine of

If we consider also the export potential of different 
labor intensive^^ activities the tariff and tax structtire

appears even less satisfactory, 

intensive industries (i.e. the first ten industries in 

column (2) of Table 5.2) the four with the most potential 

for expanding sales in export markets are probably cordage,

Of the ten most labor

rope and twine, canned fruit and vegetables, tanning and 

leather goods,

of rates of effective protection.

34
Yet, these rank 22, 9, 13 and 24 in terms

Unfortunately we do not

^^The importance of this in the Tanzanian case, _ _  was
stressed in our discussion of the "efficiency now" criterion 
see above, pp.194-209.

34.
Helleiner, "Approaching the EEC," op. cit., page 38.
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have estimates of labor intensity for a number of processing 

industries which were Included in our study in Chapter IV 

of rates of effective protection in Tanzania, 

already pointed out, in terms of export potential, these 

industries have promising possibilities.

As we have

The labor intensity criterion has much appeal and 

seems to be relevant to Tanzania today. Like the "effficiency 

now" criterion it is in accord with an "economic" or "effi

cient" use of Tanzania's resources on the basis of the present 

endowment of these resources and the present structure of 

■“^ut, as has already been mentioned, to mech

anistically apply the labor intensity criterion would be 

to ignore other important factors.

production.

Thus, for example, 

according to the labor intensity criterion, the furniture

and fixtures industry should have a higher degree of effec

tive protection than it does in Tanzania today; for it is 

clearly among the most labor intensive industries and yet

it ranks only sixteenth in terms of rates of effective pro

tection. 35 But is there any point in directing more re

sources to this industry if the market for its products

is limited both at home and abroad or if the industry's 

demand for skilled labor is relatively higher than that of 

other industi’ies?
36

3^See Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

Column (?) of Table 5'3 indlca-t'aa, that the skilled 
labor requirements of the furniture industry are above average.
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Obviously then there are a number of other factors (cri

teria) V'j'hich must be taken into account in any discussion of 

alternative industrialization strategy options. We shall de

vote the rest of this section to a brief examination of the

more important of these criteria, focusing on their relevance 

to the present Tanzanian content.

On criterion which is really a variation of the 'fefficiency 

now" criterion and which we would expect to yield similar pol

icy suggestions as the labor intensity criterion is the mar

ginal productivity of capital criterion. In the literature

on investment criteria in the underdeveloped countries, this
37criterion has received much attention. The objective here

37J.J, Polak, "Balance of Payments Problems of Countries 
Reconstructing vrlth the Aid of Foreign Loans," Quarterly 
Journal of Economics. February 19^3, pp. 208-240.

A:E.Kahn, "Investment Criteria in Development Programs," 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. February 1951, pp, 38-6I,

H. B. Chenery, "The Application of Investment Cri
teria," Quarterly J ournal of Economics. August 1953. PP. 
76-96. ,

W. Galenson and H. Leibenstein, "Investment Criteria, 
Productivity, and Economic Development," Quarterly J ournal 
of Econoraics. February 1957, PP. 3^+3-370. ^

G. Eckstein, "Investment Criteria for Economic 
Development and the Theory of Intertemporal Welfare Eco
nomics," Quarterly J ournal of Economics. February 1957,
PP. 50-85.

\
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is to maximize gross output (or value added) through.in

vesting capital vihere it is most productive, 

the kind of approach we have been using in this chapter 

the aim \TOu2d be to give the greatest effective

In terms of

protection

to those activities v^here the ratio of output/capital or 

value added/ capital was highest, 

of Table,5.3, we have classified our 25 industries according 

to tvro measures of the value added/capital ratio, 

slficatlon in column (5) is based on data from the I963 Ken-

In columns (5) and (6)

The das-

yan Industi-lal Census and that in column (6) on the total 

fixed capital requirements given by Bohr, who was using 

1946-4? data from Australia and I939 data from the 

In these two columns a classification of A indicates low 

capital requirements, i.e. a high value added/capital ratio, 

and a classification of C high capital requirements.

As we might expect, there is an extremely close 

spondence between the degree,of labor intensity and the 

capital requirements in a given industry, the correspondence 

being in the form of negative correlation, i,e, the amount 

of capital needed per unit of value added tends to be low 

in those industries where labor intensity is high.

u.s,a.3®

corre-

Iliis

is the equivalent of positive correlation between the value 

added/capital and eraployment/capital ratios. The great >

O O
^ K.A.Bohr, "Investment Criteria for Manufacturing In

dustries in Underdeveloped Countries.5"-2eview of Economics 
and Statistics. Vol. XXXVI, no. 2 (Hay 19'5-4)T ISyrTS'S^- - -
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similarity between the classifications in Table 5.3 of 

columns (2), (3) and (4) on the one hand and (5) and (6) 

on the other are evidence of this correspondence, 

only exceptions to this close correspondence are on the 

one hand the textile, wood products, and cordage, 

and twine industries where the capital requirements

The

rope

per

vinit of value added are greater than vrould be Indicated 

by the degree of labor intensity, and on the other hand 

the soap and paints industries vrhere the capital require

ments are less than their relatively low degree of labor 

intensity wovld. seem to indicate.

Another criterion which is definitely relevant in the 

Tanzanian case is the skilled labor requirement for differ-- 

ent industries. Vie have already stressed that skilled labor

is one of the factors of production vjhich is in short 

ply in Tanzania.
sup-

Column (?) of Table 5.3 classifies the 25 

industries according to skilled labor requirements. Following

our usual three divisional convention, those industries .j-jhich 

need skilled labor least (and are therefore most "efficient"

in the Tanzanian context) are classified A, those which need 

akilled labor most being classified C.

here is also taken from Bohr who based his classification 

on the ratio of professional persons, skilled workers and 

foremen to total employees for the U.S. in 1930.^^

The classification

In terms

39'"IMd.

(
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of ;pi^sanaly^ thus far, the interesting cases that emerge 

fiom the classification in colvimn (7) of Table 5.3 ai'e (a) 
the tobacco, beer and dairy industries,^® 

labor intensive at all, yet have low skilled labor require

ments and at present enjoy high rates of effective protec

tion; (b) the furniture and fixtures, and printing and pub

lishing industries which are highly labor intensive, have a 

high demand for skilled labor and have low rates of effec

tive protection and (c) the wood products and textile in

dustries which are also amongst the most labor intensive 

but are classified as B in tenns of skilled labor require

ments and enjoy high rates of effective protection.

Yet another criterion which is usually considered rele

vant in the case of underdeveloped countries is the balance

which are not

of payments effect. Here we are concerned with the impact

on the country's balance of payments of expansion in differ

ent industries. One way of comparing the balance of payments 

effect between different ^industries would be to try to

measure the impact of a unit of capital investment in%each

, Vfe can usefully differentiate between the directindustry.

-Bartibblarly i&e first two which were among the 
earliest import substitute industries in Tanzania.

.vWb; are; :again iJorking. on the assumption that capitail 
is the key scarce factor and that therefore; vje wish to 
allocate capital in such a way that our criterion is best 
satisfied.

'->5:'
■'I'i
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and indirect effects of such investment and expansion of 

output on the balance of payments. By the "direct" effects 

we mean the consequences for the balance of payments that 

are traceable to vrhat is happening within the industry it

self, Firstly there is the possible "positive" effect on 

the balance of payments vihich occurs if output in the indus

try concerned replaces Imports in the domestic market (i.e. 

if there is import substitution); or if output in the indus

try is exported, This positive effect may be offset by a 

second direct effect which res\nLts when the industry con

cerned uses imported inputs. In a couiitry like Tanzania 

which does not produce much in the vjay of capital goods, 

this is an important factor. By "indirect" effects we mean 

the consequences to the balance of payments of any multi

plier effects following on the investment and expansion in 

the industry concerned. Where this investment resuj,ts in

increased income and employment, these indirect effects are
f, /

likely to be significantly negative especially in a country 

like Tanzania where imports constitute a large share of the 

supply of many consimer goods.

In practice when comparing balance of payments effects

between different industries, it vrould be simpler to assume 

that the indirect (multiplier) effects to not vary much from
l\,o

industry to industry and then compare industries on the

k2Clearly this is not a realistic-assumption since the 
indirect effects will depend on the^mpToyment/capital ratio, 
the types of vrorkers employed and the relative share of labor 
in the value added as well as on the domestic inputs used 
by the industry.
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basis of the direct effects on the balance of payments, 

terms of this criterion the most favored industries 

be those which had the greatest positive (or least negative) 

effect on the balance of payments per unit of capital invested. 

Thus, our aim vjould be to give the highest effective

In

woiad

pro

tection to those industries which had the greatest positive 

(or least negative) effect on the balance of payments. We

have not attempted to measure the balance of payments effects 

for different activities in the Tanzanian case because the 

industrial production statistics do not indicate in suffi

cient detail^the import content of different Inputs, 

secondly, Tanzania at presenlJvdoes not appear to have any 

balance of payments problems.

And

43
Though a continued rapid 

growth of the industrial sector may result In a continvied

expansion in the import of capital goods vrhlch together with 

unfavorable world prices for Tanzania's exports could lead 

to a substantial balance of tirade deficit and possibly a 

balance of payments deficit in the years ahead.

Another criterion which is usually considered to be 

particularly important in underdeveloped countries revolves 

around the relationship between the size of the domestic

43
In 1966 Tanzania w-as estimated to have a favorable 

overall balance of Shs 192 million in her balance of 
ments; firrthermore "the balance of payments continued 
favourable through the first half of 1967" (Background 
to the Budget 1967-68, cit

pay-

pp. 70-71).♦ t
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market for a particular product and the minimum plant size

for which production of that commodity can be economically 

carried out. In Chapter VI, where we are mainly concerned 

with the possibilities of Tanzanian production substituting 

for imports from Kenya and Uganda, we shall look at this 

question of the relationship between the size of the Tan

zanian market and the minimiom economic size of plants in 

different activities.

As we have stressed repeatedly, any practical consid

eration of this question of what type of industrialization

strategy is best suited to a particular country at 

ticular time must take into account a number of different 

crltei'ia.

a par-

One study done recently by the Ministry of In

dustries in Tanzania under the direction of a U:N. expert 

provides an example of a 'multifactored' approach with 

factor being singled out for special consideration.

one

In

what v;as called an'"Exercise ,on Import Substitution" the 

first step taken was to divide items (commodities in the 

Annual Trade Report) into three categories according to 

the extent to which the raw materials used in production 

Column (8) in Table 5.3 is based on the 

results given in the Ministry's study.

were indigenous.

A classification 

of A in column (8) indicates that 75 percent of the total 

raw materials used in the manufacture of the products of

that activity were of indigenous origip^a B classification 

indicates that the shai’e is at least 4o percent and a classi

fication of C that less than 4o percent of raw materials are
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of indigenous material. In the C type industries the addi

tional stipulation was made hhat these must be labor inten

sive industries.

The author of the Ministry study then listed eight 

additional criteria which were termed "important requisites 

./\^hich/

h.h.
import substitution. There were

1. There should be maximum use of national
by way of raw materials, intermediate products 
aiid labor.

2, Products required in large and continuously 
increasing quantity or value, so as to make 
the industrial undertaking an economic unit, 
should only be considered. In doing so, the 
projected demands in the future and the possible 
changes in the pattern and structure of the 
economy should be kept in view.

3. Agriculture input industries, agricultural 
support industries, and agricultural processing 
industries should be very carefully considered 
for import substitution.

Industries which may lead to the creation of 
other ancillary and feeder industries may be 
encoua-aged particularly in the field of agri
culture, building materials and selected 
fields of consumer goods,

5. The limited availability of technical know-how, 
trained labor and management in the country 
should be treated as a limiting factor and in 
suggesting the use of foreign technical know-how 
and personnel, the effect on foreign exchange 
resources of the country, the viability of the 
enterprise and the finished cost of the product 
will need consideration.

Industries and products selected for manufacture 
in the country should as far as possible be 
port earning, while accelerating the process of 
grovjth at the same time.

should be borne in mind" in the exercise« • on« « a

resources

4.

6.
ex-

44
Op. Pit • .

5
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7. The important role that small scale industry 
can play in the dynamic process of industrial
ization, particularly in the field of 
goods should not he overlooked.

• Kotwithstanding the above, industries and 
products based almost totally on imported 
raw materials but /which7 have large value 
added in fabrication and production and 
constitute items of essential - _ 
goods may also be classified under 
A, B, or C.

This list of criteria is

consumer

■ .8.

consumer 
' groups

an excellent summary of many 

of the Important factors vjhich must be considered when looking

at the question of alternative industrialization strategies'

in a country like Tanzania. Of these eight additional cri

teria we have already,in this chapter discussed 

at least five, i.e. (1), (2), O)', (5) and (6). 

and (8) vrill be referred to in the next section, 

list is reasonably comprehensive, the Ministry's study makes

or mentioned

Numbers (4)

Vfliile this

no attempt to go into, the relative importance of the differ

ent criteria for Tanzania nor does it offer 

as to how these criteria may be used in 

to choose between alternative industries.

any guidelines

a more precise V7ay

One of the major 

purposes of this chapter is to tackle these two questions

in a more rigorous fashion though clearly vre are not able 

to come up vrith very precise answers.
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Hie main criticism that 

of the criteria
can and has been levelled at most

■

vie ha¥e discussed thus far is that they 

related to a static analysis of the
are

The "efficiencyeconomy.

now", the "labor intensity".the Uproductlvlty of capital", 

the "skilled labor" criteria (to. mention the most important), 

on the assumption that the present endomentare all based

of resources and the structure of production 

unchanging.

are given and

To put it another way, none of the approaches 

used when following these criteria.comes to grips with the 

heart of the problem they are supposed to be tackling.

namely, the question of how to transform an underdeveloped
economy from stagnation into sustained and modernizing 

We have already referred to this alleged weakness
grovith.

in connec

tion with the assumption of fixed input coefficients (l,e.

a given production function) in the theory of effective 
kc

tection,

pro

as well .as at different points eaflier in 

In a recent article Timothy King has concluded 

that the approacly based on "investment criteria"

this

chapter.

has less
relevance to the pi-oblems of underdevelopment than 

based on "development strategy
an approach

As King admits this last

45 See Chapter III, pp.
46 .

Criteria: ComplemfAtary S’XmpetitiJet^^^StSlJ^Jouraa] 

of gegnofflics, Vol. LXXX, no. 1, February 1966, pp, lb8-120.

\
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term is derived from the title of Hirschman's book, The 

Strategy of Economic Development, 

provides a highly persuasive, provocative and productive 

statement of a position which is critical of the "invest

ment criteria" and other "static" approaches to economic 

development.

Drawing heavily on psychological thought, Hirschman's 

analysis of the development problem leads in places to very 

different policy suggestions from those x^e have arrived 

at thus far.

47
Ill this vfork Hirschman

Hirschman argues that we should not be con

centrating on the so-called obstacles to development such 

as scarce factors like capital or entrepreneurship, 

we shoixLd be concerned with "the nature of the development 

process. . .. the pressures and tensions it creates

^hicl-i7 'd.0 not necessarily frustrate it, but can be made

V/hat is important then is the way 

in which factors of product!qn are combined and used and 

not hov-r much of each is available and therefore can and

For example, it is the 

ability to invest rather than the availability of capital 

which is one key to the development pi'ocess.

Strategy of Economic Development Hirschman comes up with a

Rather

„48
to help it along.

will be combined in given ways.

49
In The

4?
'Albert 0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Devel

opment. Kev; Haven: Yale University Press, 1958,
48
Ibid., page 210.

49
See particularly Ibid., pp. 35-40.

i
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number of conclusions which are directly relevant to 

study of investment strategy.
our

Hirschman is a strong advocate of underdeveloped 

countries concentrating on capital-intensive methods of 

production in certain industries. Given the premise that 

labor productivity is generally lower in underdeveloped 

countries than in more developed countries it is wiser

to concentrate more on machine-paced and "process-centered"

industries than on operator controlled and "output-centered"

This is because labor productivity is then

function of the efficiency of the machines than of

the quality and discipline of the work force,

for favoring capital-intensive industries according to

Hirschman lies paradoxically enough in the greater need for

maintenance in these industries,

..,underdeveloped countries may irell make a sur
prising success of ventures with a complicated 
technology which must, be maintained in top v/orking 
order. It is in these industries that the 
Pg-iatenance habit can be acquired and fi'om there 
spread to the rest of the economy. On the other ■' 
hand, the "simple" industries V7hich the poorer 
countries are often admonished to set up first 
may be precisely those that will exhibit a strong 
tendency to deterioration,
of maintenance does not have immediate drastic 
consequences (and is therefore likely to be in
dulged in), it does in the longer run have a 
serious adverse impact on efficiency and morale,

50Industrie s,

more a

Another reason

For while here lack

5°Ibld PP, 145-149. 
^^Ibid.. page l42.

« f

(
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However, Hirschman is not in favor of capital-intensive 

methods of production being introduced in all growing indus

tries. In industries where there is already a flour-ishing 

handicrafts (small scale) sector,

It would probably be wasteful for such an economy 
to invest its scarce capital resources in dupli
cating lines of production that are already being 
carried on, even though inefficiently, A better 
use for capital would almost certainly be in the 
establishment of new-product industries. But in 
such industries capital-output ratios are likely 
to be typically high whereas they tend to be com
paratively low in industries that would produce 
goods and services similar to those turned out 
by existing small-scale operators.

In other words, the most efficient use of capital 
in underdeveloped countries is not in capital- 
intensive industries qua capital-intensive; it is 
in industries tliat open nevr products horizons 
for the economy and these industries are likely 
to be more capital-intensive than others with 
V7hich the country can dispense for the time 
•being because the needs served by them are 
satisfied by existing handicraft and cottage 
industries.52

Examples of the latter are the furniture, shoes, apparel,
I

bricks, basket, some metal-vxorking as well as parts of the 

food processing and construction industries. On the other

hand, industrial processes vxhich are bound to be capital 

intensive include chemicals, petroleum refining, basic iron 

and steel, cement, pulp and paper, "but also...many modern 

consumer goods, from radios and light bifLbs to toothpaste

Then there are some industries where capital-and aspiring,"

intensive methods of production prevail even though there

52
Ibid.. page 131.
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exists a flourishing "primitive" sector, 

example here is, of 

larly spinning.

"The classic 

course, the textile industry, partlcu-
.,53

It is interesting that the pattern of industrialization 

in Tanzania has tended to follovf the prediction 

ence of Hirschman.
and prefer-

Thus, recent years have seen the estab

lishment of the Tiper oil refinery and the cement factory
in Dar es Salaam, the radio assembly plant in Arusha and a 

number of integrated textile mills.5^ These capital-inten

sive factories have been largely financed by foreign 

who are familiar with‘these modes of production, 

following Hlrschrnan's advice leads to rather different

firms

Of course,

poli

cy suggestions from those arrived at in section III of this

chapter where the emphasis was on labor intensity and low 

capital output ratios.

Kirschraan makes much of the importance of linkage effects 

in the development process.
effect are:55

The two basic types of linkage

1. The input-provision, derived demand, or backward 
i.e., every non-primary economic 

activity, will induce attempts to suoply through 
domestic production the inputs needed in that 
activity.

2. The output-utilization or forvrard linkage effects, 
i.e,, every activity that does not by its nature 
cater exclusively to final demands, will induce 
attempts to utilize its outputs as inputs in 
some new activities.

53

5^See above,

■^^Op. cit. . p. 100.

PE. 129.-• f

pp. 51-52 , for details.
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Underdeveloped economies generally have vreak linkage 

effects because of the overall lack of integration 

dependence between different sectors of the
and inter-

economy. Thus,

Hirschman argues, it makes sense for such countries to 

centrate on industries v/ith high linkage effects since 

industries will induce production in these industries which

con-

these

supply them with Inputs and/or in those industries vjhich 

they supply.

Hirschman accepts the scheme followed by Chenery and

who classify industries by their extent of back- 

wai’d and forward linkage.

56V/atanabe

Thus, "intermediate manufacture"

contains those industries for which both backward and forward 
linkage is high57; "final manufacture" those industries 

with backx^ard linkage high and forward linkage low; "inter

mediate primary production" includes those sectors with high 

forward linkage and loi'f backward linkage; and "final primary 

production" those sectors vrhere baclward and forward linkage 

Hirschman then ranks the industries withinare both low.

these four classifications according to their degree of back

ward linkage,^^ for as we shall see shortly Hirsciunan makes 

a good case for backward: linkage being moi-e important than 

forxvard linkage for underdeveloped countries in the early

56
Hollis B. Chenery and Tsunehiko Watanabe, "International 

Comparisons of the Structure of Production." Econometrics.
Vol. 26, no. 4, October 1958, pp. 492-493. '

5?
"high" being, defined as above avf^a'ge and "lox'z" below

average.

58
, pp. 106-107.
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stages of industrialization. The measures of linkage ef

fects are taken directly from the results for interdependence 

in production given by Chenery and V/atanabe.-^^ Backward

linkage is measured by the average of the ratios of inter- 

industi-y purchases to total production for Italy, Japan and 

the United States, and forvrard linkage by the average of 

the ratios of interindustry sales to final demand in the

same three countries. The i-esults for the first tiro classes 

of industry (Intermediate and final 3nanufacturer$) are given
in Table 5.4,

As Hirscliman points out the above ratios are only "very

rough indexes of the potential linkage effects that might

be Introduced into non-industrial economies by specific in- 
,,60

dustrial sectors. A more comprehensive measure .vjhich 

takes into account the indirect effects of an increase in 

final demand (i.e. the repercussion on all sectors 

result of this Increase) can be found from the inverse of

as a

the input-output matrix. This approach was developed and 

used by a Danish economist, P.K. Rasmussen who called the
.,61

measure ^ovrer of dispersion.

Now, as Hirschman stresses, the greater importance of 

backward linkage in underdeveloped countries follows from

59
Mi.. P. ^93. 

p. 108.
60
Op. clt t

6l
P.N. Rasmussen, .Studies in Inter-Sect(5ral Relations 

Copenhagen, Einar Harcks, 195^. p. 141. "Unfortuantely the 
empirical studies included in the book do not do justice 
to Rasmussen's; very interesting analytical tools because of 
excessive aggregation. Thus, all manufacturing is brought 
together in a single sector." (Hirschman, p. 108),
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the fact that

Industrialization can of course start only with 
industries that deliver to final demand, since 
ex hypothesi no market exists as yet.for inter
mediate goods, 
possible to set up only two kinds of industries
1. Those that transform domestic or imported 

primary products into goods needed by 
final demands;

2. Those that transform imported semi-manufac
tures into goods needed by final demands.62

This means that it vfill be

The first of these tvro types, the processing industries 

(textiles, iron and steel and pottery) are alw^ays important 

in the industD.’ialization process.

Revolution they v;ere the only option open since there

earlier' developed countries from vrhlch manufactured 

goods could be imported.

During the Industrial

were

no

It is this second type, the 

finishing industries (such as "converting, assembly and 

mixing plants, the pharmaceutical laboratories, the metal

fabricating industries," etc.) which are today often sig

nificant in underdeveloped countries. 63
These industries 

are attractive because they only require a small amount of 

capital investment and their main inputs are imported parts

■^he recently opened radiowhose supply is guaranteed, 

assembly plant in Tanzania provides a good example of such 

I'/hile singing the praises of these "enclave 

import industries" Hirschman argues that they are less 

desirable than the "intermediate" or "basic" industi-ies

an industry.

62
Op. cit., p. 111.

63
Ibid.
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vfhose products are distributed as inputs through many other o'

industrial sectors besides also going directly to final 
64 "

demand."

In any event Hirschman suggests as a hypothetical 

strategy for capital formation (and thus for the pattern 

of industrialization) in underdeveloped countries, the max

imization of backv/ard llrJcage effects and the concomitant

capital formation through the manipulation of final dem.ands. 

This will necessitate some interference with the growth 

pattern of consumption through tariffs, excise taxes and 

subsidies. 65
Hirschman's emphasis on manipulating final 

. demand appears to be different from our use of effective

rates to influence the pattern of industrialization, 

the major objective is to influence production, 

pattern of final demand is a key element in shaping the 

pattern of production.

In more specific terras Hirschman is advocating emphasis 

on those industries which have the greatest backvjard linkage 

effects, especially those with large forvrard linkage effects 

as viell.

But

And the

r
I

Thus those industries high up on the list of intermed

iate manufactures in Table 5,4 wovdd be the most favorable 

according to Hirschman's criterion. The ranking of these 

intermediate manufactures happens to be highly correlated

64
Ibid,. p. 118.

65
Ibid.4 p. 115.
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TABLE q.4

RANICING OP LIUKAGS EFFECTS FOR "INTERMEDIATE"
MANUFACTUiJES

AND "FINAL"

Intermediate
Manufacture

Backward
Linkage^

Forward
Lln]caa:e°

Iron and Steel 
Nonferrous Metals 
Paper and Products 
Petrolevim Products 
Coal Products 
Chemicals 
Textiles 
Rubber Products 
Printing a Publishing

1 2
2 1
3 3
4 5
5 6
6 4
7 7
8 8
9 9

Pinal Mamifacture

Grain Hill Products 
Leather and Products 
Luiaber and V/ood Products 
Apparel
Transport Equipment 
Machinery
Konmetallic Mineral Products 
Processed Poods 
Shipbuilding
Miscellaneous Industries

1 1
2 3
3 2
4 10
5 6
6 5
7 4
8 8
9 9

10 7

Source: A, Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Dere]oument 
Mew Haven, Yale University Press, 1958, "pp, 106-1(3?,

'V..
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with their capital intensity and so Hirsclxman is again 

arguing for capital intensive methods of production, 

ever, if v:e looli at the ranking of the "final manufacture" 

industries the correlation Mth capital intensity does not 

appear to be as great — the leather products, wood products 

and apparel industries have relatively low capital require

ments and relatively high labor intensity according to 

Table 5.3.

How-

Hlrschman’s emphasis on linkage effects provides us 

with yet another criterion for attempting to choose an in

dustrialization strategy. How much weight should we give 

to this criterion in the Tanzanian case? Linkage effects 

are always important, yet we do not believe that further

expansion of capital intensive industries is the correct 

path to piirsue at this point. It is true as vre pointed out 

earlier that a nimiber of capital-intensive industries have

For the most part these have 

been established with the aid of foreign capital and foreign

been started in recent years.

management. To the extent that the Arusha Declaration and 

the policy of self reliance discourage private foreign capi

tal, there x^ill be less opportunity for further expansion 

along these lines. Furthermore, the shift to more emphasis 

on agriculture V7hich is implied by the Arusha Declaration 

and self reliance adds weight to our earlier argument that 

Tanzania should place emphasis on processing industries which 
use as inputs the outputs of Tanzanian agriculture a^ then 

export their own products. These industries may frequently
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employ fairly capital intensive methods and they could be 

good examples of baclofard linlcage at vjork if their devel

opment acts as a spur to increased production in the agri

cultural sector.

Hirschjnan»s criterion based on linlcage effects taken 

by itself is just another criterion which can be put into 

the "investment criteria" bag.

approach does not appear to be any more dynamic than our 

other criteria.

In this sense Hlrschman’s

But the concept of linkages by tracing 

through interindustry effects does broaden the approach.

Moreover, if we consider Hirscliman's book as a whole with 

its emphasis on the dynamics of the development process 

rather than on the static mechanics of efficiency 

labor intensity, we might agree vrith King's conclusion 

that if we had more accurate predictions about the nature 

of the development process, the development strategy 

approach would in general be more relevant thhn the older 

investment criteria appi-oach because "it quite deliberately 

intends, by altering the values of some variables, to lead 
to change in the values of a great many more."^^

now or

66 CKing:, OE. cl-t. . p. 120.

v...



Chapter VI

I

As we pointed out in Chapter I, there has been

growing concern in Tanzania in recent years about the im

balance in industrial development viithin East Africa.

Much of the growth of industry has taken place in Kenya

and this has been reflected in a widening trade Imbalance

(particularly in manufactur-ed goods) between Kenya and 
1

Tanzania. We also described some of the measures which

have been introduced in an attempt to correct this 

imbalance (i.e. to promote more industrial development in 

Tanzania and Uganda) - notably, the abortive Kampala 

Agreement, then the quotas imposed unilaterally by Tan

zania on imports from the other two countries, and most 

recently (under the new Treaty for East African Co-oper

ation), the transfer tax and the East African Development

Bank.2

I'/hat we shall be concerned with in this chapter is 

As we have seen,^ the transfer tax isthe transfer tax.

essentially a tariff which can be levied on a wide range

of manufactured goods being imported by one East African

country from another. More specifically v^e shall be looking

1
See Chapter I, page:26.

2see Chapter I, pages k2-^6,
3
See Chajster I, pagerA3. /e

249
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at various criteria vfhich could be used in deciding which 

industries Tanzania should try to protect from Kenyan com

petition through the imposition of a transfer tax. A 

priori we could view the transfer tax as an attempt to 

fulfill one or more of the following objectives:

1) the raising of revenue for the Tanzanian Government

2) promoting industrial development in Tanzania

3) increasing Tanzania’s national income.

Given that the transfer tax can only be levied at one half 

the rate of the external tariff (i.e, the tariff on goods 

entering East Africa^ from outside the Common Market), and 

only on interterritorial imports whose value does not 

exceed Tanzania’s trade deficit vrith Kenya and Uganda, the

4

transfer tax is clearly not a potentially large"source of

(Assuming' Tanzaniarevenue for the Tanzanian Govei'nraent, 

could levy transfer taxes at an average rate of 20^ against

the full value of its trade deficit with Kenya and Uganda -

150 million shillings in I966 - the annual revenue would

be of the order of only 30 million shillings, i.e. less

than 5 percent of the Tanzanian Government’s regular
4

recurrent revenue in fiscal year I965/66. 

that the imposition of the tax permits the expansion of 

Tanzanian industry at the expense of Kenyan and Ugandan

To the extent

4Background to the Budget, 1967pjS^, on. cit. , page 88.
y
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industry, revenue from the transfer tax vjill of course fall, 

both because the duty collections from smaller imports will 

fall and because resulting reductions in the trade deficit 

will lower the aggregate value of permissible transfer tax 

applications.

The possible impact of a transfer tax on the level of 

real national income in Tanzania can take place in two 

^firstly through what may be called the "price" or consump

tion effects; secondly, through production effects which 

resuat when Tanzanian production replaces Kenyan imports. 

Price effects are taken to occur vrhere there is no sub

stitution of Tanzanian production for Kenyan imports, 

the impact on Tanzania's national income depends upon 

vrhether the ta’ansfer tax results in an increase in the 

prices paid by Tanzanian consumers on goods subject to the 
transfer tax.^

ways;

Here

V/e shall assume throughout that there is no Increase 
in Tanzania's imports from outside of East Africa at the 
expense of imports from her East African Partners 
result of the imposition of a transfer tax, i.e., we are 
assuming that Tanzania in cooperation with Kenya and Uganda 
is successful in carrying out the provision of the Treaty 
vrhich stipulates that measures must be taken to prevent 
a "significant deviation of trade away from goods coming 
from and manufactured in the Partner State vrhose goods 
subject to the transfer tax, to goods imported from 
foreign country," (Treaty for East African Cooperation, op. 
cit.. Article 20, Section 1?).

as a

are
a

\
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Assume first that pi'ior to the imposition of a trans

fer tax the price in Tanzania of an import from East Africa 

was less than the price of the corresponding import from

outside East Africa by at least the ec2.uivalent of the
value terms^ (thetransfer tax measured in "specific"

domestic Tanzanian price of the import from outside East

Africa being assumed to be equal to the c,i,f, price plus 

the external tariff). In this case it V70uld appear that

the transfer tax wouTd be borne by the Tanzanian consumer

since it vrould be reasonable to assume that the price of 

the interterritorial import (or its equivalent produced 

domestically in Tanzania) will be raised by the full amount

of the transfer tax. In this case the imposition of the

transfer tax does not affect the level of real national

income in Tanzania through "price" effects. V/ith respect 

to the Kenyan (and Ugandan) imports what is involved is 

a transfer of income (and hence the coimnand over resources)

from the private to the public sector; V7ith respect to anyH
\price increases on products manufactured in Tanzania the

transfer of income is from the consumer to the producer.

It shouJLd be borne in mind that at this point we are not

considering the effects on Tanzanian national income of

6
V/e are ignoring here the "tricky" problem of any 

significant quality differences between imports from out
side East Africa and "corresponding" gopd^ produced in 
East Africa. V/e may.well ask why tha-fgS wodid be any such 
price differences if there were no ovality differences.
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any possible increase in production in Tanzania as a result

(See below, pages 257- 26], for a dis-of the transfer tax. 

cussion of such "production" effects.)

Let us nov; assume, by contrast, that prior to the 

imposition of the transfer tax the price of an import from 

East Africa into Tanzania is already equal to the domestic 

price of the equivalent Import from outside East Africa.

Then it would appear that the transfer tax v^lll have to be 

borne by the East African (i.e. Kenyan or Ugandan) pro

ducer vjho vjill be able to maintain his sales in the 

Tanzanian market 02ily if he accepts a price equal to the 

domestic price reigning in Tanzania less the transfer tax.

There is however a problem associated vrith this possibility. 

According to the Treaty, manufactured goods produced in 

one Partner State cannot be transferred to another Partner 

State "at a price lower than their tz’ue value if such
I

transfer is likely to prejudice the production of sim.ilar 

good.s by that other Partner State or retard or prevent the '■ 

establishment of an industry to produce such goods in that State. 

7
Treaty for East African Coopei-atlon. Article 20, Section 
The Treaty then goes on to specify that a price lower 

than the "true value" vrould be one which is less than;
"(i) the comparable price, in ordinary trading conditions, 

of similar goods destined for domestic consumption in the 
State in vjhich they vjere produced; or

(ii) the comparable price of similar goods on their ex
port to a foreign coiuitry in ordinary trading conditions; or

(iii) the cost of production of the^,sQpds in the Partner 
State where they are produced, togetl^l='>;itfi'reasonable addition 
in respect of distribution and salesCcosts and profit."(Sec.24).

23.
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But, as we have seen, the Treaty also does not permit a 

"deviation" df trade, i.e 

from within East Africa to the rest of the vrorld. This 

would surely result if the price of an East African import 

in Tanzania was raised above the price of an equivalent 

external Import. Thus we shall assume in our anlysis that 

the Kenyan or Ugandan producer bears the burden of the 

transfer tax in this case. Therefore \;e are implicitly 

considering this case as one not "prejudicing" the produc

tion of similar goods in Tanzania. Even if our assiTnption 

does not hold, production in Tanzania is not likely to 

be i'prejudiced. " For, in order to correct any "deviation" 

in trade, the Tanzanian Government might resort to raising 

the externa.1 tariff thereby raising the domestic price ■ 

of the external imports and in practice further favoring 

the Tanzanian producer,
I

In this second case (i.e. where the transfer tax re

sults in no increase in the price of imports from East 

Africa after the imposition of a transfer tax) the real 

income of Tanzania can be considered to have increased by 

the value of the transfer tax for each unit imported. The 

consumer in Tanzania pays the same price as before but part 

of the price (equal to the transfer tax) is now payment to 

the Tanzanian Government instead of to the East African 

producer. There is thus a transfer of}'Trncom'e from the

a shift in Tanzanian imports« t

c
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Kenyan or Ugandan producer to the Tanzanian Government v/hlch 

now has a greater command over both domestic 

(which should bereflected, ceteris paribus, in increased 

output in Tanzania if there are unutilized domestic resources 

which can be brought into production) and foreign resources 

(since, ceteris paribus, there will be an improvement 

in Tanzania’s balance of payments equal to the revenue 

collected from the relevant transfer tax).

In practice the "price" effects from a transfer tax on 

a particular commodity may be a combination of the tvro 

situations analyzed above.

resources

This would follow if, prior 

to the imposition of the transfer tax the price of the

import from the rest of East Aftice is less than the price 

of the equivalent import from outside East Africa by an 

amoimt less than the equivalent "specific" value of the

transfer tax imposed. Then the burden of the transfer tax
/

will be shared by the Tanzanian consumer and the East 

African producer. The closer the pre-transfer tax price 

of the East African product is to the price in Tanzania 

of the "outside" import, the greater will be the share of 

the burden of the transfer tax falling on the East African 

producer and the greater the increase in Tanzania's national

income which results from the "price" effects of the transfer

tax.

Thus far in the-present study wp'Tfave"made the assumption
Cl
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that the prices of all goods produced in East Africa (and 

also Imported into East Africa) vrere equal to the c,l.f, 

price of the equivalent outside import plus the external 

In a detailed empi-rical study of commodities 

traded interterritorially Koe found that this assumption 

is not valid for a significant number of such commodities. 

In the case of moi’e than 40’c) of commodities for vrhich 

price.comparisons vrere made, he found that the prices of 

Kenyan exports to Tanzania were actually lower than the 

c,l,f, price of the equivalent imports into Tanzania from 

outside East Africa,^. (We should bear in mind, however,

8tariff.

that no account ims taken of possible significant differ

ences in quality, v.^hich could be Important, as already 

pointed-out in Chapter IV 

findings, it would appear that for the majority of the 

commodities imported from Kenya into Tanzania the burden 

of any transfer tax from price effects vjill fall largely

Thus the Increase in Tanzania's

Thus if vie accept Roe is

on the Tanzanian consumer.

8See above chapter JI,pages 98-99.
9
Alan Roe, "Terras of Trade and Transfer Tax Effects in 

the East African Common Market: An Empirical Study," op.clt., 
p. 8.
is that the burden of the Common Market on Tanzania in term.s 
of lost national income is less than indicated by Kdegwa and 
Ghai who measured the loss by multiplying the external tariff 
rate by the value of interterritorial imports(See above, Ch.I, 
footnote 54). Roe's study gives support to Hazelwood's critique 
of the Ndegvra-Ghai assumption; see Arthur-Hazelvfood, "The East 
African Common Market: Importance an4<(£iT-e.cts," Bulletin of . 
the Oxford University Institute of-iiconomios and Statistics.

The main implication which Roe draws from this result

August, 19057
10

181.See above, page

■"7
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real income which results from these "price" effects of the 

transfer tax will be less than the product of the average 

transfer tax and the value of her Imports from the rest of 

East Africa, That is, less than the estimated potential 

Increase in annual revenue of 30 million shillings from 

the transfer tax (see above, page 250 ).

But the main purpose of the transfer tax, as the

Treaty makes clear, is not to raise income in this sense, '•

but rather to bring about a more rapid rate of industrial

growth. The first paragraph of the Article in the Treaty

dealing with the transfer tax reads:

As a measure to promote new industrial devel
opment in those Partner States which are less 
developed industrially transfer taxes may, vfith 
the aim of promoting industrial balance between 
th'e Partner States, be imposed 
v;ith and subject to tie conditions and limitations 
imposed by this Treaty,11

, in accordance• • *

The questions most relevant to the effects of the intro-
/

duction of a tra.nsfer tax are therefore (a) whether it will 

lead to more industries being set up in Tanzania and/or '

more rapid expansion in already existing industries; and (b) 

vjhether any such increase in the Industrial growth rate will

help promote the rate of economic grovjth in Tanzania in the 

long run, A priori it seems probable that increases in 

prices of Kenyan and Ugandan exports to Tanzania (resulting

^^Treaty for East African Cooperati^i;, o£. ctt 
Article 20, page 12,-

• I

/e
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from the imposition of the transfer tax) tjHi stimulate

expansion of production in Tanzania in those industries 

already in existence, and also speed up the beginning of 

production in some industries vrhere production does not

yet exist; especially if we assume little "deviation" to

imports from outside East Africa. In this connection it

is interesting that the Tanzanian Govei’nment has been

exerting strong moral suasion, apparently ;rtth some success.

on its producers not to raise prices on goods subject to

transfer taxes. Their aim,here is, of course, to raise

Tanzanian output at unchanged prices to replace production 

from the Kenyan source,

Resnick, vath the aid of a study done by the Continental

Allied Corporation on the possibilities for import substi

tution in Tanzania, concluded that in 39 out of 52 industries 

(for which Tanzania's interterritorial exports in 1966 

exceeded 600 million shlllinga) production was already in

existence or "the market is kno^m to be large enough to
,.13

justify their establishment, 

wishes to stimulate industrial development itself it could

If the Tanzanian Government

use the revenues from the transfer tax to that very end.

it is paradoxical, if not ironic, that the TanzanianHowever

^^I am indebted to G. K. Helleiner who raised this 
point in private correspondence,

^^I. Resnick, Foreign Trade and Rayinents in Tanzania, 
op. Pit. , page 85. . y

(
V..
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Government has chosen to resOrt to the v/idespread use of 

the transfer tax 

the Arusha Declaration which implied a shift in emphasis 

from the industrial to the agricultural sector in economic 

policy objectives in Tanzania.^5

l4
only a year after the introduction of

V/hether the promotion of industrialization through

import substitution with respect to Tanzania's interterri

torial imports vrill stimijlate Tanzania's economic grov/th

in the longer run depends on a number of factoi-s. One

important consideration, especially in static or short-run 

terms, is the immediate- opportunity cost of employing more 

resources in the industrial sector. If the factors used

to increase industrial output are relatively scarce (if 

their market prices tend to reflect their marginal pro

ductivity in alternate uses) then any shifting of these

factors from alternate uses vjoifLd involve a reduction in

Tanzania's real national income in the short run; we are 

here following the conventional static efficiency arguments 

for free trade. This is especially the case where the

transfer tax results in higher prices paid by Tanzanian

consumers for the products being protected.

(discussed earlier) where the Kenyan or Ugandan producer

In the case

li(-
See boloxf, footnote 17, for more details.

^5phe
Arusha Declaration and TAKyi^-Tollcy on Socialism 

and Self Reliance, o]d. cit. /
Cl
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bears the full burden of the transfer tax (and thus the

prices paid by Tanzanian consumers do not rise), there is 

no reason why more resources vjould be shifted to industrial 

production vinless the Government used the revenues from 

the transfer tax to subsidize particxaar industries. Mere, 

however, successful subsidization would lead to a fall in 

Tanzania’s interterritorial imports and thus to a fall of 

revenue and must be justified therefore in terms of possible 

beneficial dynamic effects which V'jill be discussed below. 

Earlier we stressed the scarcity of capital and skilled

Any shifting of these factors (con

sequent upon the imposition of a transfer tax) from an 

activity which could compete wmth East African rivals under 

free interterritorial trade vjould involve a reduction in

16labor in Tanzania,

real Income. To be justified in static efficiency terms 

this loss in real income vjould have to be offset by any 

gain from employing previously idle resources (such as 

unskilled labor) whose opportunity cost vrould be mu.ch belovj

the market rate.

The possible dynamic effects on production and real 

income from the imposition of a transfer tax are more varied

To the extent that scarce resourcesand less predictable, 

such as capital and skilled labor are attracted from Kenya 

(as a result of more opportunities behind a transfer tax 

"wall") Tanzanian grqirth should ben^irtf'"''Asainst such a

^^See particularly Chapter V, pages 210-214.
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potential gain must, of course, be weighed the disincentive 

to foreign capital coming into East Africa, as a whole, 

that the common market is split into smaller parts.

The familiar dynamic argujnents for protection rest 

the possibilities for economies of scale, external economies 

and the learning process over time.

now

on

The last two of these

coiold be significant in the present Tanzanian context and 

their realization would go to reinforce and increase any

incentives for outside capital and skilled manpower to flow 

to Tanzania. But in a country as poor as Tanzania, with 

its relatively small population, the possibilities for

economies of scale are not likely to be great in most

Rather, the duplication of industries in East 

Africa is more likely to prevent the benefits of economies

activities.

of scale v^hich would follow from specialization within the 

whol common market. Thus the imposition of transfer taxes

could lead to higher prices (and/or lower profits), with 

detrimental effects on efficiency and growth in each of the 

East African countries. The Tanzanian Government's recent

decision to levy transfer taxes on a vride range of imports 

from Kenya and Uganda17 will certainly not aid any trends

^^On December 1, 196?, Tanzania levied transfer taxes 
on 45 categories of Interterritorial imports. All these 
taxes v;ere made to apply to imports from Kenya; fifteen of 
them being applicable to imports from Uganda. (Roe, 
page 11). on. cit.

V
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tox\rards specialization of industrial production within*
East Africa.

The transfer tax may resifLt in some speeding up of 

Tanzania's industrialization, as well as in an increase in 

her exports to her neighbors and a reduction in her East 

African trade deficit. Nevertheless, a good case can be 

made that alternative arrangements to modify the workings 

of the common market would have been more in Tanzania's

This point of view has been very v:ell expounded 

by Helleiner who wrote^®

interest.

.. .whereas an arrangement vrhlch freed Tan
zania to use its extei’nal tariff independently 
and permitted it to redirect its imports from 
Kenya to other sources could have immediately 
raised Tanzanian income, the provisions of the 
present Treaty vail serve immediately to lower 
it.19
the exploitation of external economies, and per
haps other "dynamic" factors associated with 
the nev7 industries may eventually produce higher 
Tanzanian incomes than vrould have been possible 
mider previous arrangemerits, these gains could 
as vrell have been obtained through the use of 
direct subsidies or the erection of an indepen
dent tariff. The potential gains accruing from 
economies of scale could have been preserved 
even under the latter system through limited 
commodity free trade arrangements. Alternatively, 
if a freer flow of intra-East African trade v/as 
desired, a free trade area agreement would have 
preserved these gains from scale economies and 
at the same time provided Tanzania vrith the income 
gains arising from the redirection of its imports.

While the maturation of infant industries,

18
G.K.Helleiner, "Some Hasty Tlioughts on the Transfer 

Tax," unpubl 1 shed paper, Dar es Salaam^_l-96^',, pp. 6-7.
19

Helleiner here -appears to be suraing that the imposi
tion of a transfer tax will result in an increase in prices 
paid by Tanzanian consuraers-the first case we discussed above-
see page
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II

However, argimients about the pros and cons of the 

transfer tax as a measure foi’ promoting industrial devel

opment are academic at this stage, for the transfer tax 

has already been implemented. We therefore confine our

selves in the remainder of this chaptei’ to the narrower 

question of which indiistries should be most protected through 

the transfer tax, i,e. v;hat criteria should we use in 

choosing the industries to protect through the transfer tax. 

As in Chapter V v/e take the general position that the 

transfer tax shovild provide the greatest effective protec

tion (vis-a-vis Kenyan and Ugandan producers) foi’ those

activities in Tanzania which best fit the criterion or
20

Before going on to consider 

the types of criteria vrhich might be applied in choosing 

and/or evaluating the present structure of transfer taxes 

in Tanzania we shall look first at (a) the problem of how 

to measure rates of effective, protection afforded by a 

given transfer tax and (b) estimate rates of effective 

protection afforded to Tanzanian industries from the present 

structure.

criteria being discussed.

How do we measure the i-ate of effective protection 

enjoyed by a Tanzanian producer (vis-a-vis his Kenyan and/
• y.

20
As in much of our treatment of effective protection 

with respect to tariffs and taxes affecting Tanzania's trade 
outside East Africa we are ignoring 
of different tax policies on GoveriSn-

potential effect 
ent revenues.
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or Ugandan rivals) from a given transfer tax, bearing in 

minfi that prior to the imposition of the transfer tax these 

rivals were producing inside a common market area? As be

fore, the rate of effective protection measures the per

centage increases in value added made possible by the tai-iff

and tax structure. A transfer tax imposed by Tanzania

allows the value added coefficient for a certain activity

in Tanzania to exceed the equivalent value added coefficient

in Kenya e±d Uganda if we make certain assumptions which vre

21
shall specify shortly. Thus the rate of effective pro

tection resulting from a transfer tax measux’es the percentage

by which the value added coefficient in Tanzania exceeds

the value added coefficient in the same activity in Kenya 

and/or Uganda after the imposition of a transfer tax by

Tanzania.

More precisely, if vje assume (a) production conditions

in the three countries prior to the transfer tax were
22 i.e, all input coefficients, all input costs 

and all final prices vjere identical, and (b) the input co

identical

efficients for all non-primary inputs are fixed i.e. the

same in both the pre- and post-transfer tax situations, then

21
These assumptions ai-e similar to those made when 

measuring effective protective rates which result from ex
ternal tariffs. See above, Chapter II, pages 98-99.

22
In order to estimate rates of effective protection 

in om- study of Tanzania's tariff and ta^-a^tructui’e we 
made the assumption that production conditions in Kenya 
and Tanzania were the same. See aboTfe, Chapter IV, pages 
159-160.
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the rate of effective protection enjoyed by activity J in

Tanzania vis-av-vis comparable activities in Kenya and/or

Uganda is, given by E' = VtJ - Vlc.i
^ Vkj

represents the value added coefficient in Tanzania after 

the imposition of the transfer tax, VkJ represents the 

value added coefficient in activity j in Kenya (or Uganda)

where VtjX 100

after the imposition of the transfer tax.

In the situation where the transfer tax results in 

Tanzanian prices going up by an .amount equal to the "speci

fic" equivalent of the transfer tax (the first case dis

cussed above on page 252 ), it is easy to show that the rate 

of effective protection for activity j is given by

(6.1)X 100E'. =
•. J Vkj

vrhere t> is the ad valorem rate of the transfer tax on
J

the product of activity J, tj is the ad valorem transfer
^ . I

is the input coefficient for input 1 

used in activity J and the pre-transfer tax price of the 

product of activity j is assumed to be unity, 

the increase in price which can be received by the Tanzanian 

producer and still enable iiim to compete mth his Kenyan 
and Ugandan rivals; ^

cost of inputs used by the Tanzanian producer as a result 

of any transfer taxes on his inputs.

o I ttax on input 1,

23
t' represents
j

aMt'i represents the increase in the

Q I t 4- ITherefore t!
J

/23This is the identical approaidh used above in Chapter 
III; see f ormula (3.2), page l44.

\
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represents the increase In the value added coefficient 

made possible by the structure of transfer taxes, 

this case, where the transfer taxes are borne fully by 

the Tanzanian consvimers of products on which the transfer 

tax is levied, it is reasonable to assume that the value 

added coefficient in activity j in Kenya (or Uganda) is 

not affected by any transfer tax imposed by Tanzania.

The Vkj v.'ill be the value added coefficient in Kenya (and 

Uganda) both before andcifter the imposition of any transfer 

Hence Ej in this case measures the percentage by 

which value added in Tanzania is greater than value added 

in the same activity in Kenya and/or Uganda.

In this case Ej also measures the percentage increase 

in value added in activity j in Tanzania as a result of the 

transfer tax if we maintain our earlier assumption that 

production conditions in Tanzania prior-to the imposition
I

of the transfer tax were identical to those in Kenya and

For then Vkj represents the pre-transfer tax value '

added coefficient in activity j in Tanzania,

further that the transfer tax structure and consequent

positive Ej s do not result in inefficient use of non-primary
24

(i.e, the input coefficients

Kovf in

taxes.

Uganda.

If we assume

inputs of the Ellsvrorth type

24
See Chapter III, page 145 for a discussion of this 

possible type of inefficiency.
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for non-primary inputs in Tanzania are not affected by 

transfer taxes), then the higher prices in Tanzania made 

possible by the transfer tax structure must result in 

higher profits and/or inefficient use of capital and/or 

labor in Tanzania - i.e. in greater payments to labor 

and/or capital perunit of output.

Since most of the manufactured goods imported by

Tanzania from her East African neighbors are final consumer 

products (i.e, very few of them are inputs), 

able to assume that in most activities there will be 

transfer taxes on Inputs,

it is reason-

no
26

In such cases the rate of 

effective protection from a transfer tax imposed on the 

final product of activity j reduces to

E' = (6.2).j Vkj

In the case where the Kenyan or Ugandan px'oducer

bears the burden of the transfer tax in having to accept
1

a lower price for his product if he wants to sell 

Tanzania (the second case discussed earlier 

above), the measurement and interpretation of

The reduction in the price received by the Kenyan 

(or Ugandan) producer in activity j will lead to an equiva

lent reduction in value added in Kenya (or Uganda) if

it in

on pages 253-255

E! is not soJ
simple.

we

25
See Chapter III, pgs.138-l4o, for a detailed dis

cussion of this point.
26^

One,;notable exception here woul/T'he tHe clothing in
dustry, for a transfer tax has been Tevied on one of its 
major inputs, textiles’.

1

' -N.
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continue to assume that input coefficients for all non- 

primaiY inputs are fixed (in value as well as in physical 

According to the terms of the Treaty the transferterms),

tax is calcialated on the basis of the price asked by the

Thus if the price of theKenyan or Ugandan exporter.

final product of activity J is^to remain at unity in Tan

zania after the imposition of a transfer tax of t^ 

the Kenyan (or Ugandan) seller will novj receive tj

his product instead of 1 as in the pre-transfer tax situa-

then

for

The reduction in value added in Kenya vjill then betion.

equal to the reduction in the final price, i.e. 1 -
j

. '-.The post-transfer tax value added coefficient in

will then be
1+t

activity j in Kenya which we denote be V-^j 
t/ J

equal to Vkj

value added coefficient in activity J in Tanzania exceeds

j

j
. Now the percentage by which the

- Iftj

that in Kenya (or Uganda) is
X

E* '
3 1 + tj

X 100

Vkj - 1 +
if we assume that there are no transfer taxes on inputs.

is a measure of the improvement of the competitive posi

tion of the Tanzanian producer vis-a-vis his Kenyan (and/or 

Ugandan) counterparts, but it no longer measures the

Treaty for East African Cooper^.on-,,^gp. clt.

\
v^. -
X
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percentage increase in valne added in activitjr j made 

possible by a transfer tax. For, in this latter case there 

will be no change in the price of the final product in 

Tanzania (and also in the prices of inputs, given our 

assumptions). Thus there v;ill be no change in the value 

added coefficient in industry j in Tanzania. However, to 

the extent that the Tanzanian Govei'ninent uses any revenue 

from transfer taxes to subsidize this Industry, there will 

be an improvement in the prospective size of profits and/or 

labor returns per unit of its output.

E', ' is comparable to E'. in that both are a measure of 
J . J

the improvement in the competitive position of production

in activity j in Tanzania vis-a-vis competing production

(Note that vdiere t'. is small, particu- 
J

More formally, E'.'

in Kenya or Uganda.

larly inhere t'^ Vk j, El' 
J J

^ E' E'. •
J j j

H_ _ /Vh J -
1 + t' ^

U

as tl 
J

^ 0, i.e. tl->,1 + t'J

Thus, if we rank activities according to E'. and/or El
J

will obtain some indication as to how revenues might shift 

from a pfffe-transfer tax situation to a post-transfer tax

we
j

28
situation.

28
For a discussion of the reliability and relevance 

of effective protection rates as indicators of possible 
resoui’ce shifts see Chapter II ('especially pages 124-26) 
and Chapter III (especially pages 152-154

\



Table 6.1

Tanzanian Transfer Taxes and Rates of Effective Protection for "Selected" Industries

cient, 1963
Ranking by 
Effective Pro-tive Protection 

from the Transfer tectlon frOm 
Tax

{%) Transfer Tax(;&)
External TariffIndustry (IJ (2) 11) (4) I5i

Matches
Tobacco
Dairy Products
Misc.Chemicals
Biscuits
Paints
Textiles
Soap
Bicycle Tyres
Clothing
Beer
Footwear 
Metal Products 
Furniture & Fix
tures
Cl^s Products 
Pap^ & Paper 
Products

0.43
0,40
0.23
0.28
G;30
0,31
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.30
0.66
0.40
0.34

0.45
0.61

100 233 1 250 125 2 120 87 3 715-30 60-100 4 6^
18 60 5 918 58 6 320 57 7 518 53 8 10
17 49 9 440^20 10 1138'^25 11 8
15 37 12 12

1-0-15 30-45 13 13

10-15 25-30 14 14
15 25 15 15

0.42 7-10 20 16 16

Motels! (a) Based on effective rate for cosmetics in column tl)) of Table 4.2.

(b) Based on assumption that input coefficient of textiles in the 
clothing industry is 0.40 and using formula (6.1).

(c) This is probably too low because 0.66 ; ^ 
high value added coefficient - see text".
Column (1): Table 4.1, column (1).
Column (2): Roe, '.op, cj^. , Appendix Table III.
Column (3): Prom formula (6,2), E« = t'. . column (2).

, , Vki column (1)(see text, pp. 268-269 )
Column (5): Table'4,2, column (1),

appears to be an ^Unusually"
page 275.Sources;

X 100.
-o
o
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To estimate rates of effective protection affored to

selected industries in Tanzania by the recently imposed

transfer tax vje use the formula E! = t'^7
J «]

Vkj
measures the percentage rate at Trtiich the Tanzanian 

Government levied a transfer tax on the products of indus

try j in December 196? and Vkj 

coefficient for industry j in Kenya in 1963,^^ 

assuming in the above formula that (;.) there are no transfer 

taxes on’inputs in these industries (with the exception of 

the clothing industry as explained in footnote 

6.1), and (b) that Tanzanian consumers bear the fuD.l amount 

of the transfer tax in the form of increased prices for

imports from Kenya and Uganda or their domestically pro- 
30

duced equivalents.

Table 6.1 shovj-s estimates of the rates of effective 

protection for I6 industries (whose products arc subject 

to transfer taxes) obtained from the above formula, 

similar reasons to those discussed in Chapter IV 

estimates must be treated vrith extreme caution.

where
X 100

^3
67

tij

63
represents the value added

V/e are

to Table

For

31 these

There is

29
See Chapter IV, pages 159-60, for an exnlanation 

of why the figures from the 1963 Kenya Census'^ of Industrial 
Production are regarded as the most reliable for estimating 
value added coefficients.

^°The empirical evidence for such an assumption is 
based on Roe's findings already discussed above on page 256.

See Chapter IV, pages 179-181,31
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the additional problem here of what happens to the domestic 

pi’ice of a product subject to a transfer tax given that 

there may not be a full "price" effect as we have assumed 

in (b) above in the previous paragraph.

"price" effect may also occur if the Tanzanian producers 

do not raise their prices by the full amount of the trans

fer tax, and as already indicated the Tanzanian Govei-nment 

has been urging them to keep their prices down, 

theless.it seems reasonable to assume that the rankings 

given in column (4) of Table 6,1 are reliable indicators

A less than full

32
Kever-

of the relative protection afforded to different activities 

by the transfer tax. The ranking of these l6 industries 

by effective protective rates afforded by the transfer 

tax are strikingly similar to the ranking for the same 

industi’les on the basis of effective protection against 

competition from outside East Africa (as shorn in column
I

(5) of Table 6,1). There are only three industries where 

the rankings in column (4) differ by more than 3 from the 

rankings in column (5). These are the dairy products, 

biscuits and bicycle tyre industries, and for none of 

these is the difference in ranking greater than 5.

We turn now to consider the question of what criteria 

the Tanzanian Government should use in choosing vrhich

32
See above, page 258.

/
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industries to protect through the transfer tax. Finally 

we go on to examine the structure of protection from the 

present transfer tax structure in the light of some of 

these criteria.

The criteria which Tanzania should employ in choosing 

which products should be subject to a transfer tax and 

how high the tax should be in each case are, for the most 

part, the same criteria as those vrhich should govern the 

choice of industries to which any other form of protection 

is offered. Thus, following our analysis in Chapter V, 

the greatest effective protection should generally be given 

to those activities vrhich i) are most labor Intensive and/or 

have a low capital-output ratio, ii) lead to the greatest 

linkage effects, though we should bear in mind-,-as Resnick

points out, that:

these linkages must not simply be technical.,, 
but must be economic - in that it is or becomes 
possible and profitable to establish the links 
in the country - in order for the effect to be 
felt. Thus, for example a product vrhich has a 
high import content, even though the linkages 
may be great, vrill contribute less to grovrth than 
products vrith lower linkages having less import 
ponteht. 33

iii) lead to external economies especially greater possibili

ties for learhing so that unskilled labor may be upgraded.

. Ih addition to; these generally applicable criteria

'^Resnick, op. cit.. page 83.

'p:-

v?
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there are considerations Vfhich have special importance for 

a transfer tax and import substitution strategy within East 

Africa. As far as possible Tanzania should a'lsold invest

ment in new Industries which would duplicate already 

existing Kenyan capacity and which vfould thereby prevent 

the attainment of economies of scale within East Africa as

a whole.

Bearing in mind all the above mentioned criteria, Tan

zania should, ceteris paribus, apply transfer tax'pi'otection 

to those commodities where her terras of trade losses as a

result of the workings of the East African common market 

(i.e. the common market prior to December 196?) were greatest. 

More precisely, effective protection should usually be 

greatest for those activities where the annual value of 

Tanzania's interterritorial imports of the productGs) of that 

industry multiplied by Tanzania's external tariff rate on 

that product (in ad valorem teruls) is greatest. 3^ 

turning to a consideration of how well this particular 

criterion is presently being met we examine the existing 

structure of transfer taxes in terras of the other criteria

Before

mentioned above.

3^The assumptions, implications, and relevance of 
this criterion x^ill be discussed more fully belox^ when 
we examine the present transfer tax str^eftoeq, in the light 
of this criterion (see' pages 281 ff.
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III

From Table 6,2 It is clear that there is a strong 

negative correlation between the rankings according to 

rates of effective protection afforded by the present 

stinicture of transfer taxes (sho^m in column (2)) and 

labor intensity (as shown in colvunn (3)).35 of the nine 

industries receiving the greatest effective protection 

from transfer taxes only two - matches and textiles - 

are labor intensive. And of these two the production of 

matches in Tanzania is not really labor intensive. The 

reason it is classified A is that this measure is based

on data for the industry ■ "other v7ood products" as a 

whole. 36 The transfer tax is levied on matches only and 

in Tanzania matches are now produced at a modern plant

which is not highly labor intensive, 

of those seven Industries receiving the least effective 

protection from transfer taxes three (clothing, furniture
I

and fixtures, and paper and paper products ) are labor 

Intensive and another three have an intermediate degree of 

labor intensity. The rate of effective protection for 

beer shoim in Table 6.2 is probably too low (see footnote 

c to Table 6.1) and thus It is a further case of an industry

On the other hand

35
Following the notation used in Chapter V (see^-page 220) 

a high degree of labor intensity in an industry is denoted 
by A, while a low degree of labor intensity is denoted by C,' 
intermediate degrees of labor intensity being denoted by B - 
see the footnotes to Table 5.3 for the souppes of measures of 
labor intensity on whic.h this classific^artlon rs based.

See Chapter V, Tables 5.2 and 5.3,
36

\
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Table 6.2

Ranking by Transfer Tax Rates, Effective Protection Rates 
and Relevant Criteria for Selected Tanzanian Industries

Ranking,: by Ranking by Labor 
Transfer Tax Effective Intensity Effects Size of

Establish
ment

Linkage Prevalent

Protection 
from Trans
fer Tax

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Back-For- 
ward wardIndustry

Matches 
Tobacco 
Dairy Prod,
Mi sc. Chem., 
Biscuits 
Paints 
Textiles 
Soap 
Bicycle Tyresll 
Clothing 
Beer
Footwear 
Metal Prod, l4 
Furniture &.
Fixtures 

Glass Prod, 13 
Paper & Pa
per Prod. .16

1 1 A
2 2 C Large

Small4 3 8C 8
7 4 6 4C
8 5 A 8 8 Medium

Large
Medium
None
Large
Medlujp
None^
Mone^
None^

69 6 4C
5 7 A 7 7

10 8 c
9 8 8C

6 10®- 4A 10
11®3 c

12 12 4B 10
13 B 2 1

15 14 A 3 2 Small
Nonel’15 B

16 A 3 3 Medium

(a)Notes; The "true" ranking for clothlrg should probably 
be lower while that for beer should be higher - 
see footnotes a and c to Table 6.1.
In the Tanzanian context the prevalent size of 
establishments in these industries tends to be 
at least medium, if not large, given that 'modei-n' 
plants have been or would probably be built in' 
these industries.

Sources: Column (3): Roe,"Terms of Trade and Transfer Tax
Effects in the East African Common Kar- 
ket," o£. c3rb. , Appendix III.

Column (3): see Table 5.2,
Column (4): Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Devel- 

opment. pp, II6-II7. ’
Column (5): K.A. Bohr, 'Investmerrtr^i-teria for Manu

facturing Industi^es in Underdeveloped 
Countries,' ojD, eft.

(b)

V.,.
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with a lovf labor intensity being given significant 

tive protection by the present level 

Overall then

effec-

of transfer taxes,

the present structure of transfer taxes is 

highly unsatisfactory in terms of the labor 

criterion.

intensity

Ihe classification of linkage effects given in dolimn
(4) of Table 6,2 is taken directly

'3*7
Hlrschman

from that given by

and used earlier in Chapter V. Following Res-
nick's suggestion referred to above (see page 273), this

classification needs to be significantly modified 

applied to Tanzania at least with
when

respect to short run
considerations. For given the limited extent of industrial

ization in Tanzania the usual linkage effects in certain
Industries are not likely to have 

in the domestic
any significant impact

Thus for example, the backward 

linkages in the metal products industry in Tanzania

economy.

is likely

even ^though it has a very high 

ranking according to Kirschraan's classification,

to be very low in Tanzania;

which is
based on a study of Industrialized nations, 

zania there is now no extraction and
For, in Tan-

processing of primary 

metals other than gold or diamonds nor is there likely to

be in the foreseeable future given the smallness 

domestic market and the lack of adequate transportation 

to the iron and coal deposits in the SouthV/est

of the

region of

37
Hirschman, 0£. . pp. 116-1170

d

(
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the country near the Zambian border. The backvjard linkages 

in footwear in Tanzania (ranked 4 by .Rirschman's classifi

cation) are potentially significant if production is 

mainly of leather shoes.
to be

But if production continues, as 

it is now, to be mainly of cheap rubber shoes then backward
I

linkages are likely to be small given that rubber has to be 

imported.

There are however a number of industries vdiere the

major raw material is domestically produced, most notably 

tobacco, textiles, and clothing. Here, of course, backward 

linkages are important and a good case can be made for

emphasizing these industries, a case which has already been 

developed in Chapter These industries are presently 

ranked 2, 7, 10 respectively according to rates of effective

protection provided by the present level of transfer taxes.

In terms of the criterion of size, the present structure 

of transfer taxes appears fairly 'satisfactory, especially 

if we agree that the limited size of the Tanzanian market 

makes it desirable to give greatest protection to those in

dustries where the "prevalent" (optimal) size of establish

ments is small. Of the ten industries most heavily pro

tected by the present structure of Tanzanian transfer taxes

only three (tobacco, paints, bicycle tyres) typically have

38
See pages I95-I96,

/
c:
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large size establishments. There is as yet no production 

of bicycle tyres in Tanzania. It appears that this is a 

case where it would be unfortunate if the imposition of a 

transfer tax speeded up the initiation of production in a 

particular industry. For Tanzania imports a significant 

quantity of bicycle tubes and tires from Kenya and Uganda.39 

The establishment of a bicycle tire factory in Tanzania 

in the near future vjould lead to unnecessary duplication 

within East Africa.

In connection v^ith this last point it is Important 

to note that in the iS" industries v/hich vfe have been exam

ining in this c?iapter some production already exists in 

all but one of them - the above mentioned bicycle tire in

dustry. Hovjever, the classification we have used here is a 

fairly broad one and there are important sectors of these

industries vrhere there was in mid-1967,. as yet np production
/

in Tanzania. Thiis, in the "metal products" industry there 

was no production of steel doors and windows or of metal 

furniture; in the "glass products" industry no production 

of glass bottles; in the "miscellaneous chemicals" industry 

no production of perfumes and■cosmetics.

bear in mind that according to the terms of the Treaty for

But we should

39
In 1966 of total imports of bicycle tires into 

Tanzania over 80% in value came from Kenya and Uganda,
40

Resnick, op. cit Table I8,• t

{
■'v. .
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East African Cooperation

A Partner State may impose a transfer tax 
upon manufactured goods only if at the time 
the tax is imposed goods of a similar descrip
tion are being manufactured in that State or 
are reasonably expected to be manufactured in 
the State within three months of the imposition 
of the tax.4l

Furthermore "in the reasonable expectation that the manu- 

coiranence wjthin three months," 

tax Imposing

a year the capacity to produce
(a) a quantity of goods equivalent to not less 

than fifteen percent of the domestic consumution 
Within the Partner State of goods of that par
ticular kind in the period of twelve months 
immediately preceding the imposition 
tax; or

(b) goods of that particular kind having an ex- 
factory value of not less than two million 
shillings.42

facture of such goods will 

the industry producing these goods in the 

country must have within

of the

According to'-Resnick, for all of the 

the beginning of this
products mentioned at

paragraph, the Tanzanian market is
large enough to absorb any output yrhich would be sufficient 

to satisfy this last mentioned 43provision of the Treaty.

As we mentioned briefly earlier (see pages274 

criterion which appears relevant to
)■ a

any discussion of the
4l

Treaty for East African Cooperation, 
^%bid. , p. 14,

Resnlck, op. clt., Table 18,

. p. 13.

43

!
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structure of Tanzanian transfer taxes has to do with the 

changing terms of trade between Tanzania and her neighbors 

as a result of the workings of the East African 

market prior to December 196?,

"recovery of terras of trade criterion,"

Chapter I (see particularly pages 31-35 ) that Tanzania

common

We choose to call this the

We stressed in

long viewed the East African common market as working to 

her disadvantage. As a consequence of being less indus

trialized than Kenya Tanzania finds herself buying goods

from Kenyan jndustries which shelter behind the 

external tariff that exists in East Africa, 

as a result of this view' that the transfer tax has 

emerged as the main tool for reducing Tanzania's imbalance 

of trade in manufactures vjith Kenya,

As we also saw in Chapter I (pages 28~30 ) economists 

have attempted to measure the cost of the common market to

common

It is largely

now

Tanzania in terms of the national income (or loss of revenue 

from import duties) foregone as a result of Tanzania buying 

goods from Kenya or Uganda instead of importing these 

goods from outside East Africa, or instread of these goods 

being produced in Tanzania behind a tariff ws.ll which in

cluded duties against imports from Kenya as well as from the 

rest of the vjorld.

same

This economic "loss" to Tanzania can 

alternatively be viewed as a "terms of trade" loss in the

/
ch

i.
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sense that In Tanzania prices of 

are higher than they would be if
goods imported from Kenya

East Africa and therefore 
Tanzania had no tariffs on the products at all.

For an individual product imported from Kenya the 

annual terms of trade loss to Tanzania 

the annual value of Tanzania
vrould be equal to 

s imports from Kenya multiplied 

on that product (measuredby the external East African tai-iff

in ^ valorem terms) if assume that in Tanzania the 
price of this product is equal to the "free

we

trade" viorld
price for that product plus the East African tariff, 

studies by Ghai and Ndegwa, referred to in Chapter I ( 

. pages 29-30), which dealt with the 

Tanzania's losses from the 

plifylng assumption, 

and consider the implications for

The

see

question of measuring 

common market, made this slm-

Later we shall relax this assumption 

On the basis
of this simplifying assumption it is simple to calculate 

the annual terms of trade loss to Tanzania

our study.

in 1966 for each 
of the sixteen industry categories ive have used thus far 

in this chapter.

Given our assumption here, if Tanzania imposes a trans

fer tax on a product equal to one half of the external tariff 

on that product (which is the maximum under the new Treaty), 
she will be recovering one half of this terms of trade loss. 

For the imposition of a transfer tax v/ill result in the

\
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transfer tax being borne by the 

facturer,'

Kenyan or Ugandan manu- 

The recovery to Tanzania Trtll be accounted for
by an increase in Tanzanian Government 

the second pure 

(see pages 253-255),

"price effect" in Tanzania 

of a transfer tax.

revenues. This is

we discuessed earlier in this chapter 

the situation where there is no

case

1. e • ,

as a result of the imposition 

What is involved here is a transfer 

of income from the Kenyan (or Ugandan) manufacturer to
the Tanzanian Government,

In assessing or deciding on the appropriate transfer 

tax structure for Tanzania it 

terms of trade 

terion.

seems to us that the potential

recovery is a valid and most important cri- 

As we have already mentioned this 

be formulated, more precisely as follov7s:
criterion can

Tanzania should, 

in such a way as to

losses that resulted

pari bus. levy transfer taxes

maximize her recovery from terms of trade 

from the workings of the common market prior to the intro

duction of the transfer tax.

Table 6.3 gives an overall picture of hovj irell the 

present structure of transfer taxes in Tanzania 

this criterion with respect to trade with
satisfies
44Kenya. Column

44
Tanzani?frnm®L^^Hn^ imposed on imports into
Tanzania flora Uganda. The nuinber of industries covered(eivht)

'•^he Kenyan case and the value of imports^in- 
olved is considerably less. V/e conduct our analysis here in
tS“ronr 1 ^ut the ^psiderations and
the conclusions apply in .much the same wa'P'to tfie use of 
transfer taxes on imports from Uganda ^

l
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(5) shoT'TS the "actual" recovery of terms of trade losses. 

This is obtained by multiplying the value of Tanzanian im

ports from Kenya in the industry in 1967 by the actual 

transfer tax rate imposed by Tanzania in December I967 (i,e. 

by mviltiplying column (2) by column (4)). Column (6) shows 

the difference, if any, between the maximum potential re

covery (i.e, if Tanzania levied the transfer tax at the 

maximum possible rate) and the "actual" recovery. In nine

of the eighteen industries transfer taxes have been levied 

at (or very near to) the maximum rate. In only four of the

remaining nine industries Is the difference betvreen the

potential annual recovery and the "actual" annual recovery 

significantly large; that is, larger than 500,000 shillings. 

These four industries are tobacco, textiles, beer, and 

paper and paper products.

From the total figures for columns (5,) and (6) in
- t

Table 6.3 it would appear that the Tanzanian Government 

has not made the fullest use of the transfer tax from the

point of view of recovering terms of trade losses to Kenya. 

For the total annual "actual" recovery of terms of trade

loss is 19.1 million shillings while the unrealized annual 

recovery is 9.3 million shillings (see Table 6,3). That

is, the present structure of transfer taxes appears to

yield only two thirds of the total potential recovery of

/
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Table 6.8

"Actual" and "Unrealijied" Terms of Trade Losses from the 
Transfer Tax

Industry Interter
ritorial 
Imports 

from Kenya 
1966(Shs,1000)

External Transfer 'Actual'Terms 
Tariff _Tax Rate Unrealized 

Terms of 
Trade Re
covery ( Shs. 

1000)

of Trade Re
covery ( Shs. 

1000)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Hatches
Tobacco 
Dairy -Prod. 9 64o 
Hisc.Ci^emf- 7 34o 
Biscuits 
Paints 
Textiles 
Soaps 
Bicycle 
Tires 

Clothing- 
Beer
Footwear

302 200 100 302
3 540 300 50 1 770 

1 928 
1 940 
3 924

3 54040-50
20-75

20
10-30 420

2 180 
1 060 
6 820 
1 082

37.5 18
37,5 18 19173b 20 1 364 1 20040 18 195

1 200 
2 100 
8 760 

12 140 
Metal Prod. 8 960 
Furniture & 
Fixtures

36 17 204
6o4 20 420 210100-150 25 2 190 

1 821 
1 060

2 190
30 15 220
30 10-15 300

2 480 
Glass Prod. 2 360 
Paper & Pa- 
per Prod, 14 700 

Total for
All 16 In
dustries

30 15 372
43 15 354 120

10 7-10 1 080 1 145

84 664 . 19 115 9 345

Motes: (a) This includes toiletother^articles of plastiTa’S^Si'icSef JSc^nized 

(b) These tariff rates-1 . , rm T 4. fF® based on the specific amounts

Sources: Column (2): Eas-t African Customs and Excise. Annual 
^rade Report of Tan,q:anylka.

for the year ended 31st Decetnhe->> 
morabasa, Commissioner of Customs 

and Excise.
Column (3): See Table 4.1.
Column (4): Alan Roe, op. cit,, Appendix, Table l4.

^"5
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terms of trade losses. Furthermore one could argue that 

these numbers vinderestimate the gap betvreen actual and por 

tential recovery. There are a number of products which 

Tanzania imports from Kenya which are eligible for the 

transfer tax according to the terms of the new East African

Treaty; yet the Tanzanian Government has chosen not to

place a transfer tax on these items. Among the more impor

tant of these are meat and meat preparations, butter, in

secticides and disinfectants, leather, manufactures of

vjood, cement, bars and rods of iron and steel, metal con-
^5tainers for transport and storage, and crovm corks, 

have estimated (on the basis of I966 interterritorial trade 

statistics and I966 tariff rates) that if the Tanzanian

We

Government were to levy transfer texes on the import of 

these items from Kenya at the maximum possible rate, the 

additional recovery of terms of trade losses v;ould be

about 5 million shillings.

In practice hovrever the maximum potential recovery of 

terms of trade losses from the transfer tax are likely to 

be considerably less than is indicated by the aobve discussion. 

As we have already stressed, the measures of terms of 

trade savings shown in Table 6.3 are based on the assumption

■ 45In the case of Tanzanian imports from Uganda there 
are analogous products on I'lhich no transfer tax has been 
levied. The more important of these are biscuits, soaps, 
bars and rods of iron and steel, jembes (-h9e's>-,-., and 
enamel holloware. /

c.

I
V.

"x
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that the pre-transfer tax prices in Tanzania of imports

from Kenya are equal to the prices of equivalent imports 

from outside East Africa. However, according to Roe's 

study, mentioned earlier, this is frequently not the 

For many products Roe found that prior to December 1967 

the price in Tanzania of a Kenyan good to be considerably

case,

below the price of the 'equivalent' product imported from 

outside East Africa, In such cases the imposition of a 

transfer tax should not result in as much recovery to Tan

zania of terms of trade losses as ifould appear to be indi

cated by the figures in columns (5) and (6) of Table 6.3. 

For now the Kenyan (or Ugandan) producer should be able to 

pass on part of the transfer tax to the Tanzanian 

in the form of higher prices, 

tion of a transfer tax could result in 

of trade loss.

consumer

In certain cases the Imposi- 

no recovery of terms

More precisely, this coul.d occur where the 

price of the Kenj-an good in Tanzania was less than the post- 

tariff price in Tanzania of the "equivalent" import from 

outside East Africa by an amount equal to or greater than

the specific equivalent of the transfer tax levied.

But, as we have mentioned a few times before, there is 

a real problem in attempting any comparison of the prices 

of Tanzania's imports from outside East Africa with the 

prices of "equivalent" goods manufactured within East Africa,

\
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Because the quality of goods imported from outside is fre

quently considered to be superior to East African products 

(as evidenced by the willingness of Tanzanian consumers to

pay higher prices for the former) the method of direct price 

comparisons, on which much of Roe's study is based, is open 

to serious qi’.estion. Moreover, what is pertinent here is 

that even if the prices of certain Kenyan products in 

Tanzania are less than the prices of "equivalent" imports 

from-'outside East Africa, Kenyan producers i^ill still have

to bear most of the burden arising from transfer taxes on 

such products, as long as Tanzanian consumers are willing 

to pay more for non-East African products, 

this reason vre have chosen not to attempt to modify the 

'■ bers v;hich are presented in Table 6.3 and which form the 

basis of oui' analysis here.

The question of quality differences -appears to be of

Largely for

num-

some use in throwing light on the final question we wish

As we mentioned earlier, for four of 

the sixteen industries classified in Table 6,3 the Tanzanian 

Government in December 196? chose to levy transfer taxes 

at less than the maximum possible rate.

to consider here.

These four industries 

are tobacco, textiles, beer, and paper and paper procVdcts, 

l\fhy did the Tanzanian Government choose not to levy the 

maximum possible transfer tax on these products? In trying

/
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to answer this question vre are led into a bi’ief discisssion 

of a broader and more fimdamental question, Vfliat criteria, 

if any, does the Ta-hzanian Government seem to have adopted 

in deciding which industries to protect (and how much pro

tection to give each) by means of the transfer tax.

There appear to be two possible reasons (which are not 

mutually exclusive) why transfer taxes were not levied at 

the maximum rate on the products of the first three of

the four above-mentioned industries (i.e. tobacco, textiles 

and beer). Firstly, if the quality of these products manu

factured in Kenya is considered by the Tanzanian consumer

to be lower than the quality of comparable products manu

factured outside East Africa then a higher transfer tax rate 

might well have resulted in a sharp reduction in Tanzanian 

imports of these products from Kenya, For a high transfer 

tax would result either in the prices of the Kenyan products 

being raised in Tanzania or in the' Kenyan producer being 

forced to accept a much lower price for his export to Tanzania, 

From either or both such developments there could arise an

inci-ease in Tanzania's imports from outside East Africa and/ 

or an inei’ease in Tanzanian production, 

permitted by the terms of the East African Treaty,

The former is not

The

46'
Treaty for East African Cooperation, 0£. cit.

)
CL
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latter might not be possible 

has to appear possible according to the 

If the Kenyan producers could 

the transfer tax in the form of higher prices 

Tanzanian consumers they 

to expand their sales in Tanzania, 

they have to absorb most 

tax themsel-ues they would probably become 

ested in the Tanzanian market and try to sell 

and Uganda as well as outside East Africa, 

developments be of concei’n to the Tanzanian 

we are led into a discussion of the second

in the short run, although it 

terms of the Treaty, 

pass on all or most of 

to the

more likely to continue trying 

On the other hand, if 

or all of the burden of the transfer 

much less inter-

47

are

more in Kenya

Why might such

Government? Here

possible reason
for the Tanzanian Government's decision not to levy trans-fer 

taxes at the maximum rate on the products of these industries. 

The Tanzanian Government, like most governments in

underdeveloped countries, is highly concerned with raising
revenue to finance its growing current and' capital program 

expenditures. As in the case of formulating and implementing 

so also with the setting of trans- 

appears to have the

policy on external tariffs

fer tax rates the Tanzanian Government

need for revenue very much in mind, 

tant reason
Hence perhaps an impor- 

for the decision to levy transfer taxes on beer,

Ibid.

^ _ ,
/

c:.
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cigarettes and textile goods at less than the 

possible rate.
maximmn

As long as Tanzania cannot rapidly expand 

its supply for the home market in these products there is

no point in levying tariffs and/or transfer taxes at rates 

which might lead to a reduction in revenue. VJhile the 

price elasticity of demand in Tanzania for these products 

(beer, cigarettes, and textiles) is probably fairly lov:, 

since all three are in some sense 'necessities' to the

typical Tanzanian consumer, this elasticity may be greater 

than one because these three commodities make up an impor

tant part of the consumer'.s overall meagre budget. In 

addition the Tanzanian Govei-nment has to bear in mind that

large increases in the prices of these 'necessities' 

hardly be popular with the public.

VTOUld

It appears that the reason for not levying transfer 

taxes at the full rate in the case of the fourth product.

paper and paper products, is similar to the last point dis

cussed in the previous paragraph. The major import from 

Kenya in this industry is exercise books used by school chil- 

The Tanzanian Government not surprisingly 

unvfilling to Increase unduly the cost of education, a 

so treasured by the masses as well as the President himself. 

Oour analysis here may also help explain why certain products 

clearly eligible for the transfer tax have been omitted 

the list of those products subject to he/'^r^^fer tax.

dren. appears

'good'

from

As
Cl

I,
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we mentioned, earlier the most significant of these are

meat and meat preparations, buttei-, insecticides and dis

infectants, leather, manufactures of wood, cement, bars 

and rods of iron and steel, metal containers for transport

and storage, and crown corks. Meat products are an

important Tanzanian export. It v/ould hardly make sense

to try to protect the thriving Tanzanian meat products

industry anO thereby divert potential exports to a small

domestic market at higher prices to the consi-uner. Of the

rem.aining products listed only butter and manufactures 

of vrood are not primarily inputs into the production of

other goods. Perhaps after all the Tanzanian Government

was not unavjare of the fact that tariffs on inputs lower
N

48
the effective protection given to domestic producers!

48
This point is also relevant to the transfer tax on 

textiles which is a major input in the clothing industry 
and for yjhich, as we have seen, transfer tax rates were 
levied at less than the maximum possible

cl
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